For the past year, predictions have
forecast an upswing in the number of
square dancers, more interest in the
activity and more public attention. Now
with only six months of the Bicentennial
year to go and the official "birthday"
behind us, we are seeing some of these
predictions come true.
Last year's classes were bigger than
ever and clubs are even now preparing
for more "recruiting" during Square
Dance Week in September.
Media of all kinds have featured
square dancing: newspapers, magazines, TV shows and ads, even an
encyclopedia. Phone calls and letters
asking for information come to our
office from all over the country.
Following his interview for the New
York Times, Lee Kopman prepared a
section of the Family Creative Workshop which was published with full color
photos. (See feature in next month's
issue.) Plans for more national coverage
of square dance activity are .leing made
by several groups, one of which is the
American Square Dance Association
now being formed. Their flyer, inserted
as a paid ad in the center fold of this
issue, describes the goals of this
organization. Their plans are to institute
acivities and work in areas not now
being covered in the square dance field,
such as nationwide publicity in nondance media and an international
square dance center. Look over the
flyer, judge for yourself its merits; we
feel that the efforts made so far deserve
your consideration, although the organization has no connection with this
magazine.
The National Convention has now
reached an all-time high in attendance.
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The national and local committees will
face new problems and search for new
solutions with the phenomenal growth
of the event. How do they hear the
problems? From what YOU say. Do
write to committees or to us. Tell what
you liked, what difficulty you might
have encountered, and what solutions
or suggestions you have to offer. More
active participation in planning will pay
off for everyone who attends.
Did you know there is a National
Association of Round and Square Dance
Suppliers meeting and working to
improve the exhibitors' phase of all
conventions and festivals? They, too,
will welcome suggestions and solutions.
LEGACY and Callerlab will both be
meeting in spring of 1977. "MiniLegacies" (Leadership Conferences)
are springing into existence in all parts
of the continent and many more are in
the planning stages. Better communications, developed at these conferences,
will bring about better square dance
activities. Better square dancing, whatever your definition, will be a result of
the deliberations and resolutions of
Callerlab.
Be a part of this growth. Write and
express your ideas to key members of
all these organizations. Addresses can
be found in Dandy Idea, this issue.
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We want to thank you for sending us
the magazine.
Enjoyed being in there.
Dan & Pauline Sakahara
St. Louis, Missouri
You goofed! (Don't we all!)
On p. 63, June issue, you print a
picture and letter on New Zealand
helping celebrate the USA Bicentennial
under the heading Australia celebrates.... Come now— that's another
country; not even contiguous as Canada
and the USA are.
To help make amends, could you
please send me the letter-writers' (the
Nuttalls) address so that we may dance
with them during our November trip to
New Zealand? Any other leads on N.F.
square dancing will be appreciated. I
am separately writing the Shepherds,
whose address is given on p. 62.
I do enjoy your magazine. One topic I
don't see discussed is the average
frequency of dancing required for
various levels. Fifteen to twenty years
ago, while stationed in Washington,
D.C., I did challenge dancing— we
danced twice a week. Out here, it's hard
to find one dance a week. Furthermore,
the 7,000 ft. altitude is the first
challenge.
Harold Hessing
Los Alamos, New Mexico
ED. NOTE: Our apologies to our
dancing friends in New Zealand. We did
a mental leap from the New Zealand
picture to a note on the Australian
celebration.
In December, I submitted a story for
publication which, according to a letter
received from you, would be published
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soon. If you do not intend to publish it,
please return it.
Valerie Titus
Lynn Haven, Florida
ED. NOTE: The story was published In
the July issue ("It Really Happened,"
page 30). We regret Valerie Titus' name
was omitted from the page.
We were surprised to read in your
magazine that my mother's name is
Edie Adams.... that is not my mother or
Sam's mother-in-law....Your article was
true in the sense that my mother's
earrings are being worn all over the
U.S. and Hawaii....We cannot take
credit for the original idea as we got
them from Marie Hicks. She made them
two winters ago and I sold them for her.
When she went back to the D.C. area
and we had no supplies and orders
coming in, my mother did a takeoff on
Marie's pattern (not identical) and we
got into the business...incidentally my
mother's name is Nora Davis and she
lives in Port Charlotte, Florida.
Betty Mitchell
Holiday, Florida
Many thanks for the extra publicity
on the "Dinosaur" page in the July
issue. The ad looks fine, too. American
Squaredance keeps looking better all
the time. You've turned it into a top
publication.
Jay King
Wayland, Massachusetts
Thank you for printing my letter
under "Straight Talk." Your magazine
is great and I wish I had a few hundred
back issues to hand out to square
dancing friends who don't even know
you exist. We go to festivals all over and
are booked for the biggie at Atlantic
City. Ship us some back issues and we
will put them in good hands for you
Jack Thompson
Mechanicsville, Virginia
What happened to Willard Orlich's
"New Idea" in the June issue. We miss
it! Maybe he'll give us two in July.
We really enjoy the magazine. Keep
us informed on Callerlab.
Phil Kozlowski
Aurora, Indiana
ED. NOTE: On the one hand, we have
folks saying that too many new ideas are
being brought Into square dancing. This
Continued on Page 80
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omewhere in the vast, sprawling city
of Los Angeles, or more particularly in a
remote, chasm-like hall of technological
machinery in Anaheim, California,
j there's a diabolical computer that
doesn't like me. I mean the foreboding,
scheming grey monster spins its gears,
flashes curse words, and spits out half
chewed, square-tooth-punched index
cards at the very mention of my name.

That's why I'm not listed in the
program book of the 25th National
Square Dance Convention, just held in
the Golden State, among the seven-oddhundred CALLERS, but only as a
CONTRA LEADER.
I had signed up for the "25th" a year
ago, amidst the turmoil of the National
in Kansas City, as a caller among other
things (You're SOMETHING ELSE—
co-ed.), and dreamed each night that I'd
be able to stand tall on one of the dozen
stages at Anaheim in June of 1976,
modulating melodiously to the addicted
adulation of the "almost-forty-thou"
dancers there gathered. Little did I
dream that a demon-like machine would
drain my dream to a mere dram! (You
poor maligned thing— co-ed)
How do I know it was a computer that
did the evil deed? Well, that was the
way it was officially explained to me by
officials of the programming department. It was no human error. Humans
seldom make mistakes. It had to be that
infernal machine. Strangely enough,
the same computer didn't like a bunch
of other callers as well. But can you
blame a starry-eyed, California-bornand-bred, loyal and competent computer for showing a wee bit of partiality
when it comes to its own kinfolk— the
California born-and-bred callers? Of
course not! It gallantly programmed
them on an average of HALF the time.
In other words, every time an hour of
programming time was set up. 50% of it
featured a California caller or leader, on
the average.
But you can't blame a bare-faced
behemoth of nuts and bolts for that kind
of scheduling, can you? After all, there
were a whole lot of California callers
present. Shouldn't the convention be a
Showcase of California talent?
Maybe so. Yet there were approximately 800 callers and leaders listed in
the program book. Of that total almost
300 were from California. That's about
37%. Perhaps the friendly grey giant
should have programmed closer to 37%
for Californians and 63% for other
leaders.
As a matter of fact, the metalic
monster really showed its sunny clime
colors when it featured California
leaders a whoppin' 56% in the prime
time/ prime hall slots. We refer to the

Arena from 8 to 10 o'clock each night.
But whoever would expect a selfrespecting California computer to do
anything different than that? Tch. Tch.
Does anyone remember back to the
days when callers in the home state of
the National (Des Moines, etc.) were
given LESS calling spots than visiting
callers? Does anyone remember back
when EVERY caller got an equal
number of appearances— about three
or four? In Anaheim one caller got nine
spots, most got two or three, some got
none.
Callerlab has officially offered to take
over all programming at all future
Nationals, but to date the offer has not
been accepted. Perhaps the time is
coming....
There's also a little matter of SOUND
in the various halls at the National in
Anaheim, which was abominable, but
let's move on to pleasanter aspects.
There were some "happy summer
sounds" out there, too.
Midway through the convention I
bumped into Ken Parker, general
chairman, and asked if he was pulling
out his hair. He answered matter-offactly: "There are some pluses and
there are some minuses."
Right, Ken. We've looked at the
minuses. Now we'll look at the pluses.
Quantitatively the convention was a
sight to behold. Imagine— within a few
hundred of 40,000 people— all gathered
under one roof, which could house a
dozen football fields! Physically it was
often a bit tricky to move from one hall
to the next. You learned the shortcuts.
The week started in the 70's and
ended in the 90's, temperature-wise,
but we weren't uncomfortable inside—
the air conditioning held up.
Surprisingly the food service within
the complex was adequate, and so many
outlying restaurants were available,
there were no long lines.
Seeing old friends was as rich an
experience as ever— this more than
compensates for a little jamming in the
halls.
The Pageant of American Square
Dancing, presented three times in the
main arena, was an excellent production, we are told. We couldn't see it
because of restrictions of each performance (two-hour waiting period for
seats, etc.) and we were especially tied
up at our magazine booth in the
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Exhibition Hall. Oh, well. We couldn't
see the show. But at least we've read
the book!
The Press Breakfast was a winner. So
was the Oklahoma banquet. And the
panel sessions, for the most part. There
was more of everything. More displays
in the Showcase of Ideas. More tours.
More contra scheduling. (They're really
"in".) More commercial booths. More
clinics. More publicity for square
dancing. More people. More Excedrin
headaches for the committees, who
have to cope with voluminous problems
of such a Herculean affair.
We came in Monday, as part of one of
the Omnisphere tour groups, and had a
couple days of sightseeing before
jumping into the maelstrom with both
feet. Fortunately our Holiday Inn
"home" was only about 20 long stones
throw from the Convention Center, and
we were snug as bugs in rugs, or pigs in
pokes, or whatever.
We rented a car, picked up nine
boxes of saleable books and magazines
at friend Ted Wegener's home nearby,
where we had shipped them, and even
had a chance to dip our toes into the
Pacific.
Our all-day tour of Universal Studios
was memorable. There was the "shark"
from "Jaws" splashing toward our
unprotected tram. There were "behind
the scenes" views of buildings and
interiors we'd seen in movies and TV
shows (all made of plastic). "Rock"
slides came tumbling down on us. We
saw a couple of stars, stage presentations, special effects, make-up techniques, etc. etc.
Practically nobody missed the allnight party at Disneyland the final night.
What a world of Fantasy for young and
old, just as the promo blurbs ballyhoo it
to be! The "kid" in all of us makes us
eager to see the sights. ride the whirling
conveyances, and marvel a little at the
authentic and clever creations inspired
by the genius who made a whole
"mountain" out of a mouse.
Sunday was a day to "wind down"
after the fun, the dancing, the work
(manning our booth) the rushing from
hall to hall, the involvement in panels
and clinics, the partying, and the dizzy
whirl of the biggest shindig ever staged
for the square dance activity. We were
"flat out" most of the day.
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Winging back to good old Ohio on
Monday was another time to relax and
reflect. Questions and concerns continued to "dance" through our contemplative craniums, as we separated
fact from fiction, debit from credit,
advantage from disadvantage.
Is the National Square Dance Convention getting too large (with 40,000
participants) and too unwieldy to
continue in its present form? Should a
FULL-TIME, year-round, professional
executive be hired to handle the
program, and afford an extra advantage
of continuity from year to year?
Callerlab now has this advantage— why
not start it with the Nationals, too?
(Certainly the budget is more than
adequate.) Should there be an EASTERN as well as a WESTERN National
Convention, operating simultaneously?
Should the time be extended from
Tuesday through Saturday to s-p-r-e-a-d
the crowds, unjam the program, and
create a strong pitch for 2-day-only
registrations? Shouldn't a real expert be
hired, even at the expense of several
thousand dollars, to "engineer" the
sounding of all halls? Shouldn't Callerlab be allowed to take over all
programming of callers?
That's it. Excuse the more serious
turn of the pen this month. Lest we be
misconstrued, we'll say it clearly— IT
WAS A GOOD CONVENTION. It was
spectacular! The leaders all did a
heckuva good job! But the sheer
immensity of it may be making a
Frankenstein out of Snow White and the
"Dancin' Dwarf Sevens". And then
there's that ol•z-z-x!?#84 computer
that doesn't like me!
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I'm afraid to travel to other clubs
Cause I don't know anyone there.
I'm afraid I don't know all the calls
And might break down the square.
Well, everyone feels just the same,
Each tip they're apprehensive,
But when the tip is over,
Their apprehension's gone.
They've met new friends to dance with
The bond is really strong.

FRIENDS
by Norm Zech
Gifford, Illinois

The next tip when you're up to dance
Six friends are on the floor.
And when the tip is over,
You then have even more.
By the time the dance is over
You have many many friends;
They wish you a safe journey home
And do come back again.
And best of all is when you're out
To shop or just to look
You'll find that they are everywhere
Your name is in their book.
So let's go out and make some friends
For us and for our club,
And find that dancing's really fun
For us and everyone.
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THE COPES: SUCCESS STORY
"Do what you do, do well; Swing that
corner, promenade...." The tall, skinny
fellow possessing the microphone acts
as if he has been calling for all of his 29
years. His timing is perfect, his diction
excellent, and one can feel his rhythm
and enthusiasm. You pick up the flyers
arranged on the table and you notice
that he is featured on two festival
programs, the Mountain City Festival
with 75 squares, and the Gatlinburg
Spring Fling with over 1,000 dancers.
Then you notice the full summer
schedule of callers coming into the area.
Wow, square dancing must really be big
in this area, you say. But would you
believe that western style square
dancing is less than two years old in this
area?
It really began about 10 years ago
with a group of western dancers camped
in the northeast Georgia Mountains.
They noticed a sign that said: Andy's
No
Trout Farms, Dillard, Georgia
licence, No limit. Being a curious lot,
and considering the fact that they had
not been able to trick any trout from the
mountain stream, they decided to see
what Andy's had to offer. They caught
their supper, to be sure, but they also
found something else: A new rec hall
with a hardwood floor right in the
middle of a beautiful, modern campground, and a guy named Andy who
was more than happy for them to use it.
Word started spreading through the
Atlanta area and campers and dancers
would gather every summer in the rec
hall, bringing their callers with them.
The building intended for mountain
style square dancing was perfect.
Meanwhile, Jerry and Becky Cope,
just married, joined Jerry's dad, Andy,
and took over management of the
camping, cabins, and recreation program. They became fascinated with the
western-style dancing and yearned for
six years to get in on the fun and good
times the dancers always seemed to
have. What made it even worse was
when a previous non-dancing couple,
bit by the bug while camping during a
square dance campout, came back the
following summer as experienced dancers. The problem was that no caller

could afford to drive 130 miles one way
just to teach a class. At that time, there
were no callers any closer.
Among the early visitors to the rec
area was Joe Fain, who had just
recently graduated from Bill McVey's
square dance class in Atlanta. Knowing
of the Cope's interest, he taped the full
twenty-week session and presented the
tapes to them, hoping they could learn
from them. Those tapes just sat there
for five years. And then it happened.
Jerry and Becky started working with
a children's group one April (1974),
planning to teach them to clog in the
true mountain tradition. Jerry pulled
out those tapes and decided to see if the
kids could learn some of the basics to
make the clogging routines mort
interesting. Western dancing was different for the kids, they liked it, and
Jerry really got the "fever". Gathering
together a square of adults, he would
stay one step ahead of the kids and
teach them the "lesson" he had just
learned. Jack Shaw, one of the first ones
to introduce dancing to the rec area, had
loaned Jerry a turntable. Records were
chosen and Jerry was on his way to a
new hobby.
About the time the spin chain thrus
started getting complicated, Delma
Allison had started a class in the
Cleveland area, about 50 miles away
Delma, Jack's caller, had been to the
rec area with Delma's Dancers on
several occasions. He was glad to let
Jerry and Becky in on his class about
the 10th night, and was most encouraging, giving Jerry the mike on many
occasions. By graduation time, Jerry
had purchased a Hilton, signed up for
the Caller's College with Stan Burdick
and Don Williamson in Greeneville,
Tennessee, and lined up a class to teach
in September (1974) in Dillard. The
parents of the children's group were
among the first class members, as were
Jerry's parents and Becky's parents.
The night he was supposed to graduate
as a charter member of the Gateway
Squares in Cleveland, Jerry was right in
the middle of the Caller's College. Stan
Burdick's explanation of the windmill
system was the turning point in Jerry's
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grasp of the complexity of the square
dance movements. He gleaned enough
information from the college to know
what had to be learned. He spent
literally hours working with the square
dance dolls and studying the manuals.
He would stay a lesson or two ahead of
the class, knowing the material thoroughly before presenting it to his
students.
Beginning with about 20 couples,
western square dancing established a
foothold in the northeast Georgia
mountains, where only mountain-style
square dancing had been done in the
past. In a year's time, Jerry graduated
two classes in Dillard. By then, dancing
was becoming popular in Franklin,
N.C., about 18 miles away, and Jerry
was asked to become club caller for the
newly formed High Valley Squares.
Jerry didn't stop there. Being manager of a beautiful resort area was an
opportunity and an advantage. He
wanted to expose the local dancers to
some well-known callers from Atlanta
and other areas, and at the same time,
provide a good vacation spot for the
visiting caller and the dancers who
came with hirri. That first summer,
Buddy Allison, Bill McVey, Jim Mayo,
John Swindle, Richard Silver, Jack
Fitzgerald, Robert Glenn, and Delma
Allison participated in the square dance
programs. By this time, the rec hall had
been enlarged to accommodate 25
squares. Everyone enjoyed the stone
fireplace, the mountain atmosphere, the
hay-rides, bar-b-ques and long hikes.
In Rabun County, there was an ideal
building built by the American Legion
for mountain square dancing. Their

programs began with Memorial Day
and ended Labor Day. The playhouse
was a perfect place for 75 western
dancers. Working with Bill McVey and
Buddy Allison, the first September
Indian Summer Festival at Oconostota
Time (That's Indian for Old Cornstalk
Time!) was planned. Besides a very
good dance, the dancers enjoyed the
mountain-style recreation and fellowship that was becoming a trademark at
Andy's. A hike to the very top of Big
Cove Ridge, with a country band and a
pit-ful of hot barbecuing chickens,
courtesy of Harry Brown, was an
experience not soon forgotten. The
Spring Wake-Robin Festival was planned for the fourth weekend in April, and
it was sold out two months in advance.
(If you don't know what a Wake-Robin,
alias Stinking Willie, is, you'll have to
write Becky Cope at Box 204, Dillard,
Ga. 30537!)
All this time, Jerry and Becky
continued to expand the facilities at the
rec area. A new lodge was readied by
Wake-Robin, complete with sunken
fireplace and banquette seating. Best of
all, it was adjacent to the rec hall, and
provided a perfect place for after-parties. To supplement the furnished
cottages, several units complete with
efficiencies were added to the lodge
area. The campground was re-built,
adding pull-throughs and updating
wiring. By this time, Jerry was calling
for a club which he had started in
Toccoa, Ga., so with the three areas,
Dillard, Franklin, and Toccoa, and in
conjunction with the new Oconostota
Lodge, the Old Cornstalk Squares, a
social club, was formed as a unifying
Continued on Page 78

The lobby area of the
Oconostota Lodge.
Oconostota, In Indian
language, means
"old cornstalk."
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CALLER—LEADER
Sweras-% DIRECTORY
Contact these callers for
bookings and information.

Ron Bessette (214-364-9111)
3429 S. Columbine
Grand Prairie TX 75051
For the Fun & Excitement
of a Great Dance
Perry Bergh
Rt. 1 (606-758-2427)
Florence SD 57235
Any Time, Anywhere!
Stan Burdick
216 Williams St.
Huron OH 44839
THE Meandering Man
Mike Callahan
147 North Ave_
Hilton NY 14468
Calling/Traveling Full Time
Mal "Yikes- Cameron
RFD 1 Box 97A
Deerfield NH 03037
The Square Dance Calling D.J.
Jim Cholmondeley
PO Box 3146
Fort Sill OK 73501
Traveling Weekends & Holidays

Ed Fraidenburg
1916 Poseyville Rd. Rt. 10
Midland MI 48640
Now Traveling Full Time
Gordon Fineout
2512 Delta River Dr.
Lansing MI 48906
(517-489-7406)
A Call For Every Hall
Willie Harlan
PO Box 338
Vinita OK 74301
For the Best in Square Dancing
Jim Harris
RFD 5 Box 182
Norwich CT 06360
Square 'em up with the
Clinton Man!
Mark Haslett
278 Cooper Dr. (412-774-6801)
Beaver PA 15009
Booking in Trl-State Area 76-77
Dave "Hash" Hass
PO Box 37
East Hampton CT 06424
Now Booking 1976.77-78
Ken Gilmore
2715 LeBoeuf St
Muskegon MI 49441
Dance More with Gilmore!

Bobby R. Christian
221 Longwood Dr.
Huntsville AL 35801
Available Wknds, Southeast US

Chuck Leamon
228 NE 47th St
Pompano Beach FL 33064
The Badge Man —
Dales Available

Walt Cole (801-392-9078)
944 Chatelain Rd.
Ogden UT 84403
Contra Caller Clinics,
Workshops & Dances

Ramon Marsch
10222 Bundyburg NW
Middlefield OH 44062
Marsch-Mellow-Smooth

Jim Congleton (205-383-3675)
1409 Sheffield Dr.
Sheffield AL 35660
Wknds Only (75 Basics + 501
Reasonable Rates
Mike Driscoll (612-822-5781)
3309 Nicoilet Ave S.
Minneapolis MN 55408
Traveling for Festivals,
Conventions, Weekend dances
Dale Eddy
110 Sunset Lane
Marietta OH 45750
Traveling Florida Dec 1976

Mac McDaniel
Rt 5 Box 221
Fayetteville NC 28301
Phone 919-323-1585
Weekend Booking

Randy Page (203-264-6829)
59B Heritage Village
Southbury CT 06488
Yak Stacks, Stands, Speakers,
Other Accessories
Larry Perkins (313-242-9172)
428 Bentley Dr.
Monroe MI 48161
Perk On with Larry —
Mich., Ind., Ohio & Penn.
Rip Riskey (517-339-2946)
1852 Lyndhurst Way
Haslett MI 48840
Calling Designed with
Dancing in Mind
Buzz Buis
4750 LaRoche Av Apt. 166
Savannah GA 31404
Booking Ohio, PA, MI In Oct. 77
Art Springer (813-223-1955)
3401 Taliaferro
Tampa FL 33603
Calling Full Time,
Booking 76-77
Joe Uebelacker
Durfee Rd. (518-677-3086)
Buskirk NY 12028
Traveling Full Time
Shag Ulen
Box 92 (614-384-3222)
Wellston OH 45692
Hash or Song,
You Can't Go Wrong
Gene Webster
1803 Heather Lane
Port Clinton OH 43452
Open dates — Western Style
Rusty Witter
2904 Northeast Drive
Austin TX 78723
Booking for 76 & 77
Web Witter
1602 Ashberry
Austin TX 78723
Need Dates: East

Bryce Mabon (319-234-3327)
6450 Cutler (Hwy 63N)
Waterloo IA 50701
Have Mike & Records
Will Travel Midwest

Clycle Wood (453-2137)
3210 NE 39th St
Kansas City MO 64117
Opendates— You ring, sing!

Rudy Parks
6710 Kearney St
Commerce City CO 80022
Booking for 76-77
Need July, Aug. 76 West

Francis Zeller
Box 67
McCracken KS 67556
76-78 Calendar Available —
Vinyl Cover
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RUDIMENTARY
For Rounds

Always join your hands to circle up
When you round dance on the floor,
Or you may end up with a tiny space
When you really needed more.
Never decline to try a dance
For tear that others may frown
If they could do what you can do
They wouldn't be sitting down.
Don't watch the couple in front,
Or dance things as they do.
Be yourself— perfect your style—
Let the others imitate you.
Relax yourself— enjoy the dance.
Keep your steps both small and light,
Then you'll have plenty of energy
to square and round all night.
Both lead or follow your partner—
Give them a smile that's bright and sweet
A smiling face is nicer to watch
Than a pair of clumsy feet.

by Rosella Bosley
from "Cues & Tips"
Baltimore, Maryland

At the end of a dance, you should applaud
To show the cuer that you are there,
And you appreciate him helping you look
Like such a gorgeous pair.
There's not too many rules to follow
To round dance, as you can see.
But remember one important thing,
From now to eternity.
Never criticize your partner—
A perfect partner is very, very rare.
Remember, you're not dancing with
Ginger Rogers,
And she ain't got no Fred Astaire'!
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RULES
And Squares

by Lee & Mickey Schwartz
from "Around The Corner",
Chicago, Illinois

KNOW if you are in the girl's spot or boy's spot.
KNOW if you are a center or an end of the formation you are in.
ALWAYS hold your partner's hand. Remember...partner is next to you, not in
front of you.
ALWAYS make good lines and waves by holding hands. It's a good idea to
touch hands briefly when moving from one formation to another.
RECOGNIZE what type of formation you are in: wave, line, eight chain thru,
double pass thru, column, etc.
WHEN CONFUSED: Check same sex opposite's spot. Take the same relative
spot on your side of the set.
SQUARE BREAKS DOWN: Square your set immediately and don't hang
around talking about what went wrong. The heads should then slide over to the
right and make lines of 4 facing each other. Pick up any call that starts from lines of
4. Remember, it really doesn't matter if everybody is 100% correct as long as you
are getting the practice of doing the figures.
CASTING (arm turns): Before you cast or arm turn with anyone, you must be
shoulder to shoulder with him/her. Don't be sloppy on the arm turns. They should
be exact.
TRY TO REMEMBER the calls. However, if you are not sure of a call, hesitate
and listen for the cue of your part. If the call doesn't come to mind right away, don't
spend time trying to remember it. Just listen for the cue.
IF A CALL is not "getting through" to you, ask about it between tips for extra
help and/or clarification.
ON HELPING ANOTHER DANCER: A gentle tap or a word is more efficient
than yanking or hard pushing which only serve to further confuse. Work with your
square, all together. Don't move too fast or too slow. The squares that keep moving
are the ones where all eight dancers make their lines, waves, hold_ hands, and move
at the same speed. Don't discuss mistakes on the floor while other squares are still
dancing because they can't hear the caller.
15

SOUND THINKING
P-200 "MIDGET" — 160 WATTS
CONTINUOUS PEAK POWER
Only 18 pounds —
$469.
XPT-90 "TILT" SOUND COLUMN
Directs Sound Precisely
Folding Design, 29 pounds —
XPT-11

ADJUSTABLE

$179.
STAND

Extends Top of Column to
Maximum Height of 11 ft. (9 lb.) $49.50

HIGH QUALITY SOUND EQUIPMENT

CALL OR WRITE FOR LITERATURE
CLINTON INSTRUMENT CO.
Boston Post Road, Clinton, Conn. 06413 — Tel. 203-669-7548
Also order from BENT LINES, 216 Williams St., Huron, 0. Ph. 419-433-2188
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Taping
What to expect from the caller
Most callers do not object to dancers
taping if it is done correctly and with
proper equipment. Callers recognize
that a good tape is good advertising.
However, a bad tape can hurt a
caller— it may cause someone who
hears it to not hire him or attend his
dances. Therefore, callers want to be
sure that those who tape get a good
tape; if a caller sees that the way in
which a person is taping will result in a
bad tape, then he would prefer that the
person not tape at all.
A caller expects those who tape to
have the proper taping equipment; the
taper should not expect the caller to
furnish this equipment. Should a person
wish to tape and not have the proper
equipment, he should not be surprised
if the caller requests he does not tape.
The correct way to tape
1. Never ever use a microphone. On
occasion it may produce an adequate
tape, but in most cases it will not. Do
not be surprised if a caller requests you
to refrain from taping if he sees you are
using a microphone.
And don't say to the caller: "But listen
to how good a tape it makes." It is up to
you to tape correctly, not to try and
convince the caller you are the
exception to the rule. And if the tape
sounds ok to you but not to him, then
you make him appear as a "bad guy" if
he still says not to tape.
2. Use an isolated tape box. This is the
only proper way to tape.
A. The tape box should be wired so it
will not interfere with the caller's
turntable at all, such as reducing output
or producing distortion. Each outlet of
the tape box should be "isolated" so
that a bad recorder will not affect the
other recorders. In other words, be sure
your tape box is a good one.
B. Have a cord which will connect
your tape box to the turntable. Since a
turntable may have one of three different
ways to plug in for taping, you must be

by Ed Foote
Wexford,
Pennsylvania

prepared for all three. A turntable will
take either (1) a Jones plug, (2) an RCA
pin jack, or (3) an RCA phone plug.
In other words, one end of your
connection cord will attach to the tape
box; for the other end you must be
prepared foroneof the three alternatives
listed above. This means you need
either 3 cords— each with a different
ending, or one cord to which you can
adapt the end for any of the three
alternatives.
C. Naturally, you need a cord to run
from your tape recorder to the tape box.
3. Use an attenuator. This is a gadget
which goes on the line between your
recorder and the tape box. It eliminates
a great deal of distortion, and experienced tapers consider it very important.
For cassette recorders, which can easily
be overloaded with volume, an attenuator is often a necessity in order to get a
decent tape.
4. A telephone patch cord is sometimes used instead of a tape box by
some tapers. It is fastened by rubber
band to the cord running from the
caller's turntable to his speakers. While
this may give an adequate tape, you will
generally get a better tape if you plug
into a tape box. A caller will usually not
object to a person using a patch cord;
however, a poor tape can still result if
the cord is not secured properly to the
speaker wire, and thus the caller would
prefer that you use a tape box.
Guidelines & etiquette for proper taping
1. Always ask the caller's permission
to tape. Taping is a privilege, not a
"right".
2. Arrive at the dance at least 10
minutes in advance. Your recorder
should be set up before the caller starts
the dance. It is impolite to ask the caller
to "wait a second" before starting the
first tip because you are still setting up
your recorder.
3. Do not expect the caller to furnish
taping equipment. This is your job. A
few callers may carry equipment, but
17

the majority will not. Don't be upset
with the caller for not supplying
equipment you should have.
4. Do not say to the caller: "I don't
have the proper equipment to tape, but
don't worry because no one else will
hear the tape." Every caller has heard
this line numerous times and it means
nothing to him. Tapes have a way of
getting passed around or heard by
others, and once you leave the dance
the caller has no way of knowing what
will happen to the tape.
5. Never attempt to connect a recorder
while a tip is being called, You may
affect the other recorders, which will
cause their owners to be upset with you.
In addition, it is disturbing to the caller
to have someone setting up a recorder
while he is calling.
6. Do not plan to plug your recorder
directly into the caller's turntable. If
several people want to tape, there will
not be room for all. Have a tape box.
If you decide to "chance it" that
there will be no others taping be
prepared with all 3 alternative ways for
plugging into the ti rntable. If you are
not prepared and can not plug in, do not
try and use a microphone instead. You
should have been prepared.
If your tape recorder affects the
performance of the turntable, the caller
will ask you to disconnect it. Don't get
mad at the caller— just because your
recorder plugs in ok to some turntables
does not mean it will work with all. It's
your fault for not having a tape box as
you should, so don't try and blame the
caller.
A. Occasionally a tape box will be bad
which will let a defective tape recorder
or maybe all the recorders affect the
performance of the caller's equipment.
Don't say to the caller: "Well, it always
worked before, so why should it affect
your machine?" You may have just
"lucked out" that it did not affect
previous machines.
7. Always leave your monitor switch
off. Otherwise, sound will come thru the
recorder's speaker, and the caller will
have to stop the dance to get you to turn
it off. This disrupts the dance and will
be embarrassing to you.
8. Do not play the tape back after the
tip unless you plan to do it very quietly.
When dancers play a tape back to see if
they are recording properly, they
18

sometimes have the volume excessively
loud and the tape runs for 30 - 60
seconds. This is extremely annoying to
both the caller and other dancers. The
volume should be audible no more than
5 feet away and the tape run for no
longer than 10 seconds.
In addition, there is no need to check
the tape after every tip to see if it is
recording. It is disturbing to the general
atmosphere of the hall to have people
playing their recorder after every tip.
Experienced tapers check their recorders once before the dance starts by
having the caller give them a test
reading, once after the first tip, and
that's it.
9. Never ever leave a square which is
dancing to turn on a recorder. This is
very rude to the dancers in the set. If
you realize while dancing that you have
forgotten to turn on your recorder,
forget it— so what if you miss one tip?
10. Always allow an extra amount of
tape when recording near the end of a
reel if your machine does not have an
automatic shut-off for when the tape
runs out. To have a recorder run out of
tape and the tape start to flap noisily in
the air is very annoying to both the
dancers and the caller. Experienced
tapers always use a machine with an
automatic shut-off.
11. Do not hold up other dancers by
waiting until the last possible second to
turn on your recorder in order to save a
few inches of tape. There is nothing
more ridiculous than for the caller to
start calling and have people running
from their recorders at the front of the
hall and jumping into squares that have
already started moving. This is annoying to both the dancers and the caller.
If you wish to edit your tape while
recording, purchase a remote control
unit; this will let you control your
machine from the square.
12. Do not attempt to disconnect your
recorder from the AC outlet while
others are rewinding their tapes. You
may accidentally disconnect their power
causing their tape to tangle or break,
and this will cause people to become
quite upset with you.
Should you accidentally unplug a
power cord to which several recorders
are connected, never ever plug it back
in until you check that all machines are
Continued on Page 80
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NATIONAL SQUARE DANCE CONVENTION
What do we say about the Anaheim National Convention after we report that 39,
796 dancers attended? It was a BIG one!! Kansas City, you remember, broke the
record with 22,000 in 1975. What a jump in attendance this was!
A heat wave hit the area during the convention. Temperatures went to 100° or so
during each of the three days. Visitors to the area from colder climes were treated
to California sunshine, no smog, and real warmth!
One of the highlights was the Pageant of Square Dancing presented three times
for full houses in the large arena. For your editors, a highlight is always the Press
Breakfast, featuring this year a lively talk by Terry Cole of Success-Plus on
"Motivation." Every person who attends a national convention sees it from his/her
viewpoint and gets individual returns from it. For us, the best part is greeting old
friends and new among the subscribers who drop by our booth — some we know
only from correspondence and some we chat with at each event. The fellowship Is,
for us, the high point of a national convention.
With the great numbers of dancers present came some problems. However, one
that we expected after Kansas City never materialized — a difficulty in service and
time and restaurants. The Anaheim area (in those restaurants we visited) was well
equipped to handle a fast flow of people and we never waited more than ten or
fifteen minutes. Sound was a problem and so was scheduling. Panels which were
scheduled twice because of overflow crowds (on the signup lists) were full at neither
Continued on Page 81
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VILLAGE RESORT
Fontana Dam. N. C. 2e733

TEN DANCE VACATIONS
ANNUALLY
STAFF AND GUEST STAFF

SWAP SHOP: September 26-October 3

AL (TEX) BROWNLI.F
Recreation Direclor Fontana Village Retort

BOB & AMELIA AUGUSTIN, New Orleans, La.; RAY & LOUISE BOHN, Louisville, Ky.; AL & JEAN
BROWNLEE, Fontana Dam, N.C.; JEANETTE CAMP, East Point, Ga.; JIM & BRENDA COPPINGER,
Maitland, Fl. (Spring); FRED & SHORTY GOODNER, Athens, Tn.; TOM & LIB HUBBARD, Atlanta, Ga.
(Rounds); RUTH JEWELL, Raleigh, N.C. (Rounds); HAROLD & TINK KELLEY, Riverdale, Ga.; FRANK
& PHYL LEHNERT, Toledo, Ohio (Rounds) (Spring); HELEN PATE, Anderson, S.C.
GUEST STAFF
MARVIN & EMILY BOATWRIGHT, Rome, Ga. (Spring); MAC & LOU LETSON, Muscle Shoals, Al. (Fall);
PAUL & VENICE McNUTT, Birmingham, Al. (Fall); JOHNNY & PEGGY MOLL, Smyrna, Ga. (Fall);
LONNIE & DOROTHY SESHER, Memphis, Tn. (Spring); GEORGE & TRUDY WRAY, Tucker, Ga.
(Spring).

REBEL ROUNDUP: September 19-26
STAFF
BOB & WILLIE BAKER, Oak Ridge, Tn.; AL & JEAN BROWNLEE, Fontana Dam, N.C.; JACK & GRACE
LIVINGSTON, Port Charlotte,FI.; CHUCK & BOBBIE MYERS. Dayton, Ohio; BILL & BETTY VOLNER,
Sikeston, Mo.; JACK & KAREN WATTS, Fairborn, Ohio.
GUEST STAFF
JOHNNY & JANIE CREEL, Metairie, La (Fall); MICK & WILLIE HOWARD, Greenville, S.C. (Fall); FRED
& MARGARET KELLER, Lexington, N.C. (Spring); MAX & RUTH MANDEL, West Palm Beach, Fl.
(Rounds) (Spring); DICK & CAROL MANNING, Choctow, Okla. (Spring); MARTY & BIRDIE MARTIN,
Plant City, Fl. (Rounds) (Fall); BUZZ & DIANNE PEREIRA, Stevensville, Mich. (Rounds) (Spring & Fall);
JOHN & KATHY STECKMAN, Ellwood City, Pa. (Fall); BILL & DIXIE WILSON, Aiken, S.C. (Spring).

ACCENT ON ROUNDS: September 12-19
STAFF
AL & JEAN BROWNLEE, Fontana Dam, N C , JOHN & VIC LAVERTY, Venice, Fl CARL & PAT
SMI1 H, North Canton, Ohio.
GUEST STAFF
BILL & MARY ANNA COPELAND, Shadyside, Ohio (Fall); JERRY & BARBARA PIERCE, Birmingham,
Al. (Spring).

FUN FEST: September 4-12
STAFF
AL BOEHRINGER, Dayton, Ohio (Rounds); AL & JEAN BROWNLEE, Fontana Dam, N.C.; CHARLES &
MARGE CARTER, Columbus, Ohio (Rounds); ROGER & MARY JANE CHAPMAN, Winter Haven, Fl.
(Spring), A. B. & PAULINE COLEMAN, Kingsport, Tn., MEL & JEAN ESTES, Tuscaloosa, Al.; HARRY &
CLARA LACKEY, Greensboro, N.C.; CHARLES & MADELINE LOVELACE,Tampa, Fl. (Spring), MYRA
NEWTON, Decatur, Ga.; MEL & PEGGY ROBERTS, Memphis, Tn.; ALLEN & JOANN TIPTON,
Knoxville, Tennessee.
GUEST STAFF
DICK & BETTY BARKER, Waycross, Ga. (Fall); JOHN & RENA BEAIRD. Garland. Texas (Sorinat:
GEORGE & MADY D'ALOISO, Bellbrook, Ohio (Rounds) (Spring & Fall); BILL & MARGIE TERRELL,
Memphis. Tn. (Spring); MAC & OCTAVIA DRIVER, Burlington, N.C. (Fall).

FALL JUBILEE: October 3-10
EARL & EDNA BROWN. Birmingham, Al.; AL & JEAN BROWNLEE, Fontana Dam, N.0 ; BILL & MARY
ANNA COPELAND, (Rounds), Shadyside, Ohio; RALPH & NADINE CURRY, Weaver, Alabama; JIM &
SANDY DEETER, Winter Springs. Fl JERRY & SUE DEWS, Port Neches. Texas; CHUCK & CAROLE
LEAMON. Pompano Beach, Fl ; JERRY & BARRARA PIERCE. (Rounds). Birminaham. Al.; RICHARD &
BETTY SILVER, Enka, N.C.; BILL & ELIZABETH SLOOP, (Rounds), Crossnore, N.C.; BOB & NORMA
VINYARD, Bridgetown. Mo.; DON & MILDRED WILLIAMSON, Greeneville. Tn.
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THE ROUND CUERS' VIEW
Betty & Karl Granholm
Many times we have heard that it is
not good to mix basic squares and basic
rounds. The claim has been that it is too
confusing to the class dancers to have
two teachers in one evening— one
teaching squares, the other teaching
rounds. Our present class, Stow-AWays, sponsored by the Barge Thru's of
Syracuse, New York, have proved that
this is a mistaken idea. On the contrary,
presenting square basics and round
basics at the same time has proved most
successful.
The class program is presented much
the same as a regular square dance,
with a round after each tip. The first
night the rounds were "Patty Cake
Polka", "White Silver Sands" and
parts 1 and 2 of "Left Footers". (We
used the old recording because the
tempo is slower.) The emphasis for the
first night was to move to the beat of the
music, the same as the emphasis of the
square dance caller. During the second
class the caller was teaching grand
square with a turn on the fourth step.
For the round we again used "White
Silver Sands" and pointed out that the
turn here was also on the fourth step.
On the second night we reviewed "Left
Footers'' and did "Grand Colonel
Mixer". When the buzz-step swing was
taught during the square dance part of
the third night, we used a modified
version of "Teton Mountain Stomp"
and gave the dancers more practice on
the buzz-step with emphasis on timing.

THE SQUARE CALLER'S VIEW
Tom & Fay Tomlinson
Although only calling for six years I
can say I came from the old school!
There will be no rounds taught at any of
my classes. People came here to learn
square dancing, not rounds. It is
enough for those people to learn square
dancing, let them learn rounds after
they have been dancing for a year or
two.

At least these were my thoughts until
this year. When Betty and Karl
Granholm approached me about teaching rounds with the squares, Fay and I
thought we would at least try it and see
if it would work out and what the ideas
of the people would be. Needless to say
it has been fantastic. The people love it
and I feel they have learned square
dancing more easily because of it.

Each time I taught something, it
seemed that Betty would have something to back it up and make it easier to
understand. The people were dancing to
music more easily than any of my other
classes. In fact it sounded as though
they were experienced dancers; the
shuffle of the feet was beautiful. When I
found that something was not going too
well on the teach, I asked Betty to do
a mixer. This was a tactful way of
splitting those who were having a
problem and made the task of teaching
21

Round Dance
"Tennessee Wig Walk" was used when
right hand star was presented.
And so we progressed through the
square dance class continuing to have
the round dance reinforce the square
dance basic where possible. Other
mixers used were "Hey Look Me
Over", "Clap Happy", and "VValkin
and VVhistlin". Round dance basics
taught were: Walking glide, two step,
vine, hitch, box scissors, twirl, balance.
The turning two-step was not presented
until lesson 22. (It was a fun night,
rewarding to both teacher and dancer.
They "Got It".)
Routines we have danced are "left
footers" (after lesson 6 we used the new
recording. Fun!), "Frenchie Brown",
"Steppin Easy". We have used drills
from "Step Close Step" by Lehnerts.
Most of all we used material presented
by Frank Lane and Manning & Nita
Smith at the Dance Ranch where the
first program of Round Dance Basics for
Square Dance Callers was presented.

Square Dance
it easier.
A year ago I would have said "No" to
rounds with squares in class, but
knowing little about it I would have
been wrong. I now have rounds
included in both my Adult class and
Teen class. Rounds have become an
integral part of our square dance world
and should be in our classes as well.
The consensus of opinion from the class
members is that when the round comes
between the squares, and in particularly
when they are learning something
rather difficult, it relaxes them and their
minds stop reeling for a while. They
come back to the next tip with a
renewed and relaxed mind, ready for
anything. The rounds have proved to
this square dance caller to be an asset to
the class. I am fortunate to have Betty
and Karl Granholm with the adult class,
and Debbie Wilkinson with the Teen
class. All are highly professional people
who have shown me that rounds do
belong with square basics.

THE

COPeRibaT a t MOEMSTRA 1976
FOR
CALLERS
to clarify some of the more confusing figures with lust a few people looking for a little extra
help without having to get a demonstration square together A real boon to the caller wanting to work
Out new ideas

TEACHERS
to more clearly show lust how a call is to be danced without depending on vocal instruc
bons to novice dancers A valuable supplement for new classes
ALL LEVEL DANCERS
to work out the can you lust learned or one that you want to recall and settle
more firmly in mind The pieces may be moved as in a game of solitaire or with lust you and your partner
or with any site group gathered around a flat surface By using lust one game piece you can test your own
ability and understanding of the latest calls by ending in the correct position lacing the right direction
KIT CONSISTS OF: 8 matched hardwood figures 14 men and 4 girls) with instructions and coloring
materials to designate partners andcotners at a glance A square layout significantly numbered for posawv
positioning and facing direction Sell examination lest on the basic movements and worksheet forms for
working out new ideas
Price _56 00 postpaid
For magnetic base danORDER
RussELL Hoekstra
cer figures (Or kill add
FROM
67 Forest Glen Road
51.60.Mass.
Residents
Longmeadow. Mess 01106
add
5°
Sales Tax
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by Louise Sutton
Wallingford, Pennsylvania

"Am I guilty? Guilty of what?"
"Might you possibly be guilty of
helping a friendly square dancer to
develop tumors on his lungs or to have
emphysema? Or, how about helping to
enduce a heart attack?"
"I would never hurt a fellow square
dancer! What do you think I am?"
"What about triggering an asthmatic
attack?"
"No! No! I would never do that."
"By the way, dancers are urged to
smell attractive. What is your perfume?"
You declare that you are not guilty of
any of these things. However, according
to the American Lung Association, if
you smoke around someone you are
probably guilty of all of them!
The association states that "Even
when a smoker inhales, researcher have
calculated that two-thirds of the smoke
from a burning cigarette goes into the
environment. The percentage of cigar
and pipe smoke is even higher."
This smoke that trails from the
burning piece is called "sidestream
smoke". Every time someone lights a
cigarette or a cigar or a pipe, tobacco
smoke enters into the atmosphere. It
runs continuously for as long as twelve
minutes— or longer for cigars or pipes.
This sidestream smoke, of course, has a
higher concentration of noxious compounds than exhaled smoke.
What about the heart? If you sit down
beside a dancer or start tQ smoke, the
level of carbon monoxide jumps for your
neighbor ten times higher than the
Federal Quality Standards demand for
safe air— you know, sort of like starting
your car with the garage door closed.

Square dancing is taxing to breathing,
anyway, because of the activity itself.
Heart patients (and many dancers have
heart ailments), are unlucky around
smokers for the high level of carbon
monoxide in the blood can create
physiological stress in these persons.
Oh, yes, lung damage? The irritating
gas, nitrogen dioxide, can damage
lungs. Levels of 5 parts per million of air
are considered dangerous. Cigarette
smoke contains 250 ppm. Another
irritating gas, hydrogen cyanide, not
found in other pollutants, has a
concentration in cigarette smoke of 1600
ppm. It can cause lung damage.
We mentioned about perfume. How
do you smell to your fellow dancers? If
you smoke, no other perfume can
compete— either on you or on your
fellow dancers.
"Why?" you wonder.
Because the contamination is so
intense that even the air-conditioner has
to jump as much as 600 percent to even
begin to clear the air of the noxious
odor. Did you know that researchers
have discovered that the human body
attracts tobacco smoke. The burning
tobacco smoke creates a high electrical
potential and the human body attracts
the smoke just like a magnet.
"I am a smoker and I can't smell this
odor", you might say.
That is because of the distructive
effects of your smoke on the inner lining
of your nose.
Dancing should be healthful: and, of
course, no informed or thoughtful
person would want to be guilty of
causing so much misery and destruction.
Will you help?
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Selva, the world's leading manufacturer of dance and
gymnastic footwear, is introducing its new line of square
dance footwear. For information write Selva, Dept. SQ-86,
P.O. Box 4309, Long Island City, N.Y. 11104.

Soh
World's leading manufacturer of dance and gymnastic footwear.
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Ralph Page's Northern Junket, published in Keene, New Hampshire, is

0

chock-full of historical notes on dancing
and miscellaneous bits of folklore.
Looking over one recent issue (Volume
12, No. 5), it occurred to us that a
literary junket through Northern Junket
might prove interesting and entertaining.
Interest in dancing has continued
right up to the present time and is now
stronger than ever before. Naturally it
was more popular in some towns than in
The reason for this great
others
interest is because of certain "dancing"
families" living in these towns and
villages. For instance, in Keene, the
names of Beedle and Barrett come
instantly to mind. Beedle's Orchestra
was famous for many years from the
Gay Nineties until well after the turn of
the century. Edward A. Bagley, trombonist, was a member of the orchestra
from its inception until it disbanded. He
wrote the stirring march "National
Emblem." Some of the Barrett family
have been members of every band and
many orchestras that entertained and
pleased the inhabitants for many years.
NIP
Up until 25 to 30 years ago one
learned to dance by attending a dancing
school.
The first dance book published in the
United States was one by John Griffith
who was the most influential dancing
master of his generation. The book was
published in Providence, Rhode Island,
in 1788 and was entitled "A Collection
of the Newest and Most Fashionable
Country Dances and Cotillions, The
Greater Part by Mr. John Griffith,
Dancing Master."

000
Playing cards of the Revolutionary
times often carried on their backs
directions for contra dances. Some thus
described were: "Stoney Point," ''Hessian Camp," "The Retreat of Clinton."

"The Defeat of Burgoyne," "The
Success of the Campaign." Even quilt
patterns were not immune to our
passion for dancing: "The Reel,"
"Swing in the Center," "Arkansas
Traveler," "The Brown Goose" (from
the old song "Go Tell Aunt Rhody Her
Old Brown Goose Is Dead''), "Dusty
Miller," "Lady Of the Lake," "Rising
Sun," "Wild Goose Chase," all these
can be easily traced to names of dances
and dance tunes.

N.
"The

Spitfire," "Witch of the
Wave," "California," "Star of the
East," "Derby," and "Gamecock"
were all names of famous Clipper Ships
of the past era; they were also names of
contra dance tunes. From quilts to
clipper ships is a far cry indeed. What I
am getting at is this: nothing was far
removed from the contra dance of our
ancestors. From weddings to wakes,
from kitchen junkets to cotillions, from
farm boy to bank president, all fell
victim to the spell of the dance.
I can't resist closing with this bon mot
from the History of Jaffrey, New
Hampshire, Volume 1, page 540:
"Music was furnished by 'orchestras' of
varying composition of from one to eight
pieces. One of these organizations was
commonly said to consist of 'three
pieces — two violins and a cuspidor!
When the cuspidor was full the dance
was over!' "
IMO
A fiddler without a bow is about as
useless as an icebox on an iceberg!
Much has been written about violins
and the making of them. In comparison
very few books have been printed about
violin bows. Strange, when you consider
the importance a good bow plays in the
creating of exciting, toe-tapping melodies used for square and contra dances.
Not many people know the art of making
a violin bow. In Cleveland, Ohio, there
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is one. His name is Geza Balint
Somewhere in the home of the Balint
family on Rose Hill Avenue sits an
ordinary-looking log. It is a little over a
yard long and a little over a foot thick.
No one touches it. It just sits there day
The
after day, year after year, aging
log is Pernambuco wood, a rare vintage
from the coastal regions of Brazil. It is
virtually the only wood used by
A little of
craftsmen who make bows
Balint's pride is reflected in this
paragraph written by Henry SaintGeorge, author of one of the few books
on bowmaking: "I wonder whether
violinists often realize when they take
up a bow how many remote parts of the
earth have contributed to this little
magic wand! Wood from the west, ivory
from the east, mother-of-pearl from the
sea, gold or silver from eastern,
western, or maybe antipodean mines,
and when we add thereto the hair from
the horse's tail, we levy a tax upon three
kingdoms, vegetable, animal and mineral, to minister to our enjoyment.
As one reads through the literary
works of Jane Austen, James Boswell or
Samuel Pepys, one finds country dances
mentioned frequently. The popular
political song-dance tune, "Lilli Burlero" (1690) is referred to in both
Lw.xience Stern's Tristam Shanty and
Robert L. Stevenson's Treasure Island.
A dance entitled "A School For
Scandal" (1778) followed Sheridan's
play of the same name.

NO
The names of the English Country
Dances are an endless source of
fascination. They provide a vivid picture
of English life during the seventeenth
and eighteenth centuries. Consider
these representative dance titles,
grouped by categories:
Historical Events: The Indian Queen,
Glory of the West, Orleans Baffled,
Argeers, Twenty-ninth of May.
Activities: Catching of Fleas, Gathering Peascods, Picking Up Sticks, Step
Stately, Jenny, Come Tie My Cravat.
Rural Life: Up Tails All, Jenny Pluck
Pears, Barley Mow, Black Nag, Hunt
the Squirrel.
Church: The Gelding of the Devil,
Parson's Farewell, The Alderman's
Hat, The Friar and the Nun, The
Bishop.
Love: Cuckold's All Awry, Hit and
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Miss, Heartsease, Love Lies ABleeding, Lull Me Beyond Thee
Many dance titles are enigmatic. To
what does "The Dressed Ship" (1774)
refer? Why should one "Put On Thy
Smock On A Monday" (1670)? Or
exactly how does one "Up With Aily"
(1703)? Numerous titles named for
popular places (Newcastle, Putney
Ferry, Apley House) are not so cryptic,
fortunately.
Dancing Qotes:
When dancing with a lady to whom you
are a stranger, be cautious in your
conversation.
In many of the old-time dances it was
customary to commence operations by
kissing one's partner. (Scott, Dancing
In All Ages, 1899)
Many pupils after acquiring a proficiency in the dance become unmindful
of the golden rule. (Reilly, The
Amateur's Vademecum, 1870)
Indeed so essentially are dancing and
etiquette associated together that they
are inseparable. (The Amateur's Vademecum, 1870)
To insure order, all should recognize
the authority of the gentleman leader,
and allow him to designate the figure to
be danced. (Ferraro, The Art Of
Dancing, 1859)
Dancing, with us, is a recreation....a
medium for the pleasant, social intercourse of young persons, and an outlet
for that natural exhilaration of spirits
which is peculiar to youth. (The Art of
Dancing, 1859)
New England Folklore:
It is with men as with barrels — the
emptiest make the most sound!
When you have seen other countries
you will know how to value your own.
Eat it up, wear it out,
Make it do, or go without.
Anadama Bread was invented a long
time ago by a fisherman who had a lazy
wife and often had to do his own
cooking. He experimented and came up
with a concoction he named after his
wife, "Anna, damn her." Polite society
modified this to Anadama Bread.
N.
There's much more than we have
room for her. If you wish to see an issue
or subscribe, write to Ralph Page, 117
Washington St., Keene NH 03431.
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THEY MADE IT HAPPEN AT TAPPAN
Editors' note: This is a success story
that may inspire others to follow the
same pattern, written by Tom & Lila
Lyndes, prime movers of the project.
If you ever get to Oberlin, Ohio look
for the big shady block in the center of
town. It's called Tappan Square, and
that's how the newest club in the area
got its name.
Tappan Squares was started by the
nearby Warn Barn Squares to give their
beginners class a place to dance, even
before graduation, to smooth out the
transition from class to Saturday night
club dancing. Warn Barns not only
supplied the help to organize the club,
rented the hall, and hired the callers,
but they also gave them $400 to make
sure they got off to a successful start. A
giant replica of a $400. check was
presented at a special party.
Their first dance was held in January
at about a 40 basic level. Each month
the level increased as the lessons
progressed until May when the fivesquare class graduated at 75 basics.

Each beginner was given a badge,
and was automatically inducted into the
club. Many Warn Barn members also
joined and bought badges until Tappan
Squares now have a membership of
nearly twelve squares. It has been
found that a good number of active and
semi-active club members with years of
experience like to dance at a more
comfortable level sometimes.
The intention is to keep Tappan
Squares dancing at an easy level where
beginners feel comfortable and experienced dancers can still enjoy the fun.
Warn Barns will now upgrade their
club dancing to a mainstream plus level
for those experienced couples who enjoy
a more challenging evening. This
satifies both groups very well.
Tappan Squares dance every 4th
Saturday of every month in a recreation
hall at the First Church overlooking—
you guessed it— Tappan Square.
Callers for both clubs alternate each
month, with Stan Burdick doing most of
the class work.
Tom & Lila Lyndes
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the (*Billie arid tiw, ltuthie
Our newest look in a ladies square
dance is our Billie and Ruthie. This
new look features a square toe and a
1 1/4 heel that you square dancers
have been asking for.
Available at your
favorite local
square dance and
western store.

square toe

786 East 14th Street, Los Angeles, CA 90021
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by Mef Merrell
Highlights from Past Issues of this Magazine
25 YEARS AGO— August 1951
Most fashion notes are written about
ladies' apparel. This time Guy Merrill of
California discusses men's costumes for
square dancing. On his tour through the
East he found considerable interest
among dancers and callers concerning
costumes. Many felt costumes were
desirable; the problem is what sort of
costume. Should Easterners adopt the
cowboy outfit of the Western dancers?
Guy says, "The people of the towns and
cities (of the West) do not wear the
cowboy outfits at all any more than the
Eastern people do... yet ever so many
people have their 'Westerns' in their
closets and they dig them out and wear
them on occasion." As square dancing
became popular, people wore their
westerns to the dances. "Now as to the
East," Guy continues, "personally I
cannot see the slightest reason for the
conservative Easterner putting on clothing that is very unfamiliar to him and
not at all in keeping with his mode of life
or his environment." However, if you
must dress Western, he includes this
list of men's clothing: Hat, $50. and up;
silk handkerchief for necktie, gabardine
shirt (6 buttons on sleeve), $35-$50;
"Pinks" or "Frontier" pants, wool
gabardine, $30-$50 (these pants fit like
a glove or look like the deuce); hand
tooled belt with silver buckle, $30;
boots, plain $30-$40, fancy $40-$100.
His last style note was a recent addition:

a small guest towel folded through the
belt. To use make a wild dash out the
side door and do a quick swabbing, then
back to the set.
10 YEARS AGO— August 1966
Overseas Dancers hold their Fourth
Annual Reunion in San Antonio, Tex.,
this month. Any square dancer who has
danced overseas is eligible for membership in the exclusive group. Square
dancers who are scattered all over the
world now and those who have already
returned to the United States keep in
close touch through a monthly newsletter and their annual get-together.
Deloris & Ted Breske, publicity chairmen for the reunion, have this to say
about their group, "With the square
dance movement being carried to all
parts of the world, mainly through our
military service people... we have
scattered little bits of American friendship among many nations."
Tommye Staye, of San Diego, Cal.,
who at 21 is a nationally known
travelling caller, recording artist
("Dominique" is his most recent
release) and featured caller on this
issue's cover, is proof that young people
do have an important role in today's
square dancing. Just how important
that role becomes in the future depends
not only on the young dancers themselves, but on the adults who guide
them, and most of all, dance with them.

C. R. O. W. D.
CENTRAL REGISTRY OF WORLD DANCERS
FREE INFORMATION
SQUARE
DANCING AROUND THE WORLD
N
WRITE TO
MARV & SYL LEIBOWITZ
213 Winn Ave. Universal City, TX. 78148
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LEE KOPMAN has two more albums and tapes of
INTRODUCTION TO CHALLENGE DANCING.
Albums are Nos. 1027, 1028, 1030, 1031. Albums
are $7.95 each, plus 26i per album; tapes are $8.95
each, plus 18i postage per tape.
Lee Kopman

MERRBACH
• Flip instrumentals

PRESENTS

BLUE STAR RELEASES:
2028— RED, WHITE AND BLUE, Caller: Nate Bliss'
2027— WE SHOULD BE TOGETHER, Caller: Marshall Flippo'
2026— MIDNIGHT/WILDWOOD FLOWER [Hoedowns]
2025— PATRIOTIC MEDLEY, Johnny Wykoff & Jerry Hell'
2024— NEVER NEVER LEAVE AGAIN, Caller: Al Brownlee'

DANCE RANCH RELEASES:
633— WHISTLE AND BLOW YOUR BLUES AWAY, Frank Lane'
632— C.B. BLUES, Caller: Ron Schneider'
631— ACTION/REACTION [First Hoedown on DR]

BOGAN RELEASES:
1287— LOVE MAKES THE WORLD GO ROUND, Lem Gravelle'
1286— OLDHAM COUNTY LINE, Caller: Mike Sikorsky'
1285— YOU'RE MY BEST FRIEND, Caller: Horace Guldry'
1284— PALOMA BLANCA, Caller: Lem Smith'
1283— OH LONESOME ME, Caller: Lem Smith
1282— I LEFT MY HEART IN SAN FRANCISCO, Jerry Thole'

LORE RELEASES:
1153— COME WHAT MAY, Caller: Johnny Creel'
1152— IT'S GONNA BE A HAPPY DAY, Caller: Stan Ruebell
1151— FOUR LEAF CLOVER, Caller: Harold Bausch'

SWINGING SQUARE RELEASES:
2373— MISTER PIANO MAN, Caller: Foggy Thompson'
2372— MORE AND MORE, Caller: Les Maire'
Music: BLANKET ON THE GROUND

ROCKING A RELEASES:
1366— WALKIN' OVER YONDER, Caller: Doyce Massey'
1365— UNDER YOUR SPELL, Caller: Allie Morvent'
1364— C.B. HANDLE SONG, Caller: Joe Sorrell'
Blue Star Album #1033— Dave Taylor does an album of singing calls.
Blue Star Album #1032— Jerry Hell calls an album of
Quadrilles for the Bicentennial Year.

MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE
323 West 14th St., Houston, Texas
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N EW

NEWCOMB P.A. SYSTEMS for Every Purpose
CARRYING CASES
FOR RECORDS

T-40- 2461
$725.91

RC7W $14.95
PP. $2.50

T-50 2461
$824.94

RC 7-8W $19.95 AC/12W $29.95
PP $5.00
PP. $4.00

We carry Ashton Record Cases
Price 8/9.95 plus $4. postage

Write for information of ST-3 Tuner
and the PM-4 wireless mike.
PM-4 Mike: S274.00
ST-3 Tuner. S286.00

SHOCK CORD

CALIFONE
CASSETTE
TAPE
RECORDERS:

Braided, with Plastic
coated hooks 5/16" dia
16" long stretches to 28
24" long stretches to 48
$2.00 each.

CAR CADDY
Collapsible hand-truck
Carries up to 100 lbs.
40" high, folds to 20$25.00 plus $3 postage.

MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE. P.O. Box 7308, Houston, Texas 77008

there was a negative comment about the call Yellow Rock.
In the past issue
Having done a bit of thinking about it, I'd like to share some of my thoughts with
you.
It's easy to see why some people want to get rid of the call. It's not that natural to
most of us, and for several reasons. We are not brought up in a country where
hugging is a common greeting like it is in the Latin American and Europeah
countries. Another reason is that we are told very early in life, "Don't touch."
This warning may have initially applied to objects but somehow got transferred to
people as well. Also the adults we grew up with may not have expressed much
affection in public, and we just may have followed their example.
We may think that a touch or a hug has a sexual connotation, but that's not
always so. A hug can have a whole range of meanings. It can mean sympathy or
caring. It can mean we are wanted. It is also a way to express joy, to communicate.
A Yellow Rock can simply say, "You are a real person and you're OK. I'm glad
you're here."
Yellow Rock is taught to the Cilo Teen classes and is probably the most valuable
basic they've learned. It teaches them to hold another person close for a moment
and not feel embarrassed for doing it. It breaks down some barriers. It makes them
feel like a part of the gorup. It makes them a little warmer and a bit more human.
David Konopka
From "Tip Topics," Cleveland, Ohio

GRENN
GR 14234
WATCH OUT
BY Tom & Lillian Bradt

TOP
Top 25329
SINGING THE BLUES
Flip Square by Brian Hotchkies

FEELIN'
Old Favorite by Pat & Lou Barbee

GR 12155
THERE'LL BE SOME CHANGES
Flip Square by Earl Johnston
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P.O BOX 216
BATH. OHIO 44210

26tli\Ctiopal
ScitiarrOapee
2yVeptiop
'World's Greatest Square Dance Event"
JUNE 23, 24, 25, 1977
ATLANTIC CITY, NEW JERSEY CONVENTION CENTER
What can you expect during your stay
in Atlantic City? Many of our square
dance friends throughout the U.S. have
pondered that same question. First let
us take a look at the weather. June is an
ideal month— warm days and comfortable evenings; the days are 75 to 85
degrees and nights drop to 65 or 70. The
beach is popular this time of the year for
swimming, sunning or just plain
walking. The boardwalk offers a seven
mile array of shops, restaurants, and
entertainment for all. It is ideal for
walking day or evening.
What does Atlantic City offer as far as
housing? There are all types of
accommodations from modern multi
story, Holiday Inn and Howard Johnson
Hotel-Motel to countless smaller motels
all with pools and the conveniences
modern travelers of today are accustomed to having. There are several
splendid large hotels for those who
desire this type of housing— such as
Chalfonte Haddon Hall, Marlborough
Blenheim, Shelburne and the Saint
Maritz. These hotels are beach front—
many rooms have an ocean view. There
is usually direct connection to the beach
for bathing or sunning.
Camping in New Jersey will be a
satisfying experience. As a camper, I

have stayed in many of these camps.
Most all located on the land side in cool
wooded areas— many within five to ten
miles of Convention Hall. The housing
committee has carefully screened all
camps to assure the best. Go through
the housing committee to assure
yourself of the best camp. There will be
a camping booth at the Convention Hall
for the convenience of the campers. The
Publicity Committee is considering a
26th National Square Dance patch for a
small fee. How about it campers, do you
like this idea? Drop us a card— 26th
National, P.O. Box 383, Glassboro, New
Jersey 08028.
Block housing will be handled by Ron
and Carol Olsen, 70 Tiverton Circle,
Newark, Delaware 19711. A block must
consist of a minimum of twenty-five
rooms, but you must contact the Olsens
for a block housing form. Fill it out and
return it as indicated.
Eating in Atlantic City has something
to suit all palates and pocketbooks. The
boardwalk is a continual panorama of
small food establishments featuring hot
dogs. hamburgers, pizza ice cream and
sandwiches for a quick snack. There are
many small restaurants offering lunches. breakfast and dinners at any size
and price. Several places have a
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complete buffet at a minimal cost. For
the serious diner the gourmet seafood is
at its finest in Atlantic City. Fresh from
the Atlantic Ocean— lobster, crabs,
blue fish, flounder, scallops and clams
and many more delicacies are to be
found at Captain Starns, Tuckahoe Inn,
nearby Zaberers, Smithville Inn plus
any of the fine hotel or motel dining
rooms. In addition, there will be food
available at the Convention Hall,
cafeteria style for those who do not wish
to miss any of the events.
The Registration Committee has
reported some difficulties processing
registration forms. Please1. Make sure forms are filled out
completely and accurately and are
legible. Print or type if possible.
2. Enclose correct fees for such things
as Program Book, Cookbook, or campground deposit.
3. Check form carefully. Don't miss
any important information.
Finally, if you want a choice of hotel
or motel accommodations— do register
early. As of right now registrations are

pouring in. For further information
write to: 26th National Square Dance
Convention, P.O. Box 383, Glassboro,
New Jersey 08028.

JUNE 23, 24 & 25

—
.
—

NEW

MUSIC PRODUCED BY
JOHNNY GIMBLE and
THE ROADRUNNERS

CURRENT
RELEASES
C-101 TAKE ONE (Patter)
Called side by Beryl Main
C-201 SOMETHING ABOUT YOU BABY
I LIKE Flip Inst. by Jerry Haag
C-301 GONE AT LAST
Flip Inst. by Gary Shoemake
C-501 I WRITE THE SONGS
Flip Inst by Ken Bower
C-102 ROADRUNNER ROMP (Patter)
Called side by Jerry Haag
C-401 IF I HAD IT TO DO AGAIN
Flip Inst by Beryl Main
C-302 SOMEBODY LOVES YOU
Flip Inst by Gary Shoemake
C-601 ANN'S SONG (Round dance)
by John and Wanda Winter

SEE YOUR
LOCAL DEALER
FOR RECORDS

Gvy
John and Wanda Winter

Write to:
CHAPARRAL RECORDS
366 San Miguel Dr #200
Newport Beach CA 92660
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Visit CHAPARRAL
Staff at Booth #160
National Convention
Anaheim, Calif.

As their bicentennial project, members of the Village Squares, Fairport, New
York, made a quilt with a bicentennial and square dance motif.
The idea came from JoAnn Flynn, publicity chairman, and along with
co-chairman. Mary Ann Ratliff, a core committee was selected and the project
begun. JoAnn and Mary Ann selected Mona Vibbert, Mary Kailburn, Karen
Bragg, Sally Elmore and Anna Jean Carracci to join them on the committee.
The committee met on January 28 and decided that the quilt would consist of
thirty-five 18" squares with alternating bicentennial and square dance symbols and
would be all hand made. Remnants of material were gathered by members of the
committee and some material purchased in order to coordinate the red, white and
blue of the quilt with the backing done in navy blue.
The committee met once more and the plan for the layout of the quilt was
presented and accepted. Squares of material were cut and packages consisting of
the front panel, applique, backing and batting were assembled.
JoAnn Flynn and Mary Ann Ratliff made two squares and gave a presentation to
the club of the method of making a square. When the presentation was given
members were asked to select the square they wished to make and sign out a packet
for construction. The response from members was overwhelming. All squares were
signed out and members who had no knowledge of quilting were given instruction.
On the date specified all the completed squares were returned and the committee
joined by Aileen Leonard was ready to begin assembly of the quilt. To this point the
project had taken approximately one month.
The committee again met and laid out the quilt according to plan. Except for
JoAnn Flynn none of the committee had done any quilting and the feeling of sheer
joy could be felt as they saw the quilt almost "come to life". With the square
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dancers and the yellow rock and daisy chain joined by eagles, drums, stars and
stripes, and topped by "1776 - 1976" the quilt was truly a bicentennial-square
dance quilt. To make it a real "Village Squares" quilt one touch was added. Since
our caller, Dick Casper, could never be overlooked we had added, as the center of
the quilt. a square of Casper the Friendly Ghost sitting by a lamp post, the symbol
of Village Squares.
The work of assembling began and the committee measured, sewed and quilted
the squares together. Several afternoons the committee met, braving even a
blizzard to get the project completed.
Finally on April 7, JoAnn and Mary Ann entertained the committee and their
husbands at a colonial dinner and presented the completed quilt to the group. It
was decided that the quilt would be presented to the club on April 12.
At this point the men entered the picture. Eric Monk, a contractor, gave lumber
cut to size to make a frame on which to display the quilt and Jeff Elmore designed
and assembled the frame. Jeff also secured clear plastic and covered the quilt for
protection.
On April 12 the quilt was presented and displayed at a regular club dance and
each member who worked on the quilt was recognized. Jeff Elmore had prepared
tickets for raffling the quilt and the sale of tickets began.
The club has had publicity in the newspapers and the best publicity is the display
of the quilt at various clubs and demonstrations throughout the spring and summer.
The raffle will be held in September as a feature of Square Dance Week.
Not only has a quilt been completed by members of our club but through this
project the members have come to know each other better and there is a much
stronger feeling of a unified club.

FOR ALL SQUARE DANCERS 'X
THE FIANDMOOKOfd MODIG111 SWAN DAntgIN
av 1,41 lint6
2.A.,

PA.D.

15 YEARS OF RESEARCH CONDENSED INTO THESE PAGES
SO YOU CAN FIND WHAT YOU WANT AT A GLANCE
*
*

*
*
▪
*
*
*
*

DESCRIBES ALL MOVEMENTS THROUGH APRIL 1976
CONTAINS SEPARATE AND COMPLETE SECTIONS ON
• MAINSTREAM MOVEMENTS (1 975 LIST)
• CHALLENGE MOVEMENTS (1 976 LIST)
• "SPECIALS" (TEACUPS, GRAND SQUARES, "WEBS", ETC.)
• GENERAL EXPERIMENTAL MOVEMENTS
• CONTROVERSIAL MOVEMENTS
• MOVEMENTS THAT CAN BE CALLED DIRECTIONALLY
• TRADITIONAL MOVEMENTS
• OUT OF DATE "CLUB LEVEL" MOVEMENTS
• GLOSSARY TERMS
MOVEMENTS ARE LISTED ALPHABETICALLY WITHIN EACH SECTION
LISTS KNOWN AUTHORS AND DATES OF INVENTION
CONTAINS TWO ALPHABETICAL INDEXES — BY MOVEMENT AND BY AUTHOR
TABS ARE PROVIDED FOR EACH SECTION
GROUPS MOVEMENTS IN "FAMILIES" FOR EASE OF RECOGNITION
CONTAINS BACKGROUND HISTORY ON MANY OF TODAY'S MOVEMENTS
OVER 250 PAGES
THE PRICE IS $7.95 POSTPAID [OVERSEAS AIRMAIL ADD $7.001
ORDER DIRECT FROM: JAY KING, P.O. BOX 79, WAYLAND, MASS. 01778
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Two enterprising ladies sold in their booth at Anaheim border print material in
every color and many different designs. In a flyer titled "The Border Patrol," they
give directions and possible patterns to use.
"Some good patterns are: Simplicity Nos. 6452, 6899 and 7327; McCalls No.
4481; and Butterick No. 4017.
"Six yards of material is recommended, five to make an attractive full skirt and
one yard for the bodice, sleeves and trim."
* * *

For more elaborate material, try Swiss Miss Textile Mart, New Glarus,
Wisconsin 53574. Samples will be sent upon request and you may choose your
favorite colors and combinations. If you travel or vacation in Wisconsin, do visit the
Mart. We haven't, but we've been told it's just fabulous. Be prepared to make hard
decisions, though; there are bolts and bolts to choose from.
I ordered yardage in blue polyester and whipped uD a dress for the National. No
matter the design or stitchery, the material brings forth compliments even from
passing strangers. My dress has the embroidered border at the hem of skirt and
sleeve (no other hemming is necessary then) and an extra embroidered rose
appliqued on the front. A more easily sewn dress I have never made, although the
material is more expensive than that I usually purchase at fabric sales.
* * *

Here's a good tip from Madlyn Oliver, in Square Dance in Hamilton and
Southern Ontario: Have you a square dance dress that you feel has seen better days
but the skirt is still good? Yes, you can save it. Remove zipper, sleeves and bodice
from the skirt. Take a piece of the material with you and show for material that will
blend or contrast with the skirt. Always wash the new material. You will need two
or two and a half yards of material, depending on what you plan.
Some suggestions: From the old bodice, make a cinchbelt and sew it on the new
bodice.
Cut facings from old fabric and sew on top of bodice, forming a trim.
Try a new sleeve pattern, cutting it out of the old sleeve.
If you like ruffles and there is one on the skirt, cut off two inches of the old one,
and (cutting a new ruffle the same size as the old one) add it under the old one. This
will blend in with the new bodice. Now you have material to trim around neck and
sleeves.
If the skirt hasn't got a ruffle, add one (of the new material) leaving an edge of
the old skirt, below the ruffle.
Add patch pockets of new material.
These are just a few ideas
** *
For calorie counters, here's some info. Moderate dancing burns 250 calories an
hour; vigorous dancing, 340. Even if you're not dieting, you can balance your
calorie loss and your intake, right? (Quote from "Family Safety," Winter , 75-76.)
* *
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SWING INTO SUMMER WITH A NEW DEPENDABLE

NEWCOMB
MAY BE PURCHASED WITH NO DOWN PAYMENT

Prepaid anywhere
In U.S. if check
In full
accompanies order
Pennsylvania
Residents add
6% Sales Tax

T-40S
$419.97
T-50-2461
$824.94

CARRYING CASES FOR RECORDS

MODEL RC-7W
$14.95
Post. $2.00

MODEL RC-7BW
$19.95
Post. $2.25

MODEL RC-712W
$29.95
Post. $2.50

HARLAN'S RECORD CENTER
DEPT. S, RD BOX 292, MONTOURSVILLE, PA. 17754 PH: 717-368-2721
DISTRIBUTORS FOR NEWCOMB SOUND EQUIPMENT
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A NEW REVOLUTION
ALL OF US HAVE SEEN
HISTORY COME ALIVE AS
PART OF BICENTENNIAL
CELEBRATIONS EVERYWHERE.
WE'VE SEEN PAGEANTS
AND DEMONSTRATIONS
DEPICTING THE HISTORY
OF SQUARE DANCING, TOO.
OUR STORY HAS BEEN TOLD
BETTER THAN EVER, AND
IT WILL NO DOUBT CREATE
RENEWED INTEREST AS WE
LAUNCH OUR FALL "OFFENSIVE"
ACROSS THE LENGTH AND
BREADTH OF THE GREAT LAND.
IF YOU BELIEVE THAT THE
RIGHT TO A FREE SOCIETY
AND INDIVIDUAL ENTERPRISE
IS AS IMPORTANT TODAY AS
IT WAS TO OUR FOREFATHERSIF YOU BELIEVE THAT
HEALTHY, CLEAN, INVIGORATING,
"FAMILY." FUN AND "FOLK . '
KINDS OF RECREATION NEED
TO BE MADE AVAILABLE TO
MORE PEOPLE EVERYWHERE,
GIVE YOUR FAVORITE HOBBY A
"PERSONAL PLUG" TO A FRIEND,
AND MORE THAN THAT,
LINE UP THE "TROOPS,"
LAUNCH A "CAMPAIGN,"
AND CREATE A MIGHTY CRUSADE
TO ROCK THE WHOLE WIDE WORLD
- ALAMO STYLE!
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Dancing
Tips

•

by Harold & LIII Bausch
It is interesting to read publications
from the various areas, each extolling
the dancing as done there at home.
Each seems to think no other area is
quite as good! Of course this is
understandable and forgivable! A rare
item tells the opposite story— nothing
is right there. I personally find the idea
of those who prefer their own area a
much nicer outlook.
Actually the best kind of dancing is
the kind that gives the most people
pleasure. I believe this would have to be
a relaxed but interesting program— one
with variety, but still one that most
people could do. The more difficult
program, one that leaves only a select
few still doing the calls, may give a
sense of accomplishment, but this is not
the same as the pleasure, the relaxed
gaiety of the earlier dance. If the calls
are so difficult that you can't smile as
you dance, then they are not for me.
I treasure a remark I heard Mrs.
Lloyd Shaw make one evening—
"When all are moving with such
precision that they are like a machine,
then you do not have dancers, you have
robots." I have remembered that
remark and I especially tell this to my
classes of new round dancers, for here it
is even more noticeable than in square
dancing.
Of course the thought behind her
statement, I am sure, was that dancing
is to be gay and lighthearted, to be
enjoyed and not made an effort.
We should all remember that we are
not just trying to get to one point from
another but that we should move at a
smooth even pace in getting there. We
should "dance" the movements, not
run or jerk one another to get where we
are going.
I deplore the sight of the "smart"
person who ignores the call and rather
than dance to the place he is supposed
to go, he steps into the spot and spoils
40

the fun of the other dancers. He isn't
smart or he would not ruin the efforts of
others.
Sometimes it seems we are getting
to the point that we know too much, and
enjoy too little!
While I consider myself quite broadminded as to the antics of the dancers
out on the floor, I must admit that the
person who can glide smoothly throughout the call, with no running, no
pushing, no roughness has my admiration. Certainly most dancers go through
a stage where they must try everything— the kicks and the twirls. (I did
it, too.) Most will come to the smooth
dancing as time goes by. Occasionally
they may get the peppy antics feeling,
and if they do not bother others, then I
am not too concerned. After all, they are
just expressing their feelings.
Certainly we have some of both kinds
of dancing in our area, but we have very
little rough dancing. By rough, I mean
arm twisting and arm pulling, or leaving
thumb prints in the lady's arm. We just
don't have that, but if it does show up
on a rare occasion, the rest of the
dancers sure do not enjoy it and it is
usually short lived. Mostly these things
are controlled when no one else joins in.
Innocent revelry—gaiety—a little
horseplay— these are not a problem;
rather it is an expression of joy! Don't
take life so seriously that you hate to see
anyone have a good time. On the other
hand if what starts out innocently
develops into rough dancing, do something about it right away. Certainly a
word of caution, a word over the
microphone to caution that no one gets
rough, should suffice. I can't believe
that any of our dancers would be
inconsiderate if they realized they were
causing problems for others.
Remember you are among friends.
You are my friend, I am your friend, and
square dancing is fun!

Ed Foote of Wexford, Pa. nas
proposed that more callers ought to tape
themselves calling at their club or
workshop groups and then spend some
time later, listening to the tape privately
in a critical, self-evaluation session. In
doing this, here are some questions a
caller ought to ask himself as he listens:
1. Do you start off every patter tip
with the exact same opening?
2. Do you always move the dancers
into lines of four by having the heads
lead to the right and circle to a line?
3. Do you always use a square thru
four hands to get to a box 1-4?
4. How often to you call swing thru,
boys run?
5. In dancing your material do you at
times find yourself waiting for the next
call or running to catch up?
6. Do you flow from one figure to
another or are you in kind of a start stop motion?
7. Do you always use the same way to
find the corner?
8. In your dance have you included
any novelty set-ups for variety and
change of pace?
9. Is every tip called at the same speed
or do you vary the tempo?
10. Listen to a second dance about six
weeks later do you find the dances a lot
a like?
11. Listen for the necessary directional
aids on the tougher calls. Are they in
there for the dancers who need them?
12. Do you feel you are calling an
interesting dance by including a good
balance of standard basics spiced with
the popular experimental calls?
13. Is your dance full of gimmicks and
not enough solid dancing?
14. Are you having fun dancing to your
own choreography?
15. Would you go back next week to
dance to you?

CLASSES ARE COMING!
As we begin to launch our new series
of beginner lessons and Learner Clubs
this fall, we must all remember to use
the tools that are now at our disposal to
effect better teaching, create continuity
from session to session, and establish
better standardization from area to
area.
First, take a good look at the center
pages of this issue, which list the whole
program of basics now recommended by
Callerlab to be taught in the class
setting. Make copies for yourself or for
handouts.
Secondly, establish the dates now in
cooperation with club officers, who need
to be informed that lessons will now
involve a minimum of thirty, forty or
more (that's early fall to early summer
for most programs) instead of the old
standard of twenty to thirty lessons.
This may be hard to "sell" in some
cases, but you'll have added "ammunition" of the whole Callerlab organization (over 600 callers representing the
best experience possible in agreement)
and each caller has an obligation to
work toward this, at least, as a goal.
From the list, work out a lesson plan
and stick to it. Get help from a "wiser
head" near you if you are a new caller.
Remember that as you move along in
the series you must do more review and
teach less new material. In the first
three lessons you'll teach and reteach
a large group of the simpler basics as
new beginners are allowed to come in
before the cutoff date.
Carl Brandt of Fort Wayne, Indiana,
did a study of 29 classes with 29 callers
a while ago and found that we may only
expect a 64% retention of dancers
carrying on after class to feed into clubs
a year after they begin lessons. Let's
not worry about the reasons for the
dropout, which may be entirely normal
(We feel that no study based on
interviews of dropouts will be very
conclusive — People tend to fabricate
the least incriminating kind of answer.),
but let's simply work harder and longer
to produce good dancers graduating
from class, and we'll automatically
improve the retention level.

AAA
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KEEP 'Sill DANCING_
by Ed Fraidenburg
Average Club Hash & Breaks
Interesting choreography arrangements
using no more than Mainstream Basics
plus Callerlab-endorsed Experimentals

Head ladies chain,
Chain back Dixie style to an ocean wave
Boys trade, step thru, star thru
Two ladies chain
Chain back Dixie style to an ocean wave
Boys trade, step thru, trade by
Star thru, two ladies chain
Chain back Dixie style to an ocean wave
Boys trade, step thru, trade by
Pass thru, left allemande
Heads pass thru, go round one to a line
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Ladies lead Dixie style to an ocean wave
Girls fold, peel off, couples circulate
Tag the line right, boys cross run
Girls trade, wheel and deal
Square thru three-quarters, trade by
Left allemande
Head ladies chain
Chain back Dixie style to an ocean wave
Fan the top, sides divide, star thru
Double pass thru, centers in
Cast off three-quarters,
Square thru four, trade by, swing thru
Centers run, couples circulate
Tag the line in, pass thru
Wheel and deal, zoom
Square thru three-quarters
Left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Ladies lead Dixie style to an ocean wave
Girls circulate, boys trade, boys run
Couples circulate, bend the line
Star thru, trade by, swing thru
Boys trade, boys run, wheel and deal
Left allemande
Heads square thru four, slide thru
Flutter wheel
Ladies lead Dixie style to an ocean wave
Girls circulate, boys trade
Boys cross run, recycle, sweep a quarter
Left allemande
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Head ladies lead Dixie style
To ocean wave, lock it, boys run
Half tag, walk and dodge
Circle four to a line, flutter wheel
Ladies lead Dixie style to an ocean wave
Lock it, step thru, partner trade
Left allemande
Four ladies chain three-quarters
Four ladies chain across
Heads right and left thru, all roll away
Heads pass thru go round one to a line
Curlique, eight circulate
Transfer the column, recycle
Left allemande
Head ladies chain right,
Sides right and left thru
Heads pass thru round one to a line
Curlique, eight circulate
Transfer the column
Grand right and left
Four ladies chain, heads pass thru
Go round one to a line, curlique
Transfer the column, swing thru
Square thru three-quarters
Left allemande
Heads pass thru go round one to a line
Curlique, circulate two, boys run
Zoom, square thru three-quarters
Left allemande
Four ladies chain three-quarters
Sides right and left thru, all roll away
Heads pass thru round one to a line
Curlique, circulate
Transfer the column, recycle, pass thru
Trade by, left allemande
Four ladies chain three-quarters
Heads right and left thru, all roll away
Heads pass thru round one to a line
Curlique, circulate
Transfer the column, recycle
Pass thru, trade by, left allemande......

Heads lead right and circle to a line
Swing thru, boys run, half tag
Eight circulate, boys run
Square thru three-quarters, trade by
Left allemande
Heads pass thru, go round one to a line
Swing thru, centers run, half tag
Boys run, centers pass thru
Left allemande
Heads crosstrail thru round one to a line
Swing thru, boys run, half tag
Boys run, trade by, left allemande
Heads square thru tour
Circle half to a two-faced line
Couples hinge, half tag, eight circulate
Boys run, pass thru, trade by
Swing thru, boys run, couples hinge
Half tag, eight circulate, boys run
Pass thru, trade by
Left allemande
Heads square thru four
Circle half to a two-faced line
Couples hinge, half tag, eight circulate
Boys run, circle half to a two-faced line
Couples hinge, half tag, eight circulate
Boys run, pass thru, trade by
Left allemande
Heads square thru four, curlique
Lock it, swing thru, centers run
Half tag, trade, eight circulate
Boys run, centers in
Cast off three-quarters, pass thru

Wheel and deal, centers turn thru
Boys courtesy turn them
Left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a line
'Swing thru, boys run,
Half tag in (or right), repeat from •
Left allemande
Heads square thru four, spin the top
Boys run, half tag, boys run
Trade by, pass thru, trade by
Left allemande
Heads single circle three-quarters
Boys run, pass thru
Single circle three-quarters
Scoot back, walk and dodge
Partner trade, pass thru, wheel and deal
Square thru three-quarters
Left allemande
Heads square thru four
Single circle three-quarters
Walk and dodge, wheel and deal
Centers star thru
Clover and pass thru, swing thru
Girls trade, right and left thru
Square thru four, trade by
Left allemande
Four ladies chain three-quarters
Heads right and left thru
Rollaway, square thru four
Single circle three-quarters
Walk and dodge, wheel and deal
Left allemande

MAC GREGORRECORDS
MGR #
2192 YOU TWO TIMED ME
ONE TIME TOO OFTEN
2193 MY WINDOW FACES
THE SOUTH

NEW RELEASES
Written & Called by Otto Dunn,
Tulsa, Oklahoma
Written & Called by Monty Wilson,
Malibu, California
RECENT RELEASES
Written & Called by Otto Dunn, Tulsa OK

2194 HEY! GOOD LOOKIN'
2195 A LITTLE BIT SOUTH OF
SASKATOON

Written & Called by Norm Phaneuf,
North Smithfield RI

C.P. MacGregor Company 729 South Western Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90005

213-384-4191
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easy
This little circle mixer works very smoothly. It is nice and slow moving for that
August dance under the stars. John Hucko of Willoughby Hills, Ohio, suggests
this one:
I DON'T KNOW WHY
Formation: Single circle, lady on man's right.
Record: MacGregor 2059
Circle left
Circle right
Everybody go forward and back
Ladies only forward and back
Men only forward and back
Swing corner twice around
Promenade
Sing: I don't know why I love to dance with you
I don't know why, but I do. (Circle left)

This one moves considerably faster. Ersko Kolo can be danced in a line or a circle.
ERSKO KOLO
Record: Folkraft 14988
Translation: of the Ersak, a regional word for peasant or villager.
Starting Position: V position, right foot free.
Measures
1-7 Fourteen quick STEP-CLOSES sideward right, two per measure, bending
knees slightly on the close.
8
Two stamps (right, left) in place (Counts 1-2).
9-16 Repeat pattern of measures 1-8 reversing direction and footwork
NOTE: In the USA, the step-close of measures 1-7 has been danced to a slower
tempo: Step sideward right on right heel, cross and step on left foot in back of
right.
17-18 Facing slightly and moving right, one schottische step (right) forward.
19-20 Still facing slightly right but moving left, one schottische step left (backward)
21-22 Turning to face center, one schottische step forward
23-24 Still facing center, one schottische step left (backward)
25-32 Repeat pattern of measures 17-24.
Step-close right: Step on right foot, close and step on left foot beside right.
Schottische step right: Step on right foot, close and step on left foot beside right,
step on right foot, hop or lift on right foot. Repeat reversing direction and footwork
for schottische step left.
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Mary and Bill Jenkins of Mockingbird Hill in Minerva, New York, contributed this
delightful dance. It was composed and prompted by Duke Miller of Gloversville and
dedicated to the new ceiling in the dining room at Mockingbird Hill. Duke
presented the dance to the Adirondack Colonial Dancers who have used it in their
demonstrations.
NEW CEILING CONTRA
Music: Sherbrooke — Grenn 15008 or Lloyd Shaw — 302-45.
Couples 1,3,5,etc., crossed over and active.
Right hand star with the one below
Left hand star back
Actives down the outside all alone, pass two couples
Come into the middle, catch your own
Come back up the middle, reach out, cast off
Everybody (even the ends) do-sa-do your partner
Do-sa-do your right hand lady
('Grand right and left with the couple above) Square thru
Right hand star with the ones below
Repeat dance
'Used many years ago but probably unknown to many today, so square thru is the
familiar term used.
Parts of the dance are from "Tuesday's Child," an old-timer In Connecticut.

Walt Cole of Ogden, Utah, feels that this dance of his is for the Easy Level Page,
Many will and have disagreed; however, for the club dancers here is one that
should put a sparkle in your eyes. It will be "easy level" for them.
TAGGER LINE CONTRA
Formation: Mescolanze
Record: Swinging Square AC3782 or any reel/jig
Intro: Lines go forward and back
— — Do-sa-do
— — Star thru
— — — Balance — — Eight chain four
— — Star thru
— — — Balance — — Tag the line
— — Centers in
— — Cast off 3/4 — — Pass thru
Lines go forward and back
On to next — —

NEW ADDRESS

TRAVELERS CLUB
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Larwill, Indiana 46764
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Dance With 100 Clubs
For books, send $1.50 plus 25d postage.
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BASIC
(1-38)
1. Circle left and right
2. Forward and back
3. Do sa do
4. Swing
5. Promenade family
(Full, 1/2, 3/4)
A. Couples
B. Single file
C. Wrong-way
6. Allemande left/arm turns
7. Grand right and left weave
8. Pass thru
9. "U" turn back
10. Split the couple/ring
(around one, two)
11. Couples separate/divide
12. Courtesy turn
13. Chain family
A. Two ladies
B. Four ladies
C. 3/4 chain
14. Do paso
15. Right and left thru
16. Star family (2 to 8)
A. Right hand
B. Left hand
17. Star promenade
18. Inside out-outside in
19. Couples lead right//eft
20. Circle to a line
21. Bend the line
22. All around left hand lady
23. oee saw (taw)
24. Grand square
25. Box the gnat/swat the flea
26. Square thru family
(Full, 3/4, 112
A. Standard
B. Left
C. Mixed sex
D. Same sex
27 California twirl
28. Dive thru
29. Cross trail (thru)
30 Couples wheel around
31. Single file turnback
32. Allemande thar/wrong way thar
33. Shoot that star
(1/2, 3/4, Full)
34. Slip the clutch
35. Half sashay family
A. Standard
B. Roll away
C. Ladies in, Men sashay
36. Alamo style/ balance
37. Star thru
38. Couples backtrack

S
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EXTENDED
(1-54)
39. Turn thru
4Q. Pass to the center
41. Eight chain thru
(1-8)
42. Ocean wave/ balance
(R/L)
43. Swing thru family
A. Right
B. Left
C. Alamo
44. Flutterwheel I reverse
45 Sweep a quarter
46. Veer left/right
47. Run family (r/l)
A. Boys
B. Girls
C. Ends
D. Centers
E. Cross
48. Trade family
A. Boys
B. Girls
C. Ends
D. Centers
E. Couples
F. Partner
49. Circulate family
A. Boys
B. Girls
C. All eight
D. Ends
E. Centers
F. Couples
G. Box
H. Single file
50. Spin the top
51. Trade by
52. Zoom (substitute)
53. Wheel and deal
54. Double pass thru
1
SPC- Standard Position Concept
Normal couples-standard positions
APC- All Position Concept
Mixed couples-all positions
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3t ream Program of Square Dancing
MAINSTREAM
(1-68)
55. Centers in/out
56. Cast family
(3/4, 1/2, 1/4)
A. Off
B. In
C. Right
D. Left
57. Cloverleaf
58. Slide thru
59. Fold family
A. Boys
B. Girls
C. Ends
D. Centers
E. Cross
60. Dixie style
61. Spin chain thru
62. Peel off
63. Tag family
(Full, 1/2)
A. Line
B. Partner
64. Curlique
65. Walk and dodge
66. Scootback
67. Fan the top
68. Hinge family
A. Couples
B. Single
C. Partner

MAINSTREAM PLUS
Anything and roll
Clover Flow
Dixie grand
Grand parade
Outsiders in and out
Pair off
Peel the top
Red hot, ice cold
Single circle to ocean wave
Spin chain the gears
Split circulate
Tea cup chain
Triple scoot
Triple trade
Turn and left thru
CALLERLAB EXPERIMENTALS
Chase right
Coordinate
Ferris wheel
Half tag trade and roll
Pass the ocean
Recycle
Track II

Suggested teaching order and approximately 10 weeks for each of the basic.
extended and mainstream programs,
plus 3 weeks each program to teach
italicized basics, total 41 weeks including 2 week review.
Still more time is necessary to teach the
figures in Column 4.
Mainstream and Mainstream-Plus
booklets are available from American
Squaredance Magazine, PO Box 788,
Sandusky. Ohio 44870 ($4. each)
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OF SPECIAL INTEREST TO THE
HIGH FREQUENCY LANCER .. 1/4
& ADVANCED PROGRAM
ADVOCATE

e.1.1

by Jim Kassel
National Challenge Convention
The tenth National Challenge Square
Dance Convention was held in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, in June. The
event was a sell-out with dancers from
fifteen states and Canada attending.
There were 27 hours of challenge
dancing provided during the three-day
event, and the majority of the dancers
attended a trail-end dance the day
before the Convention began.
The callers, who were chosen by a
vote of dance leaders from various
challenge areas were: Dewey Berry,
Jim Davis, Ed Foote, Keith Gulley,
Dave Hodson, Ross Howell, Lee Kopman and Norm Poisson. In addition,
other challenge callers who attended
the event were given the opportunity to
call.
Five couples were recognized for
having attended all ten challenge
conventions and five others for having
attended nine.
The staff callers continued the
practice of call control begun at last
year's convention by voting on all the
new calls which had appeared in
challenge dancing the past year. Calls
not receiving enough votes were
dropped by all staff callers from their
programs, and may be used only if
called completely directionally. This
annual vote to limit the number of calls
expected to be known at higher levels of
challenge has received enthusiastic
support from the dancers.
The following statement by Ed Foote,
founder and chairman of the convention, appeared in the convention
program: "Advanced and challenge
dancing is growing at an ever increasing
rate, as more and more callers are
forming advanced and challenge workshops. These callers all state that a
major reason for their starting advanced
or challenge calling is the standardiza48

tion which has been brought to the
activity by the widespread use of the
two basic lists of calls: Advanced
Dancing's Basic Calls and Challenge
Dancing's Basic Calls. The recent
addition of a third list of Extended
Challenge Basic Calls means that about
90% of all those involved in dancing
above club-level are covered by these
three lists of calls."
Hindsight shows that the big growth
in advanced and challenge dancing
began in 1974 when the first two lists
were introduced and continues without
letup today. Because these lists represent the thinking of challenge dance
callers and leaders throughout the
country, rather than just a local region,
it is easy to see why they are so well
accepted.
Standardization is the key to the
growth of any activity. However, many
club-level dancers are still not aware
that advanced and challenge dancing
has this standardization. Thus, I
encourage you to make it known to
these people that these lists do exist,
and that they can enter high-level
dancing and know in advance exactly
what they will have to learn at any given
level. If you promote the fact that these
lists exist and the resulting advantages,
the present boom in advanced and
challenge dancing will continue.
ROCHESTER RAMBLINGS
We credit Ambrose Baker for the
following: "Our advanced group is
referred to as the Sunday group (ABC
Dancers). We are currently working the
Booster and Friday tapes. Our main
group is referred to as the Regular
Tuesday group. During tape sessions
we work the Mixer and Paramus tapes. I
would say this group is Mixer level.
All groups may attend the Relaxed
dances. The Regular Tuesday and
Sunday dancers may attend the Regular
Tuesday dances, and only the Sunday
group members and guests dancing
Friday/Booster level may attend the
Sunday Special dances. Guests are
welcome providing they let us know in
advance and we have room.
ACCEPTED CALLS FOR CHALLENGE
The following calls that were
introduced during the past year received enough votes from the challenge
callers to be included in future regular
Continued on Page 80

Tastefully adorn your home, and at the
same time identify yourselves to all as
SQUARE DANCERS

Beautifully cast in aluminum and
finished in flat black enamel with white
letters, we offer a handsome, larger
than usual, lamp post sign.

18 1/2 " x 171/2 "

$22.50

Please PRINT name desired Sign is lettered on both sides.
Top line "The" only. Bottom line 13 letters Maximum.
ACT NOW'
Send Pre-paid
Check or Money Order
JON EL
(Formerly HOME Industries)
Box 107
Jackson. Ohio 45640
Phone 614-286-4363
332 Athens St

We have a special deal for callers
Inquiries Invited.
A Iso Available with same
Square Dance Couple:
Mail box sign

$22.50

Weathervane

$32.50

Watch for our Motor Coach at square dance events. We'd like to meet you ,
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sexless in action. But a ladies or men
run, trade, fold, circulate combo could
be sexless if they prove to be centers or
ends upon the analysis of the suggested
grouping.
EXAMPLE (from normal facing couples)
Swing thru, centers run
Fan the top, wheel and deal
Star thru*

61/7/084C0
v46)84/D//),
Today's caller uses equivalents and
zeros to either extend a figure or to
make it different from another, in order
to maintain dancer interest. It is with
this in mind that one should always be
alert to add new suggestions to the
"Set-Up And Get-Out" manual of zeros
and equivalents. One soon finds out that
there is a point where all combinations
cannot be remembered. It is at this
point that we suggest you will do well to
remember mostly those zero and
equivalent combos which are sexless,
i.e., can be used with any dancer
combination of couples. How can you be
sure which combo works this way?
First of all, any combo suggestion of a
zero or equivalent which uses a star
thru, curlique or ladies chain is not
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Swing thru, centers run
Couples hinge, fan the top
Girls trade, wheel and deal'
• Both figures equal a right and left
thru.
The first example using star thru
depends upon sex identity. i.e. using
normal facing couples only. The second
example using girls trade can be
changed to centers trade and the combo
becomes sexless to be used from any
facing couple set-up. The following are
some zero combinations:
(From normal facing couples)
Spin the top, boys run, fan the top
Wheel and deal
(Change boys to centers for a sexless
combo.)
(From a normal couple ocean wave)
Boys run, fan the top
Girls run, fan the top
Girls run, wheel and deal
(Change actives' names to use with any
ocean wave combo.)
Ends run, fan the top
Ends run, fan the top
Centers run, wheel and deal

Here is a regular figure:
Head couples half sashay
Four girls square thru, curlique
Turn thru, left allemande
Same f figure using zeros and equivalents:
Head couples squarethru three-quarters
U-turn back, circle up eight
Four girls forward and back
Swing thru double, ends run
Fan the top, new ends run, fan the top
Centers run, wheel and deal
Swing thru, centers run, couples hinge
Fan the top, centers trade
Wheel and deal, girls square thru four
Curlique, all eight circulate double
Turn thru, left allemande
TRACK TWO
(Picked as Callerlab Experimental for
July, August and September. See ASD,
May 1976, Page 52.
Heads partner trade, U-turn back
Sides star thru, double pass thru
Track two, swing thru, boys run
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Double pass thru, track two
Swing thru, boys run, wheel and deal
Pass to center
Square thru three-quarters
Left allemande
Heads rollaway, curlique, girls run
Circle up four, ladies break to a line
Touch a quarter, coordinate
Bend the line, star thru, track two
Swing thru, boys run, bend the line
Star thru, pass thru to left allemande....
Heads lead right circle to a line
Touch a quarter, boys run
Centers trade, all track two
Spin the top, single hinge, girls run
Centers trade, all track two, boys run
Couples circulate, center four circulate
Wheel and deal, pass to center
Pass thru, left allemande
Heads star thru, double pass thru
Track two, swing thru, girls run
Ferris wheel, double pass thru
Track two, scoot back, girls run
Ferris wheel
Centers square thru three-quarters
Slide thru, wheel and deal, zoom
Partner trade, left allemande

REVIEW
cup I
CHECKMATE THE COLUMN
(See ASD, August 1975, page 49)
From a right hand column set-up, lead
two people move single file to the right
(as in Track Two) but stay together as a
couple and face in side by side when at
the foot of the column. The trailing two
people move as in a tag the line right.
They then as a pair step forward to join
the others in two-faced lines.
EXAMPLES by W. Orlich (Standard)
Heads lead right circle to a line
Touch a quarfer, checkmate the column
Tag the line right, bend the line
Left allemande
Heads square thru four hands
Spin the top and single hinge
Checkmate the column, ferris wheel
Centers pass thru, left allemande
(All Position Concept)
Heads curlique, boys run
Left square thru, last hand curlique
Checkmate, ends run and fan the top
Cast three-quarters around, checkmate
Couples hinge and bend the line
Centers trade and pass thru
Left allemande
Heads box the gnat
Square thru the other way back
Touch a quarter, walk and dodge
Tag the line in, left touch a quarter
Checkmate the column, bend the line
Touch a quarter, checkmate the column
Tag the line out, wheel and deal
Centers trade, left allemande
Head couples turn thru
Crosstrail, around one to a line
Curlique, CHECKMATE
Center four scoot back
Wheel and deal to face, then slide thru
Ends cross-fold, centers zoom
Square thru three-quarters around
Outsides half sashay quick
Left allemande
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CHECKMATE VARIATIONS
(APC)
3 by 1 CHECKMATE (the column: A
checkmate pattern, except three lead
dancers walk single file, etc., while the
lonesome trailing dancers step all the
way to the end, quarter right and step
forward to become the ends of the 3 by 1
parallel lines. A 1 by 3 checkmate the
column has only the lead person walk
the pattern to face in as an end while the
trailing three people move up, quarter
right and step forward to face out in the
3 by 1 parallel line.
EXAMPLES by Willard Orlich
Heads lead right circle to a line
Curlique, 3 by 1 checkmate, ends run
Center four walk and dodge
Centers run, all curlique
3 by 1 checkmate, ends run
Center four walk and dodge, then run
Left allemande
Head couples star thru
Double pass thru, boys run
1 by 3 checkmate
Cast off three-quarters, girls run
Four girls walk and dodge, then trade
All touch a quarter, 1 by 3 checkmate
Cast off three-quarters around
Ends run, center four walk and dodge
Centers run, all slide thru to
Left allemande
Heads square thru four hands
Slide thru, touch a quarter
3 by 1 checkmate, destroy the line
Slide thru, ends run. all touch a quarter
1 by 3 checkmate, destroy the line
Star thru, California twirl
Wheel and deal
Square thru three-quarters to
Left allemande
Heads lead right circle to a line
Left touch a quarter, 3 by 1 checkmate
Destroy the line, square thru four hands
Cast off three-quarters
Left touch a quarter, 1 by 3 checkmate
Destroy the line, turn thru
Centers flutter wheel, trade by to a
Left allemande
American Squaredance Magazine's
Workshop features original material
submitted to the editor. New ideas are
presented each month. Mail new and
creative material to Willard Orlich,
Workshop Ed., American Squaredance,
PO Box 788, Sandusky OH 44870.
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FIGURE]

by John Ward, Alton, Kansas
Heads lead right, circle to a line
Pass thru, half tag, trade and roll
Pass thru, trade by, half square thru
All turn back, star thru
Centers flutter wheel, then pass thru
Left allemande
Heads lead right, circle to a line
Pass thru, half tag, trade and roll
Pass the ocean, curlique, boys run
Centers in and cast off three-quarters
Star thru, centers flutter wheel
Pass thru, left allemande
Heads lead right, circle to a line
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Double pass thru, leads turn back
Half square thru, half tag, trade and roll
Half square thru, half tag, trade and roll
Star thru, left allemande
Heads lead right, circle to a line
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Double pass thru, track two, curlique
Split circulate, boys run, left allemande.
Heads square thru four hands
Pass the ocean, ah so, walk and dodge
Partner trade, flutter wheel
Sweep a quarter
Square thru three-quarters, trade by
Pass the ocean, ah so, walk and dodge
Partner trade, flutter wheel
Sweep a quarter
Square thru three-quarters, trade by
Left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Double pass thru, track two, ah so
Girls turn back, star thru
Left allemande
Heads square thru four hands
Swing thru, spin the top, ah so
Split circulate, boys run, star thru
Square thru three-quarters, trade by
Swing thru, spin the top, ah so
Split circulate, boys run, star thru

Square thru three-quarters, trade by
Left allemande
Heads lead right circle to a line
Pass thru, tag the line in, star thru
Trade by, star thru, pass thru
Tag the line in, star thru, trade by
Star thru, left allemande
Heads pass thru then separate
Go around one and make a line of four
Pass thru, half tag, trade and roll
Pass the ocean, swing thru
Spin the top, boys run, star thru
Left allemande
All four ladies chain across
Any man (tallest, happiest, etc., face
corner and star thru
Any lady face corner and star thru
Join hands and circle to the left
If you have a lady on the right, rollaway
And circle to the left
If you have a lady on the right, rollaway
And circle to the left
If you have a lady on the right, rollaway
And circle to the left, left allemande
Heads lead right, circle to a line
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Double pass thru, peel off to a line
Pass the ocean, spin chain thru
Boys run, flutter wheel, star thru
Left allemande
Heads lead right circle to a line
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Double pass thru, peel off to a line
Pass the ocean, swing thru, boys run
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Double pass thru, peel off to a line
Pass the ocean, swing thru, boys run
Left allemande

by Jack Lasry, Miami, Florida
Heads lead right circle to a line
Pass thru, chase right, boys fold
Girls square thru three-quarters
Star thru, couples circulate
Wheel and deal, pass thru
Left allemande
Heads lead right circle to a line
Pass thru, chase right, centers trade
Swing thru, boys run, crosstrail
Left allemande
Heads lead right circle to a line
Touch a quarter, eight circulate
Trade and roll, pass thru, tag the line
Centers in, cast off three-quarters
Right and left thru, slide thru
Left allemande

Heads square thru four
Split the sides around one to a line
Centers square thru four, ends star thru
Centers in, cast off three-quarters
Center four right and left thru
Then Dixie style to a wave
Ends slide thru, center boys trade
Slip the clutch, left allemande
Heads lead right circle to a line
Slide thru, touch a quarter
Walk and dodge, chase right, hinge
Girls trade, recycle, sweep a quarter
Left allemande
Heads pass thru around one to a line
Touch a quarter, eight circulate
Four boys walk and dodge
Girls facing out run, touch to a wave
Boys run, pass thru, wheel and deal
Zoom, square thru three-quarters
Left allemande
Heads lead right circle to a line
Right and left thru, sides only rollaway
Pass thru, tag the line right,
Ferris wheel, centers pass thru
Center girls U-turn back, pass thru
Left allemande
by John Strong, Salinas, California
Heads lead right circle to a line
Pass thru, left chase
Left swing thru, centers run
Bend the line, pass thru, left chase
Centers cross fold, star thru
Wheel and deal, star thru, crosstrail
Left allemande
Heads square thru four hands
Pass thru, left chase,
Single file circulate, girls run
Trade by, star thru, centers pass thru
U-turn back, all pass thru, left chase
Centers cross fold, star thru
Ferris wheel, swing thru, turn thru
Left allemande
Heads star thru, double pass thru
Centers in, cast off three-quarters
Pass thru, chase right, swing thru
Walk and dodge, partner trade,
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Square thru three-quarters
Left allemande
Heads pass thru, left chase
Left touch a quarter, boys cross fold
Touch a quarter, walk and dodge
Partner trade, star thru, pass thru
Star thru, pass thru, left chase
Girls run left, star thru, pass thru
Trade by, left allemande
Heads lead right circle to a line
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Pass thru, left chase, left touch a quarter
Boys cross run, boys circulate
Scoot back, boys run, bend the line
Pass thru, left chase,
Left touch a quarter, boys cross fold
Star thru, right and left thru, star thru
Pass thru, trade by, left allemande
Heads square thru four hands
Pass thru, left chase, aids run
Swing thru, boys run, bend the line
Pass thru, chase right, scoot back
Walk and dodge, left chase
Left touch a quarter, boys cross fold
Star thru, pass thru, wheel and deal
Zoom, centers pass thru to
Left allemande
by Deuce Williams, Detroit, Michigan
One and three fan the top, single hinge
Walk and dodge, cloverleaf
Two and four fan the top, single hinge
Walk and dodge, pass to the center
Pass thru, left allemande
Two and four pass the ocean
Single hinge, walk and dodge
Cloverleaf, one and three swing thru
Turn thru, left allemande
One and three pass the ocean
Those ladies trade and run
Half tag the line, single hinge
Step thru, pass the ocean, ladies trade
Swing thru, box the gnat, slide thru
Left allemande
One and three half square thru
Curlique with the outside two
Scoot back, single hinge
Ladies cross run, ladies circulate
Men trade, men run, bend the line
Pass thru, tag the line
First couple backtrack
Right and left grand
Two and four pass thru, cloverleaf
One and three fan the top
Same four single hinge, walk and dodge
Pass to the center
Square thru three-quarters
Left allemande
One and three swing thru, turn thru
Cloverleaf, two and four swing thru
Turn thru, pass the ocean
Grand swing thru (All swing half right,
those who can swing half left)
Men run, bend the line, pass to center
Pass thru, and pass thru again
Left allemande
Heads lead right, veer left
Half tag the line, ladies trade
All curlique, all eight circulate
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Partner trade, coordinate, men run
All eight circulate, right and left grand..
Sides lead right, veer left
Ladies crossrun, half tag the line
Men run, pass the ocean, split circulate
Recycle, veer left, ferris wheel
Men left turn thru, all star thru
Ladies cross run, wheel and deal
Right and left grand
By Bill Kramer, So. Cal. Callers Assoc.
Couples two and three rollaway
Sides square thru, do-sa-do to a wave
Ends circulate, swing thru
Spin chain thru, spin chain thru
Swing thru, boys run, bend the line
Right and left thru, star thru
Square thru three-quarters
Left allemande
All eight rollaway, heads square thru
Do-sa-do to ocean wave, ends circulate
Scoot back, ends circulate
Spin chain thru, boys run
Bend the line, right and left thru
Crosstrail, left allemande
Couple number one rollaway
Heads square thru, swing thru
Spin chain thru, centers trade, boys run
Bend the line, star thru, pass thru
Left allemande
Head ladies chain right
All eight rollaway, heads star thru
Swing thru, centers trade
Ends circulate, spin the top
Pass thru, bend the line, pass thru
Wheel and deal, centers pass thru
Swing thru, ends circulate
Centers trade, swing thru, boys run
Bend the line, star thru
Right and left thru, dive thru, pass thru
Left allemande
Head ladies chain,
New head ladies chain right
New heads rollaway, slide thru
Touch a quarter, walk and dodge
Bend the line, touch a quarter
Coordinate, couples circulate
Wheel and deal, dive thru
Square thru three-quarters
Left allemande
Heads rollaway and square thru
Split two around one to a line of four
Curlique, coordinate, bend the line
Half square thru, trade by, swing thru
Ends circulate, centers trade
Centers run, bend the line, star thru
Zoom, pass thru, left allemande

By Bill Hay, So. Cal. Callers Assoc.
Heads lead right circle to a line
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Double pass thru, peel off, star thru
Cloverleaf, centers oass thru
Swing thru, boys run, bend the line
Left allemande
Heads lead right circle to a line
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Double pass thru, peel off, bend the line
Star thru, centers pass thru
Touch a quarter, girls run
Spin the top, square thru three-quarters
Left allemande
Heads half square thru,
Right and left thru, touch a quarter
Girls run, touch a quarter, boys run
Pass thru, trade by, left allemande
Heads square thru three-quarters
Touch a half, boys trade, boys run
Bend the line, right and left thru
Pass the ocean, recycle, left allemande
Heads lead right circle to a line
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Double pass thru, track two,
Touch a half, boys trade, boys run
Bend the line, slide thru
Square thru three-quarters
Left allemande
Heads lead right circle to a line
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Centers pass thru. touch a quarter
Girls run, spin the top
Square thru three-quarters
Left allemande
By Art Daniels, Sq. Cal. Callers Assn.
Head couples pass thru, turn right
Single file around one, Dixie style
To an ocean wave, step ahead
Crosstrail to a left allemande
Head ladies chain right, heads pass thru
Round one and line up four, pass thru
Wheel and deal, on a double track
Dixie style to an ocean wave
All eight circulate to left allemande....
Head ladies chain and rollaway
Heads square thru. swing thru
Girls run to a line, boys in the lead
Dixie style to an ocean wave, girls trade
Boys run, bend the line, Star thru
Left allemande
Sides right and left thru
Same ladies lead Dixie style to a wave
Step thru and circle four
Side men break to a line, bend the line
Two ladies chain, send 'em back

Dixie style to an ocean wave
Girls circulate to left allemande
by Jack Lasry, Miami, Florida
Heads lead right circle to a line
Right and left thru. flutter wheel
Star thru, pass thru. trade by
Swing thru, spin the top
Right and left thru, flutter wheel
Left allemande
Heads lead right circle to a line
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Double pass thru, cloverleaf
Double pass thru, peel off, curlique
Boys run. centers swing thru
Centers box the gnat, square thru 3/4
Left allemande
Heads pass thru, separate around one
To a line, pass thru, tag the line right
Ferris wheel, boys pass thru, curlique
Girls trade, swing thru, boys run
Bend the line, slide thru
Left allemande
Heads lead right circle to a line
Pass the ocean, scoot back
Girls circulate, boys trade, spin the top
Right and left thru, slide thru
Left allemande
Heads lead right circle to a line
Pass the ocean, eight circulate, ah so
Eight circulate, boys run, star thru
Pass thru. wheel and deal
Double pass thru, track two
Eight circulate, girls trade, recycle
Pass to the center. square thru 3/4
Left allemande
Heads square thru four hands
Touch a quarter, walk and dodge
Chase right, boys run, pass thru
Wheel and deal, double pass thru
Track two, girls trade, recycle
Left allemande
Heads lead right circle to a line
Touch a quarter, eight circulate
Boys run, pass the ocean, ah so
Walk and dodge, chase right, boys run
Slide thru, left allemande
Heads lead right circle to a line
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Double pass thru, track two
Eight circulate. swing thru
Spin the top. ah so. scoot back
Boys run, crosstrail. left allemande....
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ITIZEN AND RADIO

Johnson Messenger 323A gives you the finest 23-channel
mobile CB performance you can get. Johnson's exclusive
dual cascade crystal filtering system delivers the highest
level of adjacent channel interference rejection in any CB
radio. And Johnson's unique tapered automatic noise
limiter (TANL) is self-adjusting to blank out impulse noise
as needed The unit also has a switchable noise blanker.
Messenger 323A is loaded with other Johnson automatic
features. too, like special -voice tailored" audio circuitry.
for clearer reception. And electronic speech compression
for sharper. stronger transmission. It's the best all-around
performer in CB and it s all automatic.
Pace 123A — $130.
Cobra 19 — $116.
Pace 143 — $110.
Cobra 21 — $141.
Pace 144 — $155.
Cobra 28 — $190.
Pace 145 — $166.
Cobra 29 — $175.
Pace 133 — $101.
Johnson 120A — $126.
Hy-Gain 671 — $140.
92.
Johnson 121A —
Hy-Gain 670 — $110.
Johnson 130A — $165.
Hy-Gain 674 — $300.
Johnson 323A — $199.
Hy-Gain 623 — $495.
Johnson 352 — $300.
Ohio Residents add 4
sales tax.
Out of stale add $5. shp. & hdlg.

ALL MERCHANDISE IS FACTORY WARRANTED!
Prices can change without notice.
This is just a sample of the lines we carry. Write for quotes on base units, other CBs.
Due to the low markup on the above CBs, we must request payment by certified
check or money order made out to J.S.A. Sales
The Best Radar Detector on the Market
Plugs into your Cigarette Lighter — Bear Finder — $80.00
Member Chamber of Commerce. Huron, Ohio
J.S.A. Sales, PO Box 225, Huron, Ohio 44839
PH 419-433-5510
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DON'T FORGET!!
$3.00 will bring you
our tape and info
on how to continue
the tape service
FREE OF CHARGE
every month!!

FREE
BROCHURE

1?odat446 Zaita Supptia
3600- 33rd AVE

Model T-100-2482 consists of the
powerful T-100 amplifier/turntable
plus two of the highly efficient CS-482
column reproducers. A system to
provide terrific impact on any crowd.

SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA 95824

PHONE 421-1518
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NEW MUSTANG RELEASES:

1)1° I

Jim
Lee

MS 171 BRASS BUCKLES by Chuck Bryant
MS 170 BLANKET ON THE GROUND by Chuck Bryant
MS 169 I'M A RAMBLING MAN by Chuck Bryant
MS 168 I PROMISE WHEN YOU LEAVE YOU'LL
WEAR A SMILE by Jack Bishop

Lave

Johnny
LeClair

LIGHTNING S RELEASES:

JaCk

clue

LS 5031 COPPER KETTLE by Earl Rich
LS 5030 TONIGHT SOMEONE'S FALLING IN LOVE
by Art Springer
LS 5029 A COUNTRY SONG IS A COUNTRY SONG
BY Jack Cloe
LS 5027 I WISH I'D LOVED YOU BETTER
BY Art Springer

Springer

1314 Kenrock Dr., San Antonio, TX 78227
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People

1

IN THE NEWS

41.

by Aril /r

Bob ( and Mary) Brennan, a caller
from Livonia, Michigan (Detroit area)
will again be doing a 45-minute radio
program with Ted Strausser of WJR on
the first Sunday of Square Dance Week
tILOSI liirl this September, entitled "Patterns In
Music." There will also be a free
demonstration dance in the lobby of the
Fisher Building on the same afternoon,
Mai Minshall
with press and television coverage,
DUB HAYES
NEW RELEASES:
according
to Don and Pauline Cade of
DON'T FIGHT THE FEELINGS OF LOVE
Lansing.
CR 102
"Dub" Hayes
4055 W. 163rd STREET
CLEVELAND, OHIO 44135

,

TRAIL: io

SONG AND DANCE MAN
CR 103
Mal Minshall
LONNIE/LITTLE DIXIE
CT 104
Hoedowns

BUTCH/
PAL MAL
CR 101

720 N. Kansas St., Springdale, AR 72764
.
B-BAR-B SQUARE DANCE APPAREL
6313-15 Rockville Road
Indianapolis. Indiana 46224
* * * * * * * * * * *
For Children
PETTICOATS— white, 2-layer
Full. lace-edged 2-layer chiffon

$7.50
$12.00

SISSY PANTS: rows of lace stretch
nylon; white, red, pink, multi-pastel
(pink, blue, maize, greens, multi-fall
( orange, maize, green, brown) $5.00
Postage Si. Ind. add 4°, tax per order.
‘
MCGOWAN PENNANT CO.
P.O. BOX 1967 DEPT. AM75
MANKATO, MN 56001
Write for

National Leader 171
Square Dance
Promotion
MAGNETICS
FLAGS

Free Catalog
Dealers'
Inquiries
Invited

S/fl SEALS
BUTTONS

BUMPER. MINI & CAMPER STICKERS
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It is significant that the following
callers were honored recently at the
Callerlab Convention in Chicago for
having called at least twenty-five years.
Congratulations to: Gordon Blaum, Ray
Bohn, Russ Bone, Carl Brandt, Orphle
Easson, Ed Ferrario, Marshall Flippo,
Cal Golden, Ernie Gross, Ivan Hall, BIll
Higgins, Harold Hoffmeyer, Les Houser, Gordon Hoyt, Sr., Elsie Jaffe, Eben
Jenkins, Bruce Johnson, Herb Johnson,
Frank Keeser, Herb Lesher, Gene
Maycroft, Reed Moody, Lee Newton,
Aloys Nolden, Pete Noll, Chuck Porter,
Joseph Roehling, Allen Roth, Pete
Sansom, Ron Schneider, Art Seele,
Charles Tuffield, Bob Johnston, Bob
Van Antwerp, Arnie Kronenberger, Al
(Tex) Brownlee.
A July wedding is planned by Iowa
square dance caller Jerry Story and
Kristy Laux. The couple plans to reside
in Quincy, Illinois.
Edna Blaum of Miami (Mrs. Gordon)
thanks callers and dancers for their kind
words. prayers and remembrances
during her hospital stay. Edna was shot
with a stun gun in an elevator while
attending the Callerlab Convention in
Chicago.
Harold Stoetzer of Phoenix, Arizona
forwarded two Quotes to us showing
Continued on Page 63

2nd Annual

E LA ES
SQUARE DANCE FESTIVAL
stk.
September 10-11-12, 1976

MILWAUKEE, WIS.
RED CARPET EXPO CENTER
4747 S. Howell Ave Milwaukee

L (BRUNDAGE
Connecticut
3L

EN BOWER

California

SOYA

HAVE

AYLOR
Illinois

Wisconsin

ARY jitARCE cJETZLAFF - Rounds
Wisconsin

ALL LEVELS OF DANCING — AFTER PARTIES — HOT HASH — R & SID DANCE WORKSHOPS
• Upon your registration, you will be sent a Red
Carpet card for room reservation at the Inn
Jellystone Park nearby
*
Write for Information
for luxurious camping
* Variety of Restaurants Nearby
* Swimming, Tennis, Bowling

Exhibitors— Write for Information
$24.00 After August 15, 1975
FOR RESERVATIONS — MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO:
GREAT LAKES SQUARE DANCE FESTIVAL
11415 West Center St., Milwaukee WI 53222

Last Name

Addrese

Milwaukee— 414-453-5090
Chicago— 312-227-3940

11s

City & State

Single Se sidon( id NAME
Complete Package Session

FOR ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION CALL:

..ere

Zip
Amount Enclosed

$19.00
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IN MEMORIAM
Everett Howard, caller and instructor for the Skirt and Shirt Club of
Canton, Illinois, died on May 16. Last
year the club celebrated its 25th
anniversary with a special dance
honoring Everett who was a charter
member. This coincided with the town's
celebration of its 150th birthday.
Everett was chairman of the Sesquicentennial celebration, a challenge he
accepted although suffering with a
terminal illness. Everett was not a
quitter and his thankless hours of work
will be missed by both the square

dancers and the community.
Betty Manock
Skirt and Shirt Club, Canton, Illinois
Karl Granholm of Oswego, New York,
passed away in May. He and his wife
Betty taught rounds and are the
teachers mentioned in the article on
Page 21 in this issue. The round dance
world has lost a great person.
Tom & Fay Tomlinson
Camillus, New York

EUROPEAN BICENTENNIAL EVENT
Over long-distant highways and many
local by-ways, the throng of square and
round dancers from all over Europe
headed to Heidelberg to attend the
European Bicentennial Square & Round
Dance Festival.
Consistently pleasant weather occurred during the weekend of 28, 29 and 30
May 1976.
The accommodations were comfortable and satisfactory.
Over 1.000 dancers were in attendance with 67 clubs represented.
A respectable four-digit figure will

KALOX- eeka-Longhor
WALT
McNEEL

NEW ON KALOX
K-1191 EIGHTEEN YELLOW ROSES, Flip/Inst.
by Duane Blake
K-1192 SWEET AND EASY TO LOVE YOU,
Flip/Inst. by John Saunders

DICK
HAN

RECENT RELEASES ON Kalox.
K-1189 THE SNOW, Flip/Inst. by C.O. Guest
K-1190 ONE MORE HILL TO CLIMB by Vaughn Parrish
RECENT RELEASES ON LONGHORN
LH-1014 OLD FASHIONED by Johnny Hozdulick
LH-1013 CORN LIKKER, by Bob Augustin
LH-1012 YOU ARE THE ONE.by Red Warricl,

BILL
PETERS

RECENT RELEASES ON BELCO
B-267 OLD FASHIONED/THE LAZY RIVER
B-266 THE ANGELS SING/COCOANUT GROVE
B-265 IN THE MOOD/HONOLULU-HANA HOU
B-264 MELODY TWO-STEP/TANZIE

GUEST

VAUGHN
PARRISH

KALOX RECORD DISTRIBUTING CO. 2832 Live Oak Dr Mesquite, TX 75149
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represent a worthwhile contribution to
UNICEF.
Corky & Paulette Pell
Germany
TEXAS STATE CONVENTION
The fourteenth annual State of Texas
Convention, June 5, at the Hemisfair
Convention Hall was attended by 6,500
dancers. The fifteenth annual event will
be in Houston in 1977.
Harry Finer
Houston, Texas
DANCE YOUR LUNCHTIME AWAY
The South Pacific S/D Review
reports that a weekly lunchtime dance
has commenced in a Sydney City office
block for beginners. The first type of
dancing instructions to the enthusiasts
was, of course, square dancing (by an
enthusiastic amateur). Offers of voluntary instruction in other types of
dancing would be welcomed if the
proposal proves popular.

David and Janis Lane, 1st VicePresident; Bill and Grace Lee, 2nd
Vice-President; Odale and Bootse Harper, 3rd Vice-President; Parvin and Pat
Luna, Treasurer; Bob and Joan Boyd,
secretary; Leonard and Connie Lines,
delegate.
SOS
Bob Fisk's calendar, listing his
calling dates to 1979, disappeared after
a dance. Bob and Lois are trying to
reconstruct his appointment list from
contract and letters, but would like to
hear from the clubs which have Bob
booked on their schedules. They have
no way to check on verbal bookings and
want to be sure they do not miss any
dates.
COVER TALK
This month we're continuing the
seasonal series of color covers photographed by Bob Burdick of Syracuse,
N.Y. (Stan's brother). We hope the lazy
gulls find you in a more leisurely
summer mood, relaxed and thinking
about taking your TERN at the
upcoming fall ball, y'all. Do you concur,

ALAMO AREA ASSOCIATION
The new officers of the Alamo Area
Association of San Antonio, Texas, are:
Charles and Rose McClure, President:

Jonathan?

B. & S. SQUARE DANCE SHOP
Billy and Sue Miller

MAGNET, INDIANA 47555

THE CLASSIC
Made fully lined, the Classic features foam sock
lining, a steel shank for
support. a full inch of heel.
rubber capped for sure
footing, and a buckle with
INDIANA
elastic goring to complete
ADD
the 14" strap. Sizes in me4°.
dium 4 thru 12 & half sizes and narrow 6
SALES
thru 12 & half sizes.
TAX
Black — White
$10.95
Red and Navy
11.95
Silver and Gold
12.95
85d postage each.
SISSY

SHORTIE

Walt

MAJESTIC
Glove tanned leather. Size
6 thru 12 N. 4 thru 12M, 1/2
sizes. Steel shank for support.
Black & White
$13.95
Navy & Red
14 95
15 95
Silver & Gold
Postage
85

KNEE LENGTH

RINGO
The shoe most square dancers wear. ',2" heel with
elastic binding around
shoe Strap across instep.
Black and White
$11 95
Yellow. Pink, Red, Hot
Pink and Orange
12.95
Silver and Gold
13.95
Sizes 4 to 11 — Med
and Narrow.
Plus 854
postage

STRETCH COTTON PETTI PANTS
nylon lace. The mid-thigh has 8 rows of
With 1
lace and knee length has 9 rows of lace. These are
made for us exclusively and they're made true to
size Colors are: white, lime, black, yellow,
blue. pink, red, orange. purple, hot pink, multicolor. royal. red, white and blue combination.
brown, navy, dark purple and kelly. Order mid-thigh
Or knee length in S-M-L-XL. Sissy Pants 6 rows of
lace. Sizes S-M-L-XL.
Shorties— 3- legs.
8 rows of lace.
Postage 504 ea .

$6.50 sa. or 2 pr. $12.00
SLIPS — mad, by I I S
We have one of the finest 50 yd nylon marquisette slips. Cotton top. wide elastic
band. 4 tiers on 18 and up. 3 tiers on 17" and shorter. Our shps are stiff enough to insure long life. Order 1" shorter than skirt. 18-26' . and other lengths by special order.
Colors: white, black. blue, pink. yellow. red, hot pink, pale green, mint, lime green $15.95 plus $1 .00 post& multi-color. turquoise orange. bright yellow. mecl purple. royal. brown, navy. age. 35 yd posts e3.95
dark purple, kelly. red. white & blue combo or any other color combo of listed colors. plus $1 00 postage
$4.95

$6.50

MID-THIGH

REREITCEAFTM
ALOG
A FW
Phone: 812-843-5491
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S/D RECORD REVIEWS, Continued

WHEN CANDLELIGHTS ARE Gleaming— Thunderbird 145; Bud Whitten
FIGURE: Heads promenade half, right
and left thru, curlique, walk and dodge,
circle four to a line, slide thru, square
thru three-quarters, swing corner,
promenade.
COUNTRY BOY— Hi Hat 463
Caller: Ernie Kinney
FIGURE: Heads square thru, do-sa-do.
swing thru, boys run, couples circulate,
wheel and deal, pass thru. trade by,
swing corner, allemande left, promenade.
BICENTENNIAL MEDLEY— Scope 601
Callers: Ted Wegener, Jeanne Moody,
Don Pfister, Dick Hoffman, Clyde
Drivere
Songs include Grand Old Flag. Battle
Hymn of the Republic, Yankee Doodle
Dandy. FIGURES: There are three
figures listed on the cue sheet: the
following is representative: Heads
promenade half. do-sa-do, curlique,
boys run, square thru three, trade by,
swing corner, left allemande, do-sa-do,
promenade.

WAKE UP JACOB— Hi Hat 465
Caller: Dick Waibel
FIGURE: Heads promenade half,
square thru four, right and left thru,
slide thru. square thru four, trade by,
swing thru, boystrade, swing, allemande
lett. promenade.
ASPHALT COWBOY— Hi Hat 461
Caller: Joe Johnston
FIGURE: Heads flutter wheel, curlique,
walk and dodge, veer left, circulate,
wheel and deal, dive thru, square thru,
sides divide and star thru, do-sa-do,
swing thru, boys run, wheel and deal,
swing corner. allemande left, promenade. (Dancers found walk and dodge
and veer to the left to be contrary to
body flow. particularly for the dodging
lady.)
MY WINDOW FACES THE SOUTH—
MacGregor 2193; Caller: Monty Wilson
FIGURE: Heads star thru, pass thru,
square thru three, trade by, swing
corner, circle left, allemande left, weave
the ring, do-sa-do. promenade.
CORRINA— Scope 599
Caller: Mac McCullar
FIGURE: Heads rollaway, turn thru,

Rt. 8

Greeneville, Tn.

College Hills

37743
Allen Tipton

John Hendron
RB210 LONE STAR DANCING & BOB WILLS MUSIC
Don Williamson
R8200 GRAND OLD FLAG
Don Williamson
R8201 HAPPINESS OF HAVING YOU
Al Brundage
Elmer Sheffield

RB202 EVERYBODY'S SOMEBODY'S FOOL
Allen Tipton

Lee Kopman

RB203 TEDDY BEAR SONG
John Hendron

Ken Anderson

RB204 YELLOW ROSE OF TEXAS
Stan Burdick
R8205 MA SHE'S MAKING EYES AT ME
Elmer Sheffield, Jr.
RB206 I WRITE THE SONGS
Don Williamson

Don Williamson

JK6014 LOVE ME TONIGHT
Ken Anderson

Al Brundage
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RB5003 RED BOOT ROMP
Lee Kopman — New flip hoedown
OLD JOE CLARK/Patter Calls by Lee
featuring Cast a shadow. Relay the Shadow
RB8001 ELMER SHEFFIELD. JR. SINGS
New Album featuring Elmer singing
some of Red Boot's biggest hits

Stan Burdick

PEOPLE, Continued
that presidential hopeful Jimmy (&
Mrs.) Carter want to see SQUARE
DANCING in the Capitol. One came
from the "Arizona Republic", a statewide newspaper, and the other from the
"Wallstreet Journal", with a dateline—
IMAGINE THAT— of Sandusky, Ohio
in which Rosalynn Carter said: "The
Carter White House will be informal.
There will be square dancing and
Southern food."
Investigating a little further, we
discovered from Jim Tyler in Macon,
Ga. that Rod Blaylock of Albany, Ga.
actually taught square dance lessons to
the Carters. Rod wasn't available for
comment at press time, but we smiled
at Harold's conservative observation: "I
may not know a lot about Jimmy Carter,
but anyone who square dances can't be
ALL BAD!"

le*

s.

partner tag, swing corner, allemande
left, weave the ring, promenade.
PATTER RECORDS

TAKE ONE — Chaparral 101
This is the first patter release on the
new Chaparral and features one vocal
side of Beryl Main's patter. The
instrumental side has a somewhat
traditional flavor but is certainly
acceptable and well-liked by even the
"modernists." The patter, although not
featuring any move in particular, is a
very good combination of "Main"
dancing.

WILDWOOD FLOWER/MIDNIGHT—
Blue Star 2026: Wildwood Flower
has a very strong traditional sound and
phrasing. The tempo is a little faster
than standard traditional but could be
slowed down and used by most callers
who enjoy a strong fiddle lead on their
patters. Midnight has a strong country
western type melody, which may be
disturbing as a patter record for some
callers.
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Petticoat Kits
FEATURING

NYLON MARQUISETTE LAYERS
NO SNAG CONSTRUCTION
STIFFENED RAYON BINDING
NON-ROLL ELASTIC INCLUDED
EASY TO FOLLOW INSTRUCTIONS
Each layer completely gathered and
bound. Simply sew the side seams and
finish the casing for a perfect fit.
Colors: white, black, red, pink, hot
pink, maize, yellow, orange, kelly
green, lime, light blue, aqua, royal,
navy, brown, orchid, purple.
State waist measurement and length of petticoat.

ei41/12Ccelle

INTRODUCING
Our new petticoat design featuring two
layers with four tiers of marquisette per
layer. The fullness of the petticoats
matches that of our original two, three
and four layer petticoats.
CUSTOM
FULLNESS
KITS
MADE
Style A
not too full look

$10.95

$15.95

$14.95

$21.95

$18.95

$27.95

Style B
lull look

Style C
extra lull look

Available in solid colors or
any combination of two colors

Include $1.25 PER KIT to cover mailing costs.
Please allow three weeks for delivery.

is.

Special Discount: $1.00 per kit for
seven or more kits per order.

Sewing Specialties
7429 4th Avenue South
Richfield, Minnesota 55423

1612) 869-6822

MULTICOLOR PETTICOATS
Made in three layers (lull look) or four
layers (extra full look] with three tiers of
marquisette per layer. Each layer may
be a different color. State order of
appearance of colors (outside-middleinside). Please add $2 to the above
prices for the fullness desired.
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CARMEN— Columbia 13-33122
Choreography by Lloyd & Nan Walker
Good music with a Marty Robbins
vocal; high intermediate to challenging
Latin routine.

ROUND DANCES
by Frank & Phyl Lehnert
TWO HEARTS ARE ONE— Hoctor
1634; Choreo by John & Mary Macuci
Good music ("One Night Of Love");
high-intermediate waltz sprinkled with
international figures.
OUR BLUE HEAVEN— Grenn 14229
Choreography by John & Shari Helms
Pretty "Desert Song" music; highintermediate international waltz routine
with some unusual combinations. Dance
repeats three times.
LAZY RIVER— Grenn 14229
Choreography by Al & Carmen Coutu
Good Benny Goodman-type music;
high-intermediate timing-type two step.
SHORTCAKE— Grenn 14228
Choreography by Dot & Date Foster
Cute music and a good fun type easy
two step; repress of an old favorite.
BEAUTIFUL BROWN EYES— Grenn
14228; Choreo by Jack & Lee Ervin
Pretty music and a flowing easyintermediate waltz.
GOODBYE CHA CHA— Telemark 1856
Choreo by Mark & Julie DiMatteo
Good music (Flip of "If You Like Cha
Cha"); solid intermediate cha cha
routine.
MAKE BELIEVE— Rainbow 45-30401
Choreography by Nina & Charlie Ward
Good music and an interesting highintermediate to challenging two-steptiming routine.

MY DREAMS— MacGregor 5038
ChorFography by Art & Evelyn Johnson
Excellent music, a repress of "In My
Dreams;" a good intermediate waltz
with no international steps.
NO TWIRL WALTZ — MacGregor 5038
Choreography by Dorothea House
Pretty music and a nice flowing easyintermediate waltz with no twirls or
international steps.
MARIA— Roper 129
Choreography by Hap & A.J. Wolcott
Good music with a strong beat; a
good-feeling comfortable easyintermediate rhumba.
COCOANUT GROVE— Belco 266
Choreo by Ralph & Jeannette Kinnane
Good music with a Hawaiian flavor; a
little different easy-intermediate two
step cued by Ralph.
THE ANGELS SING— Belco 266
Choreography by Bruce Samson
Good peppy music, good flowing easy
two step with basic steps. Cued by C.O.
Guest.
SNAP CRACKLE & POP— Dot 17614
Choreography by John & Ginny Craven
Catchy music w1th a John Carver vocal;
cute easy-intermediate two step with
"claps" and butterfly turning two
steps.
OLD FASHIONED— Belco 267
Choreography by Bete & Eva Blyth
Good music and a flowing easyintermediate two step cued by C.O.
Guest.
Continued on Page 78

SQUARE AND ROUND DANCE RECORDS BY MAIL
• In Business since 1949 at same location.
• Same day service on most orders.
• Catalog upon request.
• One of the largest stocks in the Southwest.
411i0' • Quantity purchase discounts.
MAIL ORDER-MASTER RECORD SERVICE
P 0 BOX 7176 • PHOENIX , ARIZONA 85011 • 16021 279-5521
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SINGING CALLS
by Don Hanhurst

•

4

This month, with 26 releases to review,
our dancers found an over abundance of
similar choreography. The two patterns
that seem to be overly popular this
month were eight chain thru variations
and actives curlique, walk and dodge
and circle to a line. It seems more than
coincidence that so many records would
have the same figure flow. You can't
help but wonder why this occurs, as it
makes the dancing and reviewing
somewhat tedious when all the records
begin to sound the same.
GONE AT LAST— Chaparral 301
Caller: Gary Shoemake
This newest release on Chaparral has an
excellent musical arrangement with a
beat that makes it impossible not to
dance when this music is played. The
figure, while elementary, seems well
fitted to the music and Gary's presentation is above average. Callers may fine
this record requires a little work to "get
with it," but the work will be well worth
the effort in the reaction from the
dancers. FIGURE: Heads promenade
half way, sides right and left thru,
square thru, everybody pass thru, left
allemande, weave the ring, do-sa-do,
promenade. NOTE: Cue sheet leaves
out pass thru on figure. Callers be
aware of this.
TRAIL OF THE LONESOME PINE—
Grenn 12152; Caller: Clint McLean
This melody has been done before but
certainly never any better than this
newest Grenn. The music has a lilting
beat that makes dancing easy and there
are two figures on the cue sheet, one for
class level and one for club level, either
of which could be easily handled by
average dancers. The vocal side, while
somewhat muffled and lacking in
balance between music and voice, is
good and could be used by basement
groups. FIGURE: (Club level) Four
ladies chain, heads promenade half,
square thru in the middle, swing thru,
boys run, half tag, trade and roll, swing,
left allemande, promenade.

LAST OF THE OUTLAWS— Ranch
House 205; Caller: Darryl McMillan
Our dancers found this to be a delightful
combination of very good music and
good calling with a somewhat different
figure that does not use the standard
allemande left, come back and promenade, but rather moves from a star thru
to a promenade. As a caller, I found this
an unfamiliar melody that will take
considerable work on the caller's part to
do it effectively. FIGURE: Heads
promenade half, down the middle right
and left thru, flutter wheel, sweep a
quarter more, pass thru, do-sa-do,
curlique, scoot back. boys fold, girls
turn thru, star thru, promenade.
OLD FASHIONED— Longhorn 1014
Caller: Johnny Hozdulick
It is not often that Longhorn
produces a record but when they do,
they are very danceable with above
average music. This Longhorn has a
bouncy melody with a figure that keeps
the dancers moving. FIGURE: Heads
lead right, circle four to a line, pass
thru, tag the line, face with a curlique,
boys run, eight chain four, pass thru,
swing, promenade.
SITTING ON TOP OF THE WORLD—
Ranch House 401; Johnny Walter
An outstanding musical arrangement of
this familiar song. The dancers find it
easy to dance to and enjoy singing
along. FIGURE: Heads square thru,
do-sa-do corner, curlique, scoot back,
boys run, right and left thru, slide thru,
swing corner, allemande left, promenade.
LONE STAR DANCING AND BOB
WILLS MUSIC— Red Boot 210
Caller: Don Williamson
This is the first of the two releases this
month of this melody. This version
seemed more bassy with a little more
swing and features very good bass
fiddle work. FIGURE: Heads swing
thru, spin the top, right and left thru,
pass thru, swing thru, boys run right,
ferris wheel, centers square thru
three-quarters, swing corner, promenade.
LONE STAR BLUES AND BOB WILLS
MUSIC— Hi Hat 470; Lee Schmidt
This is the second release of this melody
and it is also a fine arrangement. This
one is a little more crisp and features a
synthesizer lead in the beginning.
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FIGURE: Heads promenade half, in the
middle square thru, with the outside go
right and left thru, eight chain six,
swing corner, left allemande, promenade.
BLANKET ON THE GROUND— Mustang 170; Caller: Chuck Bryant
Faithful rendition of the country western popular song of the same title. This
record employs the use of Grand Parade
in the opener, middle break and ending,
so the words of the song can be used to
their full advantage. FIGURE: Heads
square thru. do-sa-do corner, swing

thru, boys run, bend the line, right and
left thru, flutter wheel, slide thru, swing
corner, promenade.
IF I HAD TO DO IT ALL OVER
AGAIN— Chaparral 401; Beryl Main
Outstanding version of this very fine
country western song on this new
Chaparral record, with a figure that is
easily handled by mainstream dancers
and a beat that callers will enjoy calling
to. FIGURE: Heads promenade half,
sides square thru, right and left thru,
eight chain six, swing corner, promenade.
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ARIZONA
DO SI DO DUDS (602-849-3508)
1829 N. 66th Drive
Phoenix AZ 85035

CLOTHING

ARKANSAS

KANSAS

C BAR L Western Store
707 Plaza Center
Walnut Ridge AR 72476
Your Square Dance Headquarters

THE SQUARE DANCE SHOPPE
2527 West Pawnee (316-943-8594)
Wichita, KS 67213
Everything for the Square Dancer

FLORIDA

DIXIE'S DANCING DUDS
10912 W. 74th (631-4445)
Shawnee, KS 66061
Apparel for Square & Round Dancers

CHEZ BEA for square and
round dancing CREATIONS
650 N. E. 128 St.. (759-8131)
No. Miami, FL 33161

KENTUCKY

GEORGIA
C & M WESTERN WEAR

Preslar's Western Shop. Inc.
3111 S. 4 St.
Louisville, KY 40214
All S/D Supplies, Newcombs & Mikes
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. . ILLINOIS

3820 Stewart Rd (404-455-1265)
Doraville, GA 30340
Your Satisfaction Guaranteed

MAINE
THE PRINCESS SPECIALTY SHOP
584 Main St.
South Portland, Maine 04106
Large Selection of S/D Items

THE MAREX CO.
5061/2 W. Columbia Ave.
Champaign. IL 61820
Novelty & Accessory Catalog

MARYLAND

OBIE'S WESTERN & S/D FASHIONS
614 South Lake (Rt. 45)
Mundelein, IL 60060

MICHIGAN

INDIANA
B-BAR-B SQUARE DANCE APPAREL
6313-6315 Rockville Road
Indianapolis, IN 46224
Records Shipped Same Day

RUTHAD (313-841-0586)
8869 Avis
Detroit, MI 48209
Prettier, perkier, petticoats, pantalettes

IOWA

ALLEMANDE SHOP
1561 Haslett Road
Haslett MI 48840
The Place Designed with People in Mino

MABON'S COUNTRY STORE
6450 Cutler (Hwy 63N)
Waterloo. IA 50701 (319-234-33271
Everything for Callers/Dancers

NEW JERSEY
The Corral. John Pedersen, Jr.
41 Cooper Ave.
West Long Branch, NJ 07764
S/D Apparel and Accessories
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DIXIE DAISY
1355 Odenton Rd.
Odenton, MD 21113
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NEW MEXICO
Holly's Square Dance Shop
2505 Jefferson NE
Albuquerque. NM 87110
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SOMEBODY LOVES YOU— Chaparral
302; Caller: Gary Shoemake
Callers will find this very relaxing
melody easy to pick up. As in the case of
most other Chaparral records, this is an
excellent musical arrangement. FIGURE: Heads promenade half, sides
flutter wheel, sweep a quarter more,
square thru three-quarters, left allemande, weave the ring, do-sa-do,
corner promenade.
TEDDY BEAR SONG— Red Boot 203
Caller: John Hendron
A good Red Boot melody that will be

0

easy to work with and figure that has no
surprises. FIGURE: Heads promenade
half, down the middle curlique, boys
run, square thru three-quarters, trade
by, right and left thru. dive thru, square
thru three-quarters. corner swing,
promenade.
YELLOW ROSE OF TEXAS— Red Boot
204; Caller: Stan Burdick
Very good musical rendition of this
tune. The intro. which features Grand
Square, has a march-type rhythm set up
in the music and almost "forces" the
dancers to take the full 32 beats. The

NEW YORK
IRONDASquare Dance Shoppe
759 Washington Ave. 1266-57201
Irondequoit, Rochester, NY
Everything for the Square Dancer ,

SOUTH CAROLINA
Marty's Square Dance Fashions
404 Cherokee Drive
Greenville, SC 29607
S/D Clothing for Men & Women

SHIRLEY'S S/D SHOPPE
Rte 9-C)
Hughsonville. NY 12537
Write for 15-page Mail Order Catalog

McKesson Western Shop
211 Stallsville Rd.
Summerville, SC 29483
SID Apparel & Centennial Dresses

DO-PASO
203 Vermont Si
Buffalo, NY 14213
Phone Orders 1-716-885-9473
Catalog Available

TENNESSEE
THE DO-DI-DO SHOP
1138 Mosley Rd.
Memphis, TN 38116
Send for Free Catalog
DOUBLE 0 RANCHWEAR
1460 National
Memphis, Tennessee 38122
Will ship records and clothing.

SKY RANCH SADDLERY
109-111 So. Main Street 1668-2644)
Central Square. NY 13036
Western Store & Gift Center
SID Headquarters
NORTH CAROLINA
B & D WESTERN SHOP
2117 Highway 64 — 70 Southwest
Hickory. NC 28601
Everything A Square Dancer Needs
OHIO
DART WESTERN SHOP
1414 E Market Street
Akron, Ohio 44305
Everything for the Square Dancer
M & H WESTERN FASHIONS
13002 Lorain Ave (216-835-03541
Cleveland. Ohio 44111
Dancer's Shopping Delight
SQUARE TOGS
11757 U.S 42
Sharonville, Ohio 45241
Records Available, Too'
PENNSYLVANIA
MAREA'S Western Wear & Records
3749 Zimmerly Road
Cor' Love & Zimmerly
Erie, PA 16506
MARY'S BOUTIQUE
The Square Dance Shop
2715 Hershey Rd , Erie PA 16509
Erie & Surrounding Area's Newest Shop

Nick's Western Shop
245 E Market & Cherokee
Kingsport, TN 37660
Phone Orders. 1-615-245-6221
TEXAS
FAWCETT'S Square Dance Shop
412 W. Sam Houston
Pharr, TX 78577 (512-787-1116)
Everything for the Square Dancer
UTAH
WAGON WHEEL HOUSE
728 So. State St.
PO Box 2574
Salt Lake City UT 84110
VERMONT
BAR-W ORIGINALS
Rte 15A East 1888-40281
Morrisville. VT 05661
Also, Ski Hats & Sweaters
VIRGINIA
Ed & Cathy's Western Wear
4504 Clyde St
Virginia Beach VA 23455
We're not largest but try the hardest'
WEST VIRGINIA
BUCK & SANDY'S WESTERN WEAR
Route 3. Meadowdale
Fairmont, West Virginia 26554
Complete Line for Square Dancers
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dancers found the figure to be a little
choppy and in the second line of the cue
sheet, and on the vocal side, where Stan
says Side two couples swing, he means
a partner swing and not opposite lady,
as most couples will since they have
moved to the middle to allow the active
couples to pass behind them. FIGURE:
Heads promenade half, sides swing,
heads lead right and circle to a line,
pass the ocean, swing thru, boys trade,
turn thru, take corner left and roll
promenade.
PATRIOTIC MEDLEY— Blue Star 2025
Callers: Jerry Helt & Johnnie Wykoff
This medley features the melodies of
Yankee Doodle Dandy, When Johnny
Comes Marching Home, The Marine
Battle Hymn, Stars and Stripes Forever,
Grand Old Flag and America. Dancers
found the flow and timing of the figure
to be below average. FIGURE: Heads
promenade half, sides pass thru around
one to a line. star thru. double pass
thru. lead couple partner trade, make a
right hand star go once around, girls
turn back, swing and promenade.
I WRITE THE SONGS— Chaparral 501
Caller: Ken Bower
Musically, this is a fine version of the
popular song. As was the case of this
title released under another label, our
dancers found it not square dance
oriented as most singing calls are.
FIGURE: Heads promenade half, sides
do-sa-do, crosstrail to swing corner, left
allemande and weave the ring. do-sado, promenade.
THE SONG WE FELL IN LOVE TO—
MacGregor 2191; Caller: Monty Wilson
A smooth relaxing dance in the
MacGregor style of music. FIGURE:
Heads square thru, corner do-sa-do,
Shelby
'Dawson

Dick
Parrish

Nelson
Watkins
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swing thru, boys trade, box the gnat,
eight chain four, swing, left allemande,
promenade.
EL PASO CITY— Hi Hat 471
Caller: Ernie Kinney
A very pleasant "Spanish-flavored"
song, it's relaxing and pleasant to listen
to. The vocal side is done well and has a
very subtle but beautiful duet sound.
The figure, however, leaves a four to
five beat pause at the end of the do paso
with the dancers not knowing where to
go. A change in phrasing and the
addition of swing corner might help the
timing on this. FIGURE: Four ladies
chain, chain back, put ladies back to
back, men promenade outside, do paso,
take corner, promenade.
LOVE MAKES THE WORLD GO
ROUND— Bogan 1287; Lem Gravelle
This pleasant rendition is very danceable and makes a nice sing-along.
FIGURE: Four ladies chain threequarters, heads square thru, square
thru three with corner. trade by, square
thru three-quarters, swing, promenade.
YOU TWO TIMED ME ONE TIME
TOO OFTEN— MacGregor 2192; Caller: Otto Dunn
FIGURE: Heads curlique, walk and
dodge, circle four make a line, curlique,
coordinate, bend the line, star thru,
dive thru, square thru three-quarters,
swing corner, promenade.
BOOTS— Grenn 12153
Caller: Dick Bayer
FIGURE: Heads curlique, walk and
dodge, circle four make a line, right and
left thru, crosstrail thru, swing corner,
promenade.
Continued on Page 62
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Distrib,:ted by Corsair Continental
& Twelgrenn
5069- HEARTACHES by Al Stevens
5068- COTTON PICKIN'/COUNTRY BOY HOEDOWN
5067- THIS LAND IS YOUR LAND by Warren Rowles
5066- THIS IS MY COUNTRY by Marlin Hull
5065- THIS IS MY YEAR FOR MEXICO by Nelson Watkins
5064- MELODY OF LOVE by Dick Parrish
5063- COTTON PICKIN' DELTA TOWN by Bob Parrish
Produced by Shelby Davvson,
334 Annapolis Dr., Claremont, CA 91 711
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Hailing from Springdale, Arkansas, Dub is a former professional musician who
now calls for two clubs and teaches their classes. He and his wife Maggie are the
parents of three grown, married sons, all of whom square dance. Dub is a member
of Callerlab and has called in twelve states from South Dakota to Florida. He is the
co-owner and producer of Crosstrail Records and is the owner of his own
exterminating company which employs five men and a secretary who also dances.
Dub Hayes was voted Springdale's Best Dressed Man in 1974.
SINGING CALLS
I Wonder Where You Are Tonight —
Red Boot
Santo Domingo — Kalox
Here I Am In Dallas — Rhythm
Reno — Grenn
Ain't Love A Good Thing — Red Boot
Somebody Else's Date — Blue Star
Don't Fight The Feeling of Love —
Crossroads
Seashores of Old Mexico — Longhorn

HOEDOWNS
Lucky — Blue Star
Lonnie — Crosstrail
Stay A Little Longer — Kalox
Ruby — Scope
Butch — Crossroads
Billy John — Wagon Wheel
Country — Blue Star
Little Dixie — Crosstrail
Skillet Lickin'— Blue Star
Road Hog — Pioneer

Lou Mat
SQUARE
DANCES

Bob Cat
Mac
Let son

!P.
Kelley

BEcoli Ds

NEW ON LOU-MAC
LM 120 TENNESSEE SATURDAY NIGHT
by Bill
RECENT RELEASES
LM 119 POLLY ANN by Harold
LM 118 NELLIE by Mac
LM117 YOU CALL EVERYBODY DARLING
by Mac & Bill
LM 116 EIGHT MORE MILES by Bill
LM 115 SOMEWHERE MY LOVE by Mac
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NEW ON BOB-CAT
BC-104 EVERYTHING I TOUCH, Bill Barner
BC-103 MAGIC OF THE RAIN by Bob
BC-102 SQUARE DANCE MAN by Larry
BC-101 BOBCAT RAMBLE by Bob
P.O. Box 2406, Muscle Shoals, Alabama 35660
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P.O. BOX 8134 CORPUS CHRISTI, TEXAS 78412 512-853-3931
••
•• For a Petticoat that really STANDS OUT in a crowd —
••
Insist on a JACQUE'S ORIGINAL!
p See what a difference 100% nylon marquisette makes
••
in the way you look and feel
••
FEATURING
••
Cotton Batiste Top
••
Four Full Tiers
••
•
Full Color Range
►
Prompt Delivery
Satisfaction Guaranteed
••
•••
i•
••
•
••
FIVE YEARS OF CONTINUOUS FULL-TIME OPERATION AND THOUSANDS UPON
••
WORN BY DANCERS COAST TO COAST - THIS IS
••
• THOUSANDS OF PETTICOATS
OUR BEST TESTIMONIAL.
••
•
••
• When ordering, measure 1" shorter than skirt length. State waist size.
••
•• 30 yard sweep
$12.95
$18.95
•• 50 yard sweep
•• Pettipants — Fashioned of the finest batiste, frosted with row upon row of nylon lace,
•• add the finishing touch to your Square Dance Wardrobe.
$8.00
•• Mid-thigh
$8.50
•• Knee-length
•• Complete color range available — Indicate Small, Medium, Large
• Add $1.50 each on petticoats and 75C each on pettipants to cover shipping and
handling. Texas residents add 5% sales tax.
••
•
••
SAVINGS - S1.00 discount each on orders of 6 or more.
•

Manufactured by Square Dancers for Square Dancers!
Dealers Nationwide
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— — — Inquiries Invited

INC

SQUARE DANCE APPAREL MANUFACTURING AND DESIGN

FEATURING
Complete Size Range
Finest material
available
Lined bodice
Completely washable
Satisfaction
Guaranteed

S 43.95

Style No. 1176

For the truly "Revolutionary" look, consider our authentic Colonial Style Bicentennial frock. Royal blue bodice and puff
sleeves combined with a red and blue
eight-gored skirt. Front panel of red accented with wide white lace extending
down and around the skirt and at the
sleeves complete the theme.
Many styles to choose from.
When ordering, state normal dress
size, waist and skirt length.
Add 51.50 postage and handling on
dress orders.

Write for

S 49.95

Shown with cap and scarf of white trim.

BICENTENNIAL PETTICOAT
Red — White — Blue
Features:
100% Nylon Marquisette
Three Layers (Outer blue,
middle white, inner red)
Four tiers in each layer
60 yards
White top (yoke)

S 22.95

FREE BROCHURE

Manufactured by JACQUE'S ORIGINALS, INC. to the same exacting standards
and quality as our petticoats.
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Badges
ARMETA — Dept. B
Original Fun Club Badges
PO Box 22221
Milwaukie, OR 97222
Free List on Request
CENTURY CLUB
Merit badge of distinction_ Join today
P.O. Box 57
Westfield, MA 01085
Cost: $1.25
KNOTHEAD BADGES— Official & Original
Washington Knotheads
P.O. Box 245
Gig Harbor, WA 98335
LLORRY'S
1852 S. Reed St. (303-986-6446)
Lakewood, CO 80226
Activity & Club Badges
LUDLOW TROPHY & BADGE
Torn Curio & Sons
Box 71
Ludlow, MA 01056
THE MAREX COMPANY
5061h W. Columbus Ave.
Champaign, IL 61820
Largest selection — Fun & Club Badges
FREE CATALOGUE
MARMAC SPECIALTIES
316 Brockton Road (567-1321)
Oxon Hill, Maryland 20021
Free Fun Badge Catalog
PAULY'S (715-845-3979 )
P.O. Box 72
Wausau, WI 54401
Engraved and Jeweled Badges
H & R BADGE & STAMP CO.
Engraved Badges & Rubber Stamps from our
J.esign or Yours— Harold & Roberta Mercer
2585 Mock Rd., Columbus, OH 43219
GRAND SQUARE ENTERPRISES
288 NE 47th Street
Pompano Beach, FL 33064
Chuck Leamon, caller & owner.
Send for free flyer
G5 ENGRAVING
2124 Graham Avenue
Utica, NY 13502
Phone: (315) 735-4635
Custom Club Badges
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Missouri— Millstone Lodge, Lake of the
Ozarks, every Friday evening for
vacationers or residents. Caller: Jim
Carter. Call Millstone Lodge at 314-3725111.
Arkansas— 4th Ann. Dogpatch S&RID
Festival, Marble Falls Cony. Center,
August 6-7; Cal Golden, Bob Cone, Tom
& Kay Pell. Write John & Dorothy
Taylor, Rt. 4 Harrison AR 72601.
New York— Bicentennial Festival, Aug.
6-7, Watertown; Bob Cathcart, Wes
Wood, Mo Howard, Debbie Wilkinson,
Betty Granholm, Tom Tomlinson. Write
Gerry & Norene McIntosh, PO Box 317,
Adams Center NY 13606.
Illinois— 2nd Ann. S/D Campout,
Egyptian Hills Campground, Creal
Spring, August 6-8. Bob Pryer, Rt. 3,
Box 150, Carterville IL 62918.
Pennsylvania— Round Top Campground (Just south of Gettysburg);
August 6-8; Bill Harrison, Bill & Rosella
Bosley. Write B. Harrison, 5232 Freter
Rd., Sykesville MD 21784.
New York— 4th Ann. SID Week in the
Adirondacks, Dancing, panels, demos,
roundtable, contra workshop, ASD
subscription dance, Bicentennial party;
Ed Fraidenburg, Bob & Jane Jaffray,
Stan Burdick, Bill Kattke. Write Bill &
Mary Jenkins, Mockingbird Hill in
Minerva, Olmstedville NY 12857.
British Columbia— 23rd S/D Jamboree,
Penticton; Aug. 9814; Write Mrs.
Mickey Hollister, Box 66, Penticton BC
VsA 6J9.
D.C.— Bicentennial 14th Reunion of
Overseas Dancers, Washington; Aug.
11-14. Write Bill & Kathi Higgins, 3231
Plantation Pkwy., Fairfax VA 22030.
Ohio— Hanny, Pair Holiday, Hospitality Motor Inn, Cleveland South; Aug.
13-15; Frank & Phyl Lehnert, Carl & Pat
Smith. Write Phyl Lehnert, 2844 S.

a

109th St., Toledo OH 43611.
Wisconsin- 18th S&R/ D Convention, U. of Wisc., Menomonie; Aug.
13-15. Write Everett Wheeler, Box 63,
Elk Mound WI 54739.
Kansas- Bicentennial Dance, live
music, High School, Colby; Aug. 14; Al
Horn. Write Doc Johnson, Box 785.
Colby KS 67701.
Louisiana - 13th Ann. Festival, Aug.
14, City Park Recreation Center, New
Iberia. Write Elena Broussard, 501
Azalea Dr., New Iberia LA 70560.
Indiana - Summer Workshop for Callers and RID Leaders; Aug. 20-22;
IU-PUI Med. Ctr. Student Union,
Indianapolis; Bob Yerington, Glen &
Beth McLeod. Write Ruth Moody, 4926
Brehob Rd., Indianapolis IN 46217.
Wyoming-- Fall Kick-off Dance, Allison Hall, Cheyenne; Aug. 20; Johnny
LeClair. Write Wilma Beisner, friendly
Neighbors S/D Club, Box 3171, Cheyenne WY 82001.
New York - Camp And Dance, Beaver
Valley Park, Cooperstown; Aug. 20-22.
Write Maurice Warner, RD 5 Warner
Rd.. Rome NY 13440.
Mississippi - N. Miss. S/D Festival,
Sardis Lake; Aug. 20-21; T.J. Talley,
Lonnie Sesher, Jim & Elaine Snowden.
Write Pam Talley, 5089 Edenshire,
Memphis TN 38117.
North Carolina - Summer Festival
Dance, Park Center Auditorium, 310 N.
Kings Dr., Charlotte; Aug. 21; Federation callers.
Quebec - 1st Area S&R/D Convention,
Gueen Elizabeth Hotel, Montreal; Aug.
27-28; Deuce Williams, Johnny LeClair,
Kip Garvey, Al Brundage, Wayne &
Norma Wylie, Art & Garrie Jackson.
Write PO Box 175, St. Anne de
Bellevue, Quebec H9Y 3L5.
Colorado - 8th Ann. Peach Festival,
Grand Junction; Aug. 27-28; Bob
Wickers, Alice & Gene Crites, Mary &
Glen Nokes. Write Orvin & Jan Logan.
2910 Bonita, Grand Junction CO 81501.
Texas - 4th Ann. Benefit Dance, Aug.
28, Lanier H.S. Austin; Austin callers,
Al & Betty Albertson, George & Irma
Burks. Proceeds will go to Capitol Area
Rehabilitation Center.
Maine - 12th S/D Fiesta, Papoose
Pond. No. Waterford; Aug. 28-Sept. 5.
Write Papoose Pond, Rt. 118, No.
Waterford ME 04267.

Si Products
BICENTENNIAL TWO FOR ONE SPECIAL!
(Except 100-sheet Orders)
SQUARE DANCE SEALS (Since 1965): Five-color,
eye-catching seals on your correspondence are an
invitation to square dancing. Order from Bill Crawford, Box 18442, Memphis TN 38118. Samples on
request. Two sheets (50 ea.)-50t; 6 sheets-$1: 20
sheets-$3: 40-$5. Special discount on large orders.
Write for details and sample.
YAK STACK
Sound Columns for Callers
Write: PO Box 184, Wenham, MA01984
Call 617-468-2533
SQUARE DANCE T-SHIRTS: "Swing You; Partner" with Silhouette of Couple Swinging. S[34-361,
M[38-40], L142-441; white, light blue, red. Send
$3.50 + S1. pstg. to E. Meyers, 7 Jones St., New
York, NY 10014.

t

Evie & Dick Thomas
l 3 Lucian Street
Manchester, Conn.
06040

SQUARE DANCE LABELS with dancing couple:
500 for $2.25. Order from Square Specialties, Box
1065. Manchester. CT 06040.
GREETING CARDS FOR DANCERS
GET WELL-BIRTHDAY-GENERAL
$2.50/Box of 12, plus 2% tax in Indiana. Please
specify all Get-well or assortment. Order from.
CADOBRAND, 3002 Schaper, Ft. Wayne, IN.
BICENTENNIAL Bole Tie and Belt Buckles 58.00 pp; Shoes; Stationary; Petticoats; Pettipants;
Square dance SEALS and DECALS; "Kernel" tie
kit, instructions and clips, $1.35pp. Write for
brochure. C & J WESTERN WEAR, PO Box 178,
Norge VA 23127.
NEWCOMB LINE IS REALLY NEW - HEAR IT
AT HALLENBECK & RILEY, 1147 Central Ave.,
Albany NY 12205. 1518-459-3550].

ecords •

MODERN ALBUMS FOR INSTRUCTION: ' The
Fundamentals of Square Dancing" (SIO Label)
Level 1; Level 2; Level 3 Write for descriptive
literature to Bob Ruff. 8459 Edmaru. Whittier, CA
90605
THE RUFF/MURTHA PARTY LEVEL / ALBUM:
9 Fun & Easy Dances for all grades and ages;
4 Circle Mixers, 2 Singing Calls, 2 Contras and 1
Quadrille. Use this album with Level 1 (SIO
LP6001); dances give practice on the 35 movements
TAUGHT IN Level 1 Order The Fundamentals of
Square Dancing, Party Series." SIO LP 6501. called
by Bob Ruff & Jack Murtha, produced by
SIOASDS $5.95 from Bob Ruff, 8459 Edmaru Ave.,
Whittier. CA 90605.
THESE BOOTS WERE MADE FOR DANCING
Album featuring eight Red Boot Recording Stars:
Don Williamson, Ralph Silvius, Bill Volner, Stan
Burdick, Ted Frye. Jim Coppinger, Richard Silver,
Bob Vinyard. Order from this magazine. $5.00
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Books
SET-UP AND GET-OUT:
A manual to help callers
create original choreography with infinite variations. $6 ppd Order from
Will Orlich. PO Box 8577.
Bradenton, FL 33505.

J4

19

•••
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STEP-CLOSE-STEPROUND DANCE BASICS: (78
exercises) $3 50 ppd. 10 week dancer-proven
course, dance positions. RID terminology, mixers,
basic styling hints and helps on teaching. Order
from Frank Lehnert, 2844 S. 109th St., Toledo,
Ohio 43611.
AFTER PARTY FUN: $3.00 plus 254 mailing.
Contains two books combined into one. with new
material that will put life into your club or festival.
Edited by the man who originated after party fun at
dances and festivals. Order from Ray Smith, Star
Harbor. Malakoff, Texas 54148
SQUARE DANCING ENCYCLOPEDIA: by Bill
Burleson; $5.00: Rapid. comprehensive reference
for nearly 2000 SID movements Results of 10-year
survey Supplements available 3 times a year.
DIAGRAMMED GUIDE to Better Square Dancing
by Bill Burleson. $3 00. 80 pages. 130 movements)
a must for every dancer. Order from Bill Burleson.
2565 Fox Ave.. Minerva. Ohio 44657
The Square Dancer's Handbook of Skits. Stunts,
Gaines 8. Gimmicks can add new zest to your
dances and after-parties with complete directions
for FUN ACTIVITIES for the dancing season &
summer campouts Order from Russ Hansen. Rt 1.
Denver. IA 50622 $3 50 iPpd U.S & Canada)
300 + COMBINATIONS OF STAR THRU EQUIVALENTS AND THEIR USES — Eight chapters with
many examples. Resolve ocean waves, zero out
routes, box and trade by set-ups price $7.50.
Jim Gammalo, 228 W 6th, Garnett, KS 66032.
SEW WITH DISTINCTION: 'Promenade' . Guide
to Better Sewing. published by Toledo Area SID
Callers Association Cost $2.00 + 254 handling
Order from Clarence & Ruth Reneger. 136 N
McCord Rd Toledo. OH 43615
TRAVELERS CLUB
Dance with 100 Clubs
Send for signature record book
$1 50 each & 254 Postage & handling.
Write RR1, Larwill IN 46764
ATTENTION— CLUB & ASSOCIATION LEADERS
Concerned with the definition and clarification of
Dance Levels and Standardization — 100 page
Treatise. "SQUARE DANCE LEVELS, - in process
— Target Date — 1976 Watch for future
announcements
THE 1976 TOP TEN — featuring illustrated
choreoanalysis of the top ten commands of the
year. Definitions of 100 most-used Mainstream
basics. 100 most interesting new moves of
1975, 100 basic moves of Challenge Dancing Sight
Calling Breakthrough — Guaranteed Get-Octs
using unsymmetnc choreography Order from BILL
DAVIS, 180 N Castanya, Menlo Park, CA 94025.
$4.25. Also Dictionary Supplements $5. per year.
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Books

WILL OINLICI•1

Directory of Singles Square Dance Clubs: Compiled
especially for Single Dancers by Single Square
Dancers USA, Inc. The Directory lists Singles Clubs
throughout the USA, their places of dance, the day
of the week and a telephone contact number. Price)
$1.00. Quantity discount to clubs and associations
Send order to: Yellowrock Book, c/o Harold Huber,
4445 Ferndale Ave., Memphis, TN 38122.
DANCE-A-ROUND AND HAVE FUN— $3.60 by
mail. Abbreviations, Positions, Symbols & Terms
written in easy-to-understand words. Order frum
Betty & Clancy Mueller, 112 Hollybrook Dr., New
Whiteland IN 46184.
QUICK-TEACH FUN DANCES FOR RECREATIONAL GROUPS by Jack and Helen Todd. Retell
$5.00. This book is for callers and teachers, to help
them attract new people to square dancing via
one-night stands. Book is keyed to available
records. Order from your local dealer, or from
Twelgrenn, Box 216. Bath OH 44210

Notes

MONTHLY
SERVICES
for Callers

SCVSD CALLERS NOTES
Bill Davis
180 N. Castanya Way
Menlo Park. CA 94025
MINNESOTA CALLERS NOTES
Warren Berquam
Rt 1— Box 187
Maple Plain. MN 55359
SUPPLEMENTAL NOTES
Trent Keith
3510 Denver Street
Memphis. TN 38127
NOTES FOR CALLERS $13.00 per yr.
Jack Lasry
19010 N.W. 11th Avenue
Miami, Florida 33169
NATIONAL CALLERS REPORT
Willard Orlich
P.O Box 8577, Bayshore Gardens
Bradenton. FL 33505
S/D ASSOC. of SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
Ted Wegener
16404 Ardath Avenue
Gardena. CA 90247
SQUARE DANCE DIGEST SERVICE
John & Evelyn Strong
750 Inglewood Street
Salinas, CA 93901
TORONTO & DIST. S/D ASSOCIATION
Dept. SDM 1
25 Elmwood Avenue
Willowdale. Ontario. Canada

•Record•

DEALERS
ARIZONA
Clay's Barn
PO Box 2154
Sierra Vista, AZ 85635
Dancer accessories, caller equipment
CALIFORNIA
Nancy Seeley's Records for Dancing
PO Box 1390
Ridgecrest, CA 93555
Robertson Dance Supplies
3600 33rd Ave.
Sacramento. CA 95824
GEORGIA
C & M WESTERN WEAR
3820 Stewart Road
Doraville, GA 30340
ILLINOIS
Andy's Record Center
1614 N. Pulaski Rd.
Chicago, IL 60639

MISSOURI
SKIP'S RECORD SERVICE
1908 Edgemont
Arnold MO 63010
NORTH CAROLINA
Raybuck Record Service & Callers Supply
Route 1, Box 212
Advance, NC 27006
NEW JERSEY
DANCE RECORD CENTER
10 Fenwick St.
Newark, NJ 07114
OHIO
DART WESTERN SHOP
1414 E. Market Street
Akron, Ohio 44305
Everything for the Square Dancer
F & S WESTERN SHOP
1553 Western Ave
Toledo, Ohio 43609
WASHINGTON
RILEY'S RANCH CORRAL STORES
1006 Southcenter Shop. Ctr [98188)
or 750 Northgate Mall, Seattle [98125)
EVERYTHING for the square dancer!
TEXAS
Eddie's & Bobbie's Records
Box 17688 — 1835 S. Buckner
Dallas, TX 75217
214-398-7508

Jane's Record Service (312-823-56311
PO Box 538
Park Ridge, IL 60068
Formerly Edwards Record Service
INDIANA
Whirlaway News & Records
CALLERS DREAM
13261 Chippewa Blvd.
Mishawaka, IN 46544
MAINE
DAVE'S RECORD SERVICE
10 Second Street
Hallowell ME 04347
MASSACHUSETTS
SUE'S
US Rt. 1
Topsfield MA 01983
MINNESOTA
FAIR N' SQUARE RECORD SHOP
150 Myrman 612-457-4217
W. St. Paul, MN 55118
Fast, Friendly & Reliable Service
J-J RECORDS
1724 Hawthorne Ave. E.
St. Paul, MN 55106
612-774-5732
PALOMINO SID SERVICE
2920 Washburn Circle [612-869-9501,
Minneapolis, MN 55423
MICHIGAN
THE ALLEMANDE SHOP
1561 Haslett Road
Hasiett. MI 48840
The Place Designed With People In Mind

•Record•
DISTRIBUTORS
OHIO
TWELGRENN ENTERPRISES
PO Box 16
Bath, Ohio
CALIFORNIA
CORSAIR CONTINENTAL CORP
1433 E. Mission Blvd.
Pomona, CA 91766

Tapes
HANHURST'S Tape & Record Service
P.O. Box 3290
Poughkeepsie, N.Y. 12603
MONTHLY RECORD PREVIEWS
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EXPERIMENTAL BASIC

—1

CALLERLAB
APPROVED
EXPERIMENTALS
Recycle
Coordinate
Half tag. trade & roll
Ferris wheel
Pass the ocean
Chase right
Track two

MAINSTREAM
See center pages,
this issue, or buy
"Mainstream 75"
book for $4 from
this magazine to
get full descriptions
MAINSTREAM PLUS
Anything and roll
Cloverflo
Dixie grand
Grand parade
Substitute
Outsiders in/out
Pair off
Peel the top
Red hot /ice cold
T-cup chain
Single circle to ocean wave
Spin chain the gears
Triple scoot
Triple trade
Turn and left thru

PULSE POLL EXPERIMENTALS
1. Touch 1/4, 1/2, 3/4
2. Ah-So
3. Ping Pong Circulate
4. Chain Reaction
5. Destroy the Line
6. Checkmate
7. Crossfire
8. Clover 1, 2, 3, 4
9. Drift Around
10. Grand Parade

141:3:
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8.1 Terrell
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RH-205 LAST OF THE OUTLAWS
Flip Singing Call by Darryl McMillan
RH-401 SITTING ON TOP OF THE WORLD
Flip Singing Call by Johnny Walter

-

RH-203 LIVING WITH THE SHADES PULLED DOWN
Flip Singing Call by Darryl McMillan
RH-204 SOMETIME GOODTIME SOMETIME BADTIME
Flip Singing Call by Darryl McMillan
RH-301 LOVE PUT A SONG IN MY HEART
Flip Singing Call by Bill Terrell
RH-101 SAGEBRUSH/RANCH HOUSE RAMBLE
RH-201 MOVIN' ON by Darryl McMillan
RH-202 SAN ANTONIO STROLL by Darryl McMillan
0

Produced by RANCH HOUSE RECO IDS
Darryl L. McMillan
•
2439 E. 17th St. Panama City, FL 32401
"1 Darryl McMillan
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Round Dance
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ROUND DANCERS' ROUNDS
1. Dance
2. Adoration Waltz
3. Patricia
4. C'est Si Bon
5. Arrivederci Roma
6. Charade '75
7. I Wanna Be
8. I'm Available
9. Domino
10. Rising Stars

CLASSICS
1. Birth of the Blues
2. Feelin'
3. Dancing Shadows
4. Folsom Prison Blues
5. Spaghetti Rag
6. Tango Mannita
7. Moon Over Naples
8. Lazy Quickstep
9. Neopolitan Waltz
10. 3 A.M.

SQUARE DANCERS' ROUNDS
1. Tips of My Fingers
2. Apron Strings
3. Tic Toc
4. Waltz With Me
5. Walk Right Back
6. Gozo
7. Country Gal
8. Humoresque in Two-Time
9. Shake Me, I Rattle
10. Snoopy

ADVANCED ROUNDS
(COURTESY CAROUSELS CLUB)
1. Spanish Gypsy (Murbach)
2. Wyoming Lullaby (Palmquist)
3. Dance (Merola)
4. Maria Elena (Ward)
5. Fascination Waltz (Moss)
6. Lovely Lady (Palmquist)
7. Amoroso (Landoll)
8. C'est Si Bon (Wolcott)
9. Rising Stars (Roberts)
10. Adoration (Turner)

Pat. No. 3,708,005
SQUARE DANCERS' LUGGAGE
Uniquely Designed for
Crinolines and Accessories
Soft Durable Vinyl
$25.95
Sm.
Cir. 48" Ht. 18"
PETTI-PURSE
$27.95
Med.
Cir. 54" Ht 20"
$29.95
Lg.
Cir. 60" Ht 21"
Top Cover:
See-thru. snap-in lid
Front pocket: For
complete change of
lingerie
Back pocket: (Vinyl
lined) Accommodates one or more
pairs of shoes and
nylons.
Colorful cloth lining
To insert petticoat:
Reach thru slot in
bottom, grasp by
waistband and pull
into bag. Bottom
closes with clasp.
To determine size;
Collect bottom tier
of crinoline snugly
with measuring tape

Sm
$18.00
Fits up to Sz 9 boot
Ht. 16"
$19.00
Lg.
Fits 9-13; Ht. 17"
$21.00
Size 14 .
Custom-made; Ht.
Custom-made; 18"
Vinyl lined interior
has two large pockets for socks, etc.
Ventilators in sides
Room for boot care
kit

MATCHING
BOOT BAG

When Ordering:
State Size & first and second choice of color.
Send check or money order (Arizonans add 5% Sales Tax).
Shipping charges $1.95 per item (Alaska, Hawaii, foreign countries $4.95)
Please allow up to 30 days delivery.
Clubs & Dealers Write for Discount Prices.

COLORS: Navajo white, Beige, Red. Maroon, Navy, Blue, Brown, Green. Boot-Bag available in Saddle Tan
or Rawhide. Shades and textures may vary slightly.

DART SPECIALTIES 6810 So. Central Phoenix AZ 85040 602-276-1303
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YOUR OWN CLUB STICKERS
FOR EITHER SIDE OF GLASS
THESE ARE DECAL TYPE STICKERS
wet the decal and transfer to desired surface

THE MAREX COMPANY

MINIMUM ORDER 10
LESS THAN 100-25c EACH
100 OR MORE 20c EACH

6061/2 W. Columbia Ave.
Champaign, Illinois 61820

"Send for free catalogue
on badges, stickers,
accessories, etc."

STEAL A PEAK, Continued
Movin' On — Ranch House
You Call Everybody Darling — LouMac
Big Eight Wheeler — Longhorn
Matamoras — Red Boot
Daddy Frank — LouMac
Mary Ann — Kalox
Live For The Good Times— Wag.Wheel
R/D Reviews, Continued
LAZY RIVER— Belco 267
Choreography by C.O. & Chris Guest
Good music and a peppy easy two step
cued by C.O.
SOPHIA'S SAMBA— Grenn 14231
Choreography by Dave & Mary Simmon
Good music with a peppy intermediate
routine.
GIVE ME FIVE MINUTES MORE—
Grenn 14231; by John & Shari Helm
Good music and a good easyintermediate two step using basic
figures.
EVERYBODY'S DARLIN'— Grenn
14230; Choreography by Vernon Porter
Good music (even a little vocal) and a
good easy-intermediate two step.

YOU ARE LOVE— Grenn 14230
Choreo by Alvin & Mildren Boutillier
Music to familiar tune, with a little
different intermediate waltz routine.

THE COPES, Continued
point for the three areas, so that all
would enjoy dancing at the rec area. Of
course, dancers from other areas have
now joined the club because the only
criteria for membership is that you must
attend at least one dance per year.
Now what's in the works? A square
dance vacation to the Bahamas in
December! Again working with Bill
McVey and Buddy Allison, a trip is
planned aboard the Costa Liner, Flavia,
to sail from Miami December 6. Space
has been reserved for 200 dancers, and
the modest price has dancers from
several areas already signing up.
In less than two year's time, Jerry has
graduated eight classes, including the
first children's class. Each class runs for
twenty weeks and the full 75 basics are
taught. He has attended another
Caller's College in Fontana in November of 75, and continuing to study as he

Illanhurses
TAPE AMO RECORD SERVICE
F. 4, .
POUGHKEEPSIE I. Y. 12663
HEAR

Oen.
(914) 297-3230
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WITH THE CAI LER IN MIND

WW 800
HEY, GOOD-LOOKING
New Round by Jim & Bonnie Bahr

WW 133
EASY ON MY MIND
by Don Franklin

MUSIC BY THE WAGONMASTERS
P.O. Box 364, Arvada, Colorado 80002
gets more involved with his "hobby".
Western dancing has opened up a new
life-style for the Cope's. They enjoy the
contact with other people, the instant
fellowship that square dancing brings.
Primarily. they have enjoyed having a
part in helping other people have a good
time. The added revenue to the rec area
has been most welcome, and the
fellowship with other callers priceless.
It took a lot of hard work to get dancing
spread throughout an area in less than
two year's time, and there are certain
things that worked together to make it

possible. Jerry and Becky give credit to
these things: 1. Being introduced to
square dancing by a group of campers
who exemplified the square dance spirit
of friendliness and fellowship. 2.
Having Bill McVey's tapes. 3. Getting
in on Delma's class at the right time. 4.
Attending the Caller's College when
just getting started. 5. Having a good
building in which to work, and a good
reason (the rec area) to really get into it.
6. Having a virgin territory to work in.
7. Working for himself, so it was
possible to spend the time required to

WONDERFUL WORLD OF DANCING
DISNEY WORLD

HYATT HOUSE
September 24, 25, 26, 2976

Jy

tr
Pete Sansom

DANCING SCHEDULE
Friday, September 24
Hyatt House
Saturday, September 25 Hyatt House
Disney World
Hyatt House
Sunday, Sept 26
Hyatt House

,
The Beatties

Johnny Walter

Trails End Dance 7:30-11
Sq./Rd. Workshop 10:00-1
Family Fun Night 4:00-10
After Party
11:00-1
Farewell Dance 10:00-12

•
CLIP AND MAIL
Please send
tickets for Family Fun Nile at S6 00 per person
S
Please send
tickets for Dancing at Hyatt House at S4.00 per person

S

Clip 8 Mail to Pete Sanson, 450 Forest Estate Drive , W. Palm Beach, FL 44406
or Johnny Walter. Rt 2 Box 363. Okeechobee FL 33472
or BID Beattie. 7770 Miramar Pkwy , Hollywood FL 33023
Enclose legal size self-addressed stamped envelope. Make checks payable to Square Dance Committee
Hyatt House housing, two nights for S46 00 Maximum number of persons per room is four. Additional
housing information returned with tickets
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YOU GET A HALL—
I'LL DO THE CALL!

ED
FRAIDENBURG

1916 Poseyville Rd., Route 10
Midland, Michigan 48640
Phone (517) 835-9524
AVAILABLE TO CALL IN YOUR AREA
THE COPES, Continued
learn. 8. Having a wife who encouraged
the "hobby" and worked to help
promote it in every way possible. All
these things, and probably many more,
have convinced the Copes that learning
to square dance was the best thing
that's ever happened to them!
TAPING, Continued
turned off— check with their owners. If
you plug the cord back in without
having the machines turned off, it is
quite likely that the tapes will snag and
break and everyone will be upset. In
addition, the sudden surge of power
could burn out some recorders.
Remember: Most callers allow taping if
you are prepared to do it correctly. Do
not blame the caller if he requests you
not to tape because you are doing it
wrong— instead do your part by having
the right equipment and knowing how
to tape.

JOHN
HANDS
ANTTOWN. STATE

1 line "Slim Jim" 854
Name only
regular size 954
Name and town
or design $1.10
Name and town
and design $1.25
State shape $2.00

We Design Club Badges
Order Any Badge in Any Color— Black White
Blue, Green. Brown, Red, Yellow, Walnut, Birch
Send Check, We Pay Postage

PAT'S PLASTICS
Box 847 Rifle, CO 81650 [303] 625-1718
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Calling/Traveling
Full Time

Mike
Callahan
147 NORTH AVENUE
HILTON, NEw YORK 14468
(716) 392- 3807
CHALLENGE CHATTER, Continued
challenge weekends, conventions and
special dances: big block concept, drift
around, drift back, ease off, interlock
concept, lift off, nicely, once removed,
catch concept, rip off, rip saw, snag
circulate, swing along, spin along, u-all,
polly wolly. The Callerlab Mainstream
and Mainstream-Plus figures, as well as
new Callerlab selections, will naturally
be included.
GRAND ZIP, Continued
letter is Indicative of what happens
when no "new Idea" is published for a
month. To each is own!
The July coverage is great. Thanks so
much. One small item was omitted,
however; shouldn't the article on Page
27 give my name as the writer?
June Bruna
San Marcos, Texas
ED. NOTE: The article on the Texas
dancers (July) was given to Stan while
on a trip. It was unsigned. Now that we
have the author's name, we are glad to
give proper credit to her and to Don
Anders for the photos used with the
article and on the July cover.

USA

508 IT LOOKS LIKE
THE SUN'S GONNA
SHINE, Shelby Dawson
507 GET IT ON I
SHEB'S HOEDOWN
5013 AMERICA
by Shelby Dawson

505 SHELBY'S BANJO/LOVE ME HOEDOWN
504 KINDLY KEEP IT COUNTRY, Marlin Hull
101 Fun Dance Album, LP-Stereo, Amos Moses,
others
201 Long Cool Woman/Drinking Wine, Fun dances
202 Dear John, Alter Party Record
Distributed by Corsair Continental
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SQUARE DANCING and
FUN IN THE SUN

o CLUBS WEEKENDS
WEEKNIGHTS
LESSONS
WORKSHOPS

On the beautiful Grand Strand of Myrtle Beach S. C.
7th Annual
MYRTLE BEACH S&R /0 FESTIVAL
Convention Center
September 18,17,18,1978

10222 BUNDYSBURG RD., N.W.

Squares by Pearlie Goss, John Inabinet, Bobby
Lepard; Rounds by Harold & Judy Hoover

• lIDDLEFIELD, OHIO 44062
PHONE (216) 632-1074

SPECIAL GUEST CALLERS
Harold Thomas & Bob Ferrell
For further Information contact: Ardle Banker,
5139 RobInwood Drive, Charlotte NC 28212

0

RAMON
MARSCH

"Marsch-Mellow-Smooth"
Calling-Traveling Full Time

ANAHEIM ACCOUNT, Continued
session. Panelists unnecessarily devoted the second 21/2 hours to repetition.
Contra sessions were well attended. Dance halls were full, even while the
dancers complained of poor sound. Clogging, listed as an experimental workshop,
grew in size each day.
An area resident told a dancer, "This has been a three-day fashion show for us."
And it was. It's fun to see the distinctive outfits for upcoming conventions and the
special state costumes. All of the National Convention Executive Committee wear
green blazers with emblems and green square dance dresses, although not alike.
The 1977 Atlantic City Convention committee members are striking in red, white
and blue outfits recalling the Gay Nineties when Atlantic City was in its heyday as a
resort. Oklahoma City dancers in crisp hunter green and white always stand
out in the crowd. Now the Wisconsin dancers are blossoming in red and
white Swiss embroidered material. Mix these in with the many matching club
outfits and the numerous bicentennial costumes this year and a kaleidoscope of
color whirls in your vision. All at the "Attire" panel agreed that more dancers were
dressed for square dancing than in some past years, a marked improvement
because of the statement on the flyers requesting proper attire.
Every convention opens a Pandora's box of questions and this is no exception.
With success in numbers comes the problems of finding suitable facilities and
housing. With large numbers dancing, there is difficulty in "sounding" the halls.
With so many phases, interests and special events comes the scheduling snags —
do we duplicate, conflict, or grow to four or five days?
This is the fun and excitement of progress — meeting each new challenge and
solving the problems. Anaheim was a success; now it passes to Atlantic City to
solve the problems presented.
Square 'em up with HI-HAT Hoedowns & Singing Calls
RECENT RELEASES.
HH471 EL PASO CITY BY Ernie Kinney
HH470 LONE STAR BLUES & BOB WILLS MUSIC by Lee Schmidt
HH466 FROM WOMAN TO WOMAN by Ernie Kinney
HH398 OH LONESOME ME, Oldie by Dick Houlton
Distributed by CorsairContinental & Twelgren

NEW RELEASES
HH467— THAT DO MAKE IT NICE by Lee Schmidt
HH469 MARRIANNE by Tommy Cavanaagh
HH473 ROW, ROW. ROW by Ernie Kinney

Blue Ribbon Records Are Back With A Great New Sound!!
BR214 OLD MAN RIVER by BIll Slone
Produced by Ernie Kinney Enterprises. PO Box 177, Cantua Creek CA 93608
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23 Caller Taylor of Illinois
ACROSS
DOWN
24 An exit (2 words)
1. Caller Mitchell and others
1. Espionage expert
25 Adjective for fruitcake
Eastern potentate
5
"You
--Love"
2.
27 Command
9
•Those who ---. rollaway'
3. Show Me State (Abbr.)
30 Badge supply house (Foss )
12 "Meet your own and
4. Stings
31 Use a horn
14. Hurry
5. ---- run
33
Spring
month
15. "Come all -- young maidens"
6.
34 SID Platter
16 Mrs Dick Jones
7. Part of the psyche
36 Saw
17 Round Dance Figure
8. Lit again
37 Musical instrument
19 Those who perform for pay
9. Ravine
39 Nickname for Elizabeth
20 ''Buenas ----"
10. Walk on --40 "Dou--- pass thru"
21 Bad moods
11 Born
41 "Right hand high, left hand ---"
23 Caller Irwin
. New York
13 God of Love
26. Worn on clogging shoes
18 Los Angeles Fire Dept. (Abbr.) 42 Sleep sound in comics
43 "---s fold"
27 Fitted for rowing
19 Musical instrument bag----s
44 "Long Long --28. Nickname for Australia (Abbr.) 20
Day
47
Musical note
29. Hail (Latin)
21. Venus and Mars
48 American moth
30 Name of previous editor
22 Kind of orange
31 "Go red ---"
32 Concerning
33 Woman's name
LAST MONTH'S PUZZLE ANSWERS
34 Basis
d
p
e
m
35 Shut noisily
a n n
37 Caller Schmakel of Florida
m
e
e
38 Person of action
e
y
track'
39 "
n
e
9
40 Slang word for great dance
d e
9 0
9
42 Figure that ends in same formation
e
9 e
e e
c
in which it began
a
u
e
43 Apiece (Abbr )
a
a
e n n
45 Ship's record
d e
9
m
e e
------ er Florida
e
46 Caller
m 0
a
n
e
a
49 Female sheep
e
50 SiD Formations
p a
9 e
e
e
cl
a
x e
a
51 Stupid person or extinct bird
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DANDY]
IDEA
Write these key leaders — express your concerns, point out problem areas, suggest
solutions. They'll be glad to have your input.
National Conveiition Executive Comm.
Loren Long, chairman
6901 SE 14th St., Lot 35
Des Moines IA 50320

Callerlab Executive Secretary
John Kaltenthaler
PO Box 277
Pocono Pines PA 18350

1977 National Convention Chairman
Steve & Dorothy Musial
210 Pine St.
Philadelphia PA 19106

American Square Dance Association
Chris McAnany, Executive Secretary
219-221 Parkade
Cedar Falls IA 50613

LEGACY Executive Secretaries
Stan & Cathie Burdick
PO Box 788
Sandusky OH 44870

National Association S&R!D Suppliers
Jim White, Executive Director
PO Box 550
Winder GA 30680

P
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RECORDINGS

OUR 1st LP

Unique LP! Great for Clubs
who dance to records
and just good listening
Recorded Live in Denver
With the Western Swingers Orchestra
75 Plus
PR 2001 BICENTENNIAL ALBUM
Called by AL HORN
See your Record Dealer or write to:

,

Prairie Recordings. 1170-2nd, Penrose CO 81240
t

.. 1111
..ii.

Workshops, Festivals, Clinics
Just Plain Fun!

BILL
K RAM ER

_..._
•

'

10915 McLennan
Granada Hills
California 91364
(213) 360-7513

Now Booking for 1977, '78, '79

71R H__Ikijim
RR-101
RR•102
RR-103
RR-104
RR-105
RR-106

YOU RING MY BELL by Wade Driver
HELP YOURSELF TO ME by Pet Barbour
HERE I AM IN DALLAS by Wade Driver
Pat earbcur
ROCKY TOP by Wade Driver
HONKY TONK SQUARE DANCE BLUES by Pat Barbour
THE HAPPINESS OF HAVING YOU by Wade Driver
CIRCLE D RECORDS
CD-201 GOOD HEARTED WOMAN by Earl Arledge
CD-202 DON'T BELIEVE MY HEART CAN STAND ANOTHER YOU. J. Martin

16,

ever

RHYTHM RECORDS • 2615 Parana • Houston, Texas * 77055
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"C. B." BADGES
Seems as if both callers and dancer's are getting bitten by the "C.B." bug in
increasing numbers from Maine to California. "I See a Bear" is no longer a child's
game, but it's another "four-wheeler" issuing a caution to a fellow traveler in the
best friendly modulatin' roadside manner.
Citizen Band radio units no longer operate in trucks (18-wheelers) alone, but are
popular in campers, autos, home-bases, and even in the more stylish cab-tractors
working the fields out west. J.S.A. Sales advertises the units in this magazine.
Now an enterprising square dance badge maker has produced a badge, shown
here, to help identify you as a "C.B. dancer". Those interested are asked to send
$3.00 plus 50t handling to Bob Sams, P.O. Box 144, New Sarpy, LA 70078. Bob
wants to know your "handle" (name), your "10-20" (home) and your club. Who
"10-4".
knows— maybe a directory will be next

RUTH & REUEL deTURK
1606 Hopmeadow Street
Simsbury, Conn. 06070
Phone: 203-658-9417
Send for our
Mall Order Catalog

THE

URETHANE
PATENT LEATHER

HOURS
Tue.-Wed.-Thum.-Sat.
11-5
Friday 11-9
Closed Sun. & Mon.

P

$12.98
plus 91.25 Postage

BLACK
WHITE
RED
Some Sizes In
BONE & NAVY

‘kk%041'"gN•

goimer

SIZES: AA, 654 thru 9;
El, 5 thru 11;
W, 6 thru 10
No half sizes beyond 9

'NEEL • 1318.(s[scomrN'RA°
I

COUNTER • FIRM
SUPPORT
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HANDsop.4e-.4.f6 COMFORT
NIGH FASHION I
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A
GRAND
SQUARE

by Barbara Harrelson, Lancaster, South Carolina

dancer
OR TWO
Many of the Red Rose Ramblers of
Lancaster, South Carolina, enjoy gathering at the Pizza Inn in Lancaster for
after-the-dance fellowship. For the past
year, the last to arrive have been Bobby
and Brenda Richardson. However, as
the month of May ended their term as
Presidents of the Red Rose Ramblers,
Bobby and Brenda are now among the
"first" to arrive.
Bobby and Brenda Richardson have
been very effective leaders of this very
active, young group of enthusiastic
square dancers. With a club of some 150
members, a weekly workshop for the
club members and a class in session for
25 weeks which graduated 177 dancers
in February of this year, you can see
that Bobby and Brenda have had their
"hands full". You may now better
understand why they were always
"last" at the Pizza Inn.
Under their leadership, the Red Rose
Ramblers' First Annual January Jubilee
with Dick Jones was organized and very
successfully held in January 1976. They
enjoy traveling, visiting other square
dance clubs and dancing to different
callers. They have arranged for a
number of traveling callers to visit the
Red Rose Ramblers. Among those were
Richard Silver, Vaughan Parrish, Jim
Mayo and Dick Jones.
Another milestone for the club has
been the organization of an effort to
construct a square dance center. Bobby
has led the club in seeking information
and the formation of an initial group to
organize a corporation for the sale of
stock, selection of building site, etc.
Brenda learned of a square dance
class in Lancaster when information
about lessons was announced in her
Sunday School Class at St. Luke's
United Methodist Church. She had to

"persuade" Bobby to go to the first
class. He knew nothing of western
square dancing and the words "square
dance" and the music generally associated with the term did not especially
appeal to him. However, it took no
persuasion from Brenda to bring him to
the next lesson.
They both liked square dancing from
the beginning and so much that when a
class was formed later during their
lessons at Elgin (about 4 miles from
Lancaster), they were there from the
beginning dancing with the new group
as well as guiding their organization.
They graduated from their classes in
March 1974 and were elected Vice
Preidents of the club in September
1974. In May 1975 they were elected
Presidents.
Bobby and Brenda deeply appreciate
and enjoy music. In their home you will
quickly note that music plays an
important part in their lives. A very
beautiful organ and piano grace their
living room. Bobby is a choir member
and soloist of the St. Luke's United
Methodist Church choir. Many of the
Red Rose Ramblers are also members of
St. Luke's and they enjoy teasing Bobby
when he "dozes" a little some Sunday
mornings, particularly when they know
85

that square dancing somewhere has
kept him up past the midnight hour.
Bobby is a lineman for Duke Power
and Brenda is a loan clerk at Central
Carolina Bank. They are the proud
parents of 3 year old Brian. They also
enjoy gardening, and we understand
Bobby can cook a good cake as well as a
good steak.
The great thing about Bobby and
Brenda are their warm and friendly
personalities and this has contributed
much to their effectiveness as leaders.
Bobby is frank and straight-forward and
Brenda is quiet and soft-spoken. Bobby
wears a smile that radiantly lights a
countenance that never meets a
stranger. And what a laugh! Surely
there is no other like it. It appears to
joyfully radiate from his whole being.
The Red Rose Ramblers appreciate
very much Bobby and Brenda's dedicated leadership in this vital time of
growth for the club and hope that they
will continue always to be actively and
enthusiastically involved in the Red
Rose Ramblers Square Dance Club.

AMERICAN

SQUARE DANCE
SUBSCRIPTION DANCES
MINERVA, NY; Wednesday, August 11
Contact: Bill & Mary Jenkins
AUGUSTA, GA; Wednesday, September 15
Contact: Whit & Faye Landrum
SMYRNA. GA ; Thursday. September 16
Contact: Johr Swindle
BEREA, OHIO; Monday, September 27
Contact: Al Jaworske
CHARDON, OHIO: Wednesday, September 29
Contact: Ed & Klaire Martin
BROCKVILLE, ONT.; Thursday, September 30
Contact: Garnet & Muriel Gallinger
HAMILTON, ONT.; Friday, October 1
Contact: Marg & Gerry Johnston
PETERBOROUGH, ONT.; Saturday, October 2
Contact: Bob & Jane Jaffrey
MARION, VIRGINIA; Friday, October 8
Contact: June Little
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO; Sunday, October 10
Contact: Jim & Mary Batema
WYOMING, MICHIGAN; Tuesday, October 12
Contact: Frank Randall
SPRUCE PINE, N.C., Friday, October 22
Contact: Roger Pittman

The Red River Community House
Red River, New Mexico
SUMMER 1976
There's square dancing five nights
each week. Tuesday through Saturday nights. In the afternoons there
are club level workshops and basic
square dance classes. Troy Ray.
popular caller from Tulsa. Oklahoma. is in residence all summer for
your dancing pleasure. During the
evening programs there's folk dancing. round dancing and basic square
dancing between regular club level
tips.
For additional information write:
Troy Ray, Director
P.O. Box 213
Red River, New Mexico 87558

TROY RAY
Summer Caller in Residence
NO ADMISSION CHARGE for any activity at the Community House
All summer, June 1 — Labor Day, 1976
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CAMILLUS, NEW YORK; Sunday, October 24
Contact: Tom & Faye Tomlinson

EAST BRIDGEWATER, MASS., Sunday, Feb. 13
Contact: Old Colony Callers (Dick Davis)

CHARLOTTE, NC; Thursday, October 28
Contact: Sandy Payne

NEW BRIGHTON, PA; Sat., February 19
Contact: Jim & Lois Hume
MACON, GEORGIA; Friday, February 25
Contact: Jim & Evelyn Tyler & Charles Byers

BELLEVILLE IL (St. Louis Areal: October 29
Contact: Joe & Marilyn Obal
SIOUX CITY, IOWA; Monday, November 1
Contact: Chuck & Sandy Veldhuizen
GREENVILLE, OHIO; Thursday, November 4
Contact: Harold Plerstorff
BOWLING GREEN, KY; Friday, November 5
Contact: Curtis & Barb Pinson
LEXINGTON, NC; Tuesday. November 16
Contact: Fred & Margaret Keller
QUITMAN, GEORGIA, Saturday, November 20
Contact: Kevin Huffmaster
PANAMA CITY, FLORIDA; Friday, November 26
Contact: Darryl & Ann McMillan
MONTGOMERY, AL; Wed., January 12
Contact: Dewey Glass
ATLANTA. GA: Thursday, January 13
Contact: Dean Baldwin
VIRGINIA BEACH, VA; Friday, January 21
Contact: Warren & June Berglund
COLUMBUS. OHIO: Wed., January 26
Contact: Ed Kane
GREEN BAY, WI; Sunday, January 30
Contact: Bruce & Sue Witbro
BECKLEY, WV; Friday, February 4
Contact: Ted Lacy

M. D. Howard
P.O. Box 3745
Greenville, SC 29608

UTICA, NY; Wednesday, March 2
Contact: Ray & Lucille Graf
EUREKA, CALIFORNIA; Wed., March 16
Contact: Connie & Al Whitfield
PISCATAWAY, NJ; Friday, March 18
Contact: Bob & Mary Rankin
KINGWOOD, WV; Friday, March 25
Contact: Frank Slagle or Dennis Fisher
PARKERSBURG, WV; Friday. April 1
Contact: Keith & Karen Rippeto
CHARLESTON, WV: Wednesday, April 6
Contact: Erwin Lawson
ALTOONA, PA, Thursday, April 14
Contact: Emil Corte
GOODLAND, KANSAS; Sunday, April 17
Contact: Marie & George Edwards
MUSKEGON, MI; Thurs., April 21
Contact: Ken & Dot Gilmore
ERIE, PA; Thursday, April 28
Contact: Bob & Lorrie Morrison
CANANDAIGUA, NY; Sunday. May 1
Contact: Bob & June Ellis
LAKE PLACID, NY; Friday, May 13
Contact: Phil & Mary McKinney
POTSDAM, NY ; Sunday, May 15
Contact: Walt & Ruth Pharoah

ORBIRD 10.Ca6

AI "TEX" BROWNLEE
Artist Repertoire

ON'

Hoedowns
TH 513 SAILING/JARRING
TH 514 BIG G RAG/GOOD DAY HOEDOWN
TH 515 JEKYLL ISLAND RIDE/FAST OTIS

Singing Sam
Mitchell

TB142 WILLOW TREE by Bud Whitten
TB143 CAROLINA COUNTRY MORNING by Bobby Keefe
TB144 SUSAN WHEN SHE TRIED by Bobby Keefe
TB145 WHEN THE CANDLE LIGHTS ARE GLEAMING
by Bud Whitten
TB146 STREETS OF MEMPHIS by Bill Volner
TB147 BETTER TIMES A'COMING by Bill Volner

T-Bird 1000 BICENTENNIAL by Bill Volner
T-Bird 1100 REMEMBER ME by Sam Mitchell

,

Bobby Keefe
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IT REALLY
HAPPENED
Dialogue Overheard at Chiemsee Lake Hotel Lobby, Sunday, 25 AprIl, Noon:
Hotel Manager: The exterior walls are still in pretty good shape.
Assistant Manager: Interior damage control reports are much less than we
expected, too.
Manager: Look at it this way: the personnel and hotel survived another Chiemsee
College.
Assistant Manager: I still can't believe those people can be ordinary humans. What
flesh and blood human can dance six to ten hours every day, party all night till
dawn, and think up so much mischief and carry it out?
Manager: Take it from an old-timer — only Square dancers, led by two fearless,
fanatical, fun-loving, famous, favorite figures that they call Super-caller and Tom!
Assistant Manager: Can I get a transfer before next Easter?
Chiemess Hotel, situated in the scenic Bavarian Alps, was the location for the
eighth Annual European Square and Round Dance College, which attracted nearly
two hundred dancers from all over Europe.
Square dance callers Bob McVey and Tom Crisp and round dance cuers Corky
Pell and Richard Perry comprised the Chiemsee College staff, with Ed Heil and John
Ross conducting a callers' course, and Chet Bahn providing children's instructions.
During the seven days, the staff held a round dance "crash course" and
workshops, square dance workshops, children's classes and a callers' course. The
students and staff entertained themselves after hours with skits and marathon
after-parties. One spontaneous after-party idea resulted in games and auctions with
the proceeds going to the Wheel Chain Square Dancers Fund. This was carried out
by Ted and Sonja Anthony and netted $200.00.
Dancers from Italy, Belgium, Switzerland and Holland declared the college a
rewarding but tiring week of learning and fun.
Nancy Miner
Heidelberg Hoedowners

places
.----'-'

to daneQ 4-4-1ROYAL HOLIDAY Square/Round Dance weekends — Spring and Fall; National Callers; at
Interlaken Resort Village. Lake Geneva, Wisconsin.
WRITE: Bill & Jacque Blevins, 1257 Franklin
Lane, Buffalo Grove, Illinois 60090.

FALL FESTIVAL, Ingleside Red Carpet Inn, Sept.
17, 18, 19; Stan Burdick, Harry McColgan, Dorsey
Adams. Jim Harlow, Marlon & Ida Faye Roach,
Write Jim Harlow, 7140 Meadowbrook Rd.,
Lynchburg VA 24502.

SILVER DOLLAR CITY'S 3rd Annual S/D
Weekend, Saturday & Sunday, Sept. 11-12;
featuring Singing Sam Mitchell. For information,
write Sonny Horton, Group Coordinator, Sliver
Dollar City, MO 65616.

8th Annual SEPTEMBERFEST. Sept. 18-25
1976; Two air-conditioned Halls at Kentucky
Village State Park. Bob Wickers, Frank Bedell
Stan Burdick. Betty & Clancy Mueller. Write Sid
Jobs, Rt. 6 Box 238A, Murray, KY 42071.

SPRING GULCH CAMPGROUND AND S/D BARN
in Pennsylvania Amish Country, New Holland, PA
features Square/Round Dance Weekends Spring.
Summer & Fall: National Callers. Write Spring
Gulch, RD2, New Holland PA 17557 [717-354-96921

FIVE GREAT WEEKS OF DANCING: Fun Fest.
Accent on Rounds with Squares, Rebel Roundup,
Swap Shop & Jubilee. Write Fontana Village
Resort, Fontana Darn, North Carolina 28733.

7th Ann. S&R /D Festival, Convention Center,
Myrtle Beach, S.C.; Sept. 16-18: Pearlle Goss, John
inabinet, Bobby Lepard, Harold & Judy Hoover,
Harold Thomas, Bob Ferrell.Write Ardle Banker,
5139 Robinwood Dr., Charlotte NC 28212.

LABOR DAY WEEKEND, Sept. 3-5; Redwood
Squares, Humboldt Coutry Fairgrounds, Ferndale,
Cal.; Glenn Wassun, Ken Bishop, Al & Connie
Whitfield. Write Al Whitfield, 1413 J St., Eureka
CA 95501.

MILLSTONE LODGE, Lake of the Ozarks, Every
Friday night, Western square dancing. Convention
Center Alr-conditIoned. Caller: Jim Carter. Call
Millstone Lodge, 314-372-5111. All Western Square
Dancers invited.
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Book
Nook
[

BY MARY JENKINS

THE HANDBOOK OF MODERN SQUARE DANCING
Compiled and Arranged by Jay King
This 287-page handbook is the result
an easy-to-use guide for quickly identiof fifteen years of thinking and study by
fying any and all square dance terms
Jay King. He and Ann worked on it
and determining readily whether one's
nearly full time from November, 1975,
new ideas have already been
until it was completed in early spring of
thought of (either in name or content) or
whether they are simply close relatives
1976.
All movements are in a grouped and
of similar movements. Jay has made no
organized form. The book is organized
attempt to say how many movements
into sections: Traditional Movements,
there are or to give the movements
Mainstream Movements, Glossary
particular numbers.
Terms, Older Club Figures, Challenge
According to the author the main
Dancing's Basic Calls, "Special"
purpose of the book is to give callers
Movements (Teacups, Grand Square
and dancers a complete and accurate
Variations, "Web" Variations and
description of every movement. A
others), Movements which can be called
secondary purpose is to steer inventors
directionally, Controversial Movements
away from movements already written.
(more than one with the same name or
If new inventions appear which are
more than one with the same dancing
already in existance either in name or
content but with different names), and
content, they simply end up in the
just plain Experimental Movements.
"controversial" section of one of the
Authors and dates of inventions whersupplements, and no one really wants
ever known are given.
his pet creation to find a home there.
There are two indices, one alphbetical
Jay agrees with Ed Gilmore's stateby movement and one alphabetical by
ment that there can be only three really
author. The sections of the book are
basic basics: "You can walk, you can
separated by tabs for convenience.
turn as an individual and you can turn
The supplements which will be issued
someone else." Everything in this book
every four months or so will be $3.95
is composed of those three elements in
each (less, if possible).
different combinations.
The book and its supplements will
Order from Jay King, PO Box 79,
provide everyone who is interested with
Wayland MA 01778. Price $7.95 ppd.
SDDS
750 Inglewood St.
Salinas, CA 93901
SQUARE DANCE DIGEST SERVICE, A MONTHLY Note Service for callers, is a valuable supplement to
every caller's programming needs.
Published monthly. material is sectionalized for quick reference. Sections range from 75 Basics to
Advanced Workshop material. Useful, workable material for both new and experienced callers. Cost is only
$1200 per year (12 issues). (Overseas postage extra.)
Also available is the 26-page booklet Module Choreogrephy.Full details on how to set up and use a
module calling system (B14) and other common workshoo notations thoroughly explained. Only $2.50 per
Sample copy of the [Neal upon request. Send a 134 stamp Dealer inquiries invited.
copy
S ,iti.irc

ance• Dtg eNt Service
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SQUARE DANCE BOOK SERVICE
draitutiream
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I
Progressives —
all types: $2.00
EASY

JIA1c24-.CONG

Family dance
book' $2.00

"Sr

SID Cartoons
4.00

Mainstream Callerlab Basics: $4.00

FUMY
4 (5% a at

CALLS

154
Adaptations for
Easy 0/NIS: $2.00

First Steps To Contra
by Walt Cole:S2.00

CLINIC: $5.00
Wealth of Info for callers...

DI POMAS
S/D &R/a log ea
Clogging: 154 ea.

THE
WINDMILL

I ii 1
C
4
u
C

ii Li
11 t
o 0

fu
Bicentennial
idea. $3.00

Hash System for
Callers 52 00

Clogging: $4.00
Runaway Best Seller

LEARN
TO

Christmas cards
[Buy 'em early]
$2.00 pkg. of 12
with envelopes

SO NE NU Bib
CLIP
ART

A

'•411;
B=It
C=Ir

vs
74-75 Edition
Advanced Club
Basics: $4.00

Promotional folders.
100-54., 300-510.
500-516., etc

ORDER ALL BOOKS
FROM THIS MAGAZINE
P 0 BOX
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Best of Will Orlich
5-yr. Collection of
Choreo Into from
ASD: $5.00

Clip Art Book
An to dress up your
flyers. ads, posters
$3.00

.0111 I mor

filler rli.l~nK

cininstrearn

Olus

Calling • -

4y.

SA INDUS K Y. OHIO
448 70

6

ASK ABOUT
QUANTITY PRICES
Mainstream-Plus $4.
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MMM-Ca tiers $3.

ABC-Callers $4.

Few of us get dizzy
from doing too many good turns.

PALOMINO SQUARE DANCE SERVICE
COME AND BROWSE ....
NEWCOMB SOUND EQUIPMENT
RECORDS
ELECTRO-VOICE MICROPHONES
JEWELRY
SQUARE DANCE ACCESSORIES
CANDLES
USED SQUARE DANCE CLOTHING
POTTERY
& SID RELATED ITEMS.

a

Judy Sappington
2920 Washburn Circle
Minneapolis, MN 55423
612-869-9501

(on consignment)

Mail and phone orders handled promptly. Please include
address, rip code and phone number when ordering —

CAL GOLDEN'S CALLERS COLLEGES,
FESTIVALS AND WEEKENDS
•

•
•

a

1976 CALLERS COLLEGES — Hot Springs, Arkansas
Aug. 8-13: Experienced Callers
New Callers
July 25-30:
Nov. 14-19: Specialized Course
Aug. 22-27:
Experienced Callers
STAFF: Bill Peters, Stan Burdick, M .J. Timbs, Ray & Bea Dowdy
AND Cal & Sharon Golden

a

Aug. 6-7:
Oct. 22-23:
Oct. 29-30:
Nov. 20:

1976 SQUARE DANCE FESTIVALS
4th Ann. Dogpatch USA, Harrison, Arkansas
3rd Ann. Festival, Mt. Home, Arkansas
5th Ann. Pumpkin Festival, Owatonna, M innesota
2nd Ann. Autumn Jamboree, Barren River Pk..
Lucas, Kentucky

1977 SQUARE DANCE WEEKENDS
Sheraton Hotel
French Lick, Indiana
Jan. 14,15,16: Jan. 21,22,23; Feb. 11,12,13
Feb. 18,19,20: Feb. 25.26.27; Mar. 4,5,6
'OUTSTANDING STAFF EACH WEEKEND
For further information and brochures on the above, write:
SHARON GOLDEN. PO Box 2280, Hot Springs AR 71901 [501-624- 7 2

4
4
4
C

4
4
8

4
4

4

•
•

Laugh Line
"AH SO....

SO, SEE?
SO-SEW I"

scope r eco'cds
NEW RELEASES
SC 802 AMAPOLA
Caller: Ted Wegener
SC 603 HEARTACHES BY THE NUMBER
Caller: Dick Hoffman

I

RECENT RELEASES:
SC601 Bicentennial Medley
SC600 Strip Polka
SC599 Corrina
SC598 Big Mable Murphy
SC597 Nanakuli
SC596 Walk With Me
SC595 Put On Your Old Grey Bonnet
SC594 Caribbean
Box 1448 San Luls Obispo CA 93408
.••••••••=m,..ir..••...=••••••AgEW.../..mm,ar.amimir-ArAMMIIIP•01•14
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BASIC
(1-38)
1. Circle left and right
2. Forward and back
3. Do sa do
4. Swing
5. Promenade family
(Full, 1/2, 3/4)
A. Couples
B. Single file
C. Wrong-way
6. Allemande left/arm turns
7. Grand right and left weave
8. Pass thru
9. "U" turn back
10. Split the couple/ring
(around one, two)
11. Couples separate/divide
12. Courtesy turn
13. Chain family
A. Two ladies
B. Four ladies
C. 3/4 chain
14. Do paso
15. Right and left thru
16. Star family (2 to 8)
A. Right hand
B. Left hand
17. Star promenade
18. Inside out-outside in
19. Couples lead right/left
20. Circle to a line
21. Bend the line
22. All around left hand lady
23. oee saw (taw)
24. Grand square
25. Box the gnat/swat the flea
26. Square thru family
(Full, 3/4, 1/2
A. Standard
B. Left
C. Mixed sex
D. Same sex
27 California twirl
28. Dive thru
29. Cross trail (thru)
30 Couples wheel around
31. Single file turnback
32. Allemande thar/ wrong way thu
33. Shoot that star
(112, 3/4, Full)
34. Slip the clutch
35. Half sashay family
A. Standard
B. Roll away
C. Ladies in, Men sashay
36. Alamo style/ balance
37. Star thru
38. Couples backtrack
46

Callerlab Mainstream Program of Square Dancing
EXTENDED
(1-54)
39. Turn thru
4Q. Pass to the center
41. Eight chain thru
(1-8)
42. Ocean wave/ balance
(R/L)
43. Swing thru family
A. Right
B. Left
C. Alamo
44. Flutterwheel/reverse
45. Sweep a quarter
46. Veer left/right
47. Run family (r/l)
A. Boys
B. Girls
C. Ends
D. Centers
E. Cross
48. Trade family
A. Boys
B. Girls
C. Ends
D. Centers
E. Couples
F. Partner
49. Circulate family
A. Boys
B. Girls
C. All eight
D. Ends
E. Centers
F. Couples
G. Box
H. Single file
50. Spin the top
51. Trade by
52. Zoom (substitute)
53. Wheel and deal
54. Double pass thru

Prilitir

PC- Standard Position Concept
Normal couples-standard positions

MAINSTREAM
(1-68)
55. Centers in/out
56. Cast family
(314, 1/2, 1/4)
A. Off
B. In
C. Right
D. Left
57. Cloverleaf
58. Slide thru
59. Fold family
A. Boys
B. Girls
C. Ends
D. Centers
E. Cross
60. Dixie style
61. Spin chain thru
62. Peel off
63. Tag family
(Full, 1/2)
A. Line
B. Partner
64. Curlique
65. Walk and dodge
66. Scootback
67. Fan the top
68. Hinge family
A. Couples
B. Single
C. Partner

MAINSTREAM PLUS
Anything and roll
Clover Flow
Dixie grand
Grand parade
Outsiders in and out
Pair off
Peel the top
Red hot, ice cold
Single circle to ocean wave
Spin chain the gears
Split circulate
Tea cup chain
Triple scoot
Triple trade
Turn and left thru
CALLERLAB EXPERIMENTALS
Chase right
Coordinate
Ferris wheel
Half tag trade and roll
Pass the ocean
Recycle
Track II

Suggested teaching order and approximately 10 weeks for each of the basic.
extended and mainstream programs,
plus 3 weeks each program to teach
italicized basics, total 41 weeks including 2 week review.
Still more time is necessary to teach the
figures in Column 4.
Mainstream and Mainstream-Plus
booklets are available from American
Squaredance Magazine, PO Box 788.
Sandusky. Ohio 44870 ($4. each)

APC- All Position Concept
Mixed couples-all positions
47
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American Square Dance Association /
/International
Cedar Falls, Iowa 50613

Square Round Contra and Folk Dancers

Offices: 219-221 Parkade

Joll

Let's

to create a
world-wide
party for charm;
Square dancers are noted for their generosity and human
kindness. By joining together on a designated night we can dance
for a charitable cause, have fun doing it, and create a favorable
image for square dancing. All we need is the organization.

American Square Dance Association/
Square. Round • Contra & Folk Dancers
ASDA, International is a
nonprofit, tax-exempt, cultural education center. We
are supported by public
contributions and your
membership, totally tax
deductible under Code
501(c)3 of the Internal Revenue Service.

MICSI
MIre
Interna lIonal

Something

INTERNATIONAL

Offices: 219-221 Parkade
Tele: AC 31
STAGE ONE: ASDA/INTERNATIONAL SERVICE CENTER
A liaison office serving to protect and project the square dance image between the
dancers and the non-dancing public. Dedicated to improve PUBLIC communications by
establishing a statistics bureau, providing a national WATS line service, television and
radio spots, public interest magazine articles and paid advertisements designed to educate the public. To open new channels through educational grants for the preservation
of the art, building a foundation grant service of ASDA origination, and to provide as
many services as possible to all square dancers and affiliates.

STAGE TWO: AS SOON AS POSSIBLE GOAL
To organize a "dance around the world" for the benefit of
FUNd raising over one million dollars, contributed to a different
selected chartable cause each year. ie: the Cancer Society,
Heart Fund, Muscular Dystrophy, World Food Hunger, etc.
If all square dancers were to keep informed by participating in
ASDA programs, the million-dollar mark for chanty would be
extremely conservative and allow a tremendous impact on the
general public, demonstrating the strength in numbers who
enjoy square dancing around the world. ASDA could provide
ideas and public support information to all member clubs.
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A WORLD OF DANCE
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STAGE THREE: TELEVISION SHOW
Our own nationwide weekly television show, not only educational, but a lively, all-family entertaining
variety show, written, directed and produced with our nation's most talented callers and dedicated
dancers. Purpose: to protect and project our heritage of this American folk dance; to demonstrate all
varieties of our dances; to educate and encourage others to participate in the art; and to bring the
beauty, joy and excitement generated by our music and dance to the public. As a production studio,
the Uni-Dome could be available in July and August of each year with total seating capacity of 15,000.
Conceivably reserving from 2-5 thousand for participating square dancers from all areas, this would
allow for a viewing public audience of over 10,000. This program is designed to Include comedy skits,
cultural exchange, ethnic folk dancers/costumes, and top TV personalities each week as MC's.

The
Uni-Dome
Constructed in 1975
Cedar Falls, Iowa

Mitt! =TIM halt:

WHAT IS THE PICTURE LIKE

STAGE FOUR: ASDA INTERNATIONAL LODGE

Picture It ... Your Dream

A complete hotel/office complex with year-around
accommodations for all ASDA related meetings and TV
participants. A designed facility located in a strategic area of
the United States to better serve the square dancers of the
North American Continent, including in addition such
non-profit organizations as the National Square Dance
Convention Directors, Callerlab, Legacy, and other folk
dance groups. Hotel area to include several acres
designated as SQUARE DANCE COUNTRY, USA ... for
the use of square dance campers and camper
organizations. To include full campground facilities,
playground, swim area, dance pavilion, and a small
old-fashioned outdoor theatre where square dance films
may be shown, selected from the ASDA film library.

dar Falls, Iowa 50613
277-4334

Serving today. . . .
Building for tomorrow.
WILL YOU HELP? Since no one has a "sure-fire" way to round up the
names and addresses of 1, 3, 6, or 8 million (?) square dancers, anyone
you can tell about ASDA may want to join in our efforts to build a bigger
and better square dance future. In order to provide a complete census
bureau we need to record all dancers, all clubs, all associations, all retailers, all recording companies, all folk dance groups, all specialty exhibition
groups, etcetera.... WHETHER THEY SUPPORT US OR NOT! We may
need their services for television programs or the Hall of Fame or for cultural exchange programs or WHATEVER may come through our servi ce
office in the future. Even inactive dancers may be interested in our plans.
The key to this world-wide round-up is very simple . . . CONTACT! Your
ASDA office will provide free of charge, to any club officer, enough of these
brochures for every member, in exchange for your current mailing list. Our
hope is to be able to send "FLASH" bulletins for every club to post and
more detailed progress reports to every association. Will you help us
spread the word ... ASDA? We need each other.
Not one of us could ever square dance alone!

"c111 join hand,...
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STAGE FIVE: ASDA INTERNATIONAL
HALL OF FAME

ASOAZ._.,..
•
"RECYCI.E —

Designed to interest the general public, this is envisioned
as an international foods RESTAURANT encircled with
club and association banners preserved in metal, glass
and wood. Special wall murals of world-wide badges and
memorabilia to be created and designed by all states,
provinces and overseas countries participating. This Hall
of Fame will initially elect all 25 past Directors of the
National Square Dance Conventions as well as 25
square dance callers. These displays will include wax
figures, bronze plaques, paintings, etc.

Epduubchcatior.
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A RICH PAST...
A LIVING, GROWING PRESENT,
AND A WELL-PLANNED FUTURE
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WITHOUT YOU IN IT

Let's All Join Hands...
to bring square dancing and TV together
Square dancing and square dancers have
been portrayed wrong too long on TV. By joining together we can have our own weekly TV

show on a major network with square dancing
and square dancers depicted the right way.
All we need is the organization.

Let's All Join Hands...
to establish a National Hall of Fame
Square dancing needs a place to commemorate what square dancing, square dance
callers and square dancers have done

for America and the world. We need a place
to "strut our stuff".
All we need is the organization.

Let's All Join Hands Now...
to form an International Square Dance Association
American Square Dance Association is an
idea that's time has come. ASDA has been
founded by square dancers in the interest of
square dancing as a non-profit organization.
Callerlab and Legacy groups are encouraged
to join hands with us and share our Service
Center and programs.

ASDA's purpose is "to promote the American
square dance; to educate and encourage
others to join in preservation of the art; and to
bring the beauty, joy and excitement generated by music and dance to the world-wide
public."

Your Help is Needed
You can help by joining now at special charter
membership rates. You can also help by volunteering to be a special liason for ASDA for
your club and area. Any current mailing lists
of Square Dancers, Clubs and Folk Dance
Groups you can provide us will be ap-

preciated. You can encourage other dancers
to "join hands" with ASDA.
We have professional help for public relations
and advertising ... but only by your memberst-L can we proceed, and only through your
help will we succeed.

Officers and directors will be elected when charter members meet
during the 26th National Square Dance Convention in New Jersey.

Keep up with what's going on
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
Count me in! I'm willing to join hands with square dancing friends everywhere and do my part to help
promote square dancing. Enclosed is my family CHARTER MEMBERSHIP fee of $10.00. Single memberships $5.00. (Any additional amount is also a tax deductible contribution and extremely welcome during our
charter year of 1976).
I'd like to be asked to help with volunteer work in my area.
Name
Address
City
State or Province
Country
(if other than U.S.A.)
Complete Telephone No.
gCopyr.ght ASOA 1976

ASDAZ

INTERNATIONAL

American Square Dance Association
Square Round Contra and Folk Dancers
/International
Offices: 219-221 Parkade
Cedar Falls, Iowa 50613

